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FILLED WITH MORE THAN 

245 
IN-DEPTH PLAYER 

WRITE-UPS  

FOR THE 2007 FANTASY FOOTBALL 

SEASON! 

PLUS CHEAT SHEETS FROM 

NINE DIFFERENT STAFF WRITERS! 



A LETTER FROM THE 
BRUNO BOYS 

 
Dear Bruno Boys Faithful: 

 

First, let us thank you for your continued support. Without you, the reader, there is no Bruno Boys Fantasy 

Football web-site. None of this is possible. 

 

With that said, let me assure you that 2007 promises to be the Bruno Boys best year yet, and it starts right 

here, right now with the release of our very first Pre-Draft webazine. Yes, we have provided you with draft 

cheat sheets before, but never have they been presented in this manner or with this much information. 

 

In launching our very first Pre-Draft webazine, it only felt right to start it off with the article that started it 

all here at the Bruno Boys. We feel it still exudes the enthusiasm and excitement that we feel every time 

fantasy football season rolls around. Please enjoy, “Fantasy Football – Christmas in August.” 

 

Aww, that special time of year is once more upon us. It’s that time of year when summer’s 

winding down, heat waves are occurring with less frequency, kids are dreading that looming day 

when they must return to school, video gamers are coming down with a bad case of Madden 

Fever, and when your favorite football team is gearing up for preseason competition. Yes, folks, 

it’s beginning to look a lot like football season everywhere you look. 

  

And, with the arrival of the 2007 Football Season also comes the arrival of “CHRISTMAS IN 

AUGUST” for all of those who participate in fantasy sports, for ‘Tis the Season of Fantasy 

Football. 

 

Let me be the first to welcome you to a brand new year of fantasy football. Let me welcome you 

to this time filled with fresh opportunity. Let me welcome you to a time in which everyone is tied 

for first place. Yes, my friend, you stand atop your league’s standings with an opportunity still 

before you to win the championship. Enjoy it!  

 

But, remember that with this great opportunity comes responsibility. You see, just like Santa at 

Christmas, Fantasy Football knows if you’ve been bad or good, so be good for goodness sake. Be 

good and prepare for your league’s draft and season because if you do, it will be a glorious and 

festive 2007 season and that championship you so desire will be under your Fantasy Football tree. 

But, be bad and unprepared and all you will get is a little coal and a big chunk of last place. So, 

choose now, right at this moment - Is it a championship you want this Christmas, or a lousy piece 

of coal? 

 

If you desire to be good and win that championship, then, you have definitely come to the right 

place because Bruno Boys Fantasy Football will be your conscience and guide you through the 

2007 season. With quality articles and valuable cheat sheets, we will provide you with all you 

need to have a top of the line draft, but we won’t stop there. We will continue to supply you with 

football advice throughout the year to give your team the advantage each and every week. 

 

So, enjoy “CHRISTMAS IN AUGUST” because it only comes but once a year. 

 

       Sincerely, 

 

       Marc Caviglia & Michael Whooley, 

       Bruno Boys Co-Creators  



BRUNO BOYS FANTASY 
FOOTBALL: BACKGROUND 

 

Why Did We Create Bruno Boys Fantasy Football? 

 

Plain and simple, the answer to this question is our pure love for fantasy football and our desire to help 

others discover this great game and attain valuable information that will help even beginners excel in their 

respective leagues. 

 

Fantasy Football is something we have been involved in since 1996, when we were only in 7th grade. It 

was then that we began the WCFL (the West Coast Football League) with just four members. It was also a 

time in which fantasy football did not have a huge following. Scoring had to be done manually by looking 

at box scores in the newspaper and information had to be gathered by watching Sportscenter or by reading 

the Sports Section. 

 

In the 11 years that we have run our league, we have seen fantasy football grow and grow. Our league 

membership has jumped to 10, fantasy football sites now process scoring live, and there now exists a large 

number of sites dedicated solely to providing fantasy football advice. And, in seeing all this, we wondered 

why not get even more involved with this glorious game? After all, we, too, have been a part of this since 

its humbler beginnings. Each year we research and research during the off-season in the hopes of drafting a 

championship team. We watch preseason games to see how sleepers perform. And, during the year, we 

check on NFL news more than we check our e-mail, in the hopes of securing an advantage week to week. 

To sum it all up, we know our stuff! 

 

So, we set out and created Bruno Boys Fantasy Football, a website that allows us to share our knowledge 

with you.  

 

What Does Bruno Boys Fantasy Football Have to Offer? 

 

In creating the Bruno Boys Fantasy Football Site, we sought to be a fresh new voice in the world of fantasy 

football. Yes, we cover the basics and include all the types of articles that you have come to expect from a 

fantasy football website– preseason cheat sheets, weekly rankings and articles divulging who one should 

start and bench based on match-ups, injury reports, waiver wire articles, and so forth. But, we know that 

that isn’t enough. Sometimes the question you have isn’t answered in the articles we have written, thus we 

provide you with a forum to ask your personal questions, so that we can give you the exact advice you 

need. Lastly, for those of you, who like fantasy football but don’t particularly enjoy reading, we have added 

Podcasts to the site to provide you with key information. 

 

We also bring a little more personality to our site. As of right now, the Bruno Boys staff is a collection of 

people from all walks of life. Each of whom will be submitting their own articles that will allow their 

separate personalities to shine through (years of a league message board has definitely allowed each to find 

their own niches). While these articles are a bit more fun to read, they still contain serious information that 

you as a fantasy player can use. 

 

Essentially, Bruno Boys Fantasy Football teaches one about the ins & outs of fantasy football, helps you 

win your leagues, entertains and makes the game fun. In all, we have made a site that we, ourselves, with 

our high standards that have emerged from playing 11 years of fantasy football, deem worthy of viewing. 

 

 



 

MEET THE BRUNO BOYS 
 
 

You’ve read their work, taken their advice, and owe them part of that league trophy that 

now resides on your mantle. Now, it’s time to learn more about the staff that makes 

Bruno Boys Fantasy Football the success that it is. 

 

 Marc Caviglia –  

Co-creator & Staff Writer 

 
Marc resides in San Bruno, California, hence the 

name "Bruno Boys Fantasy Football" Apart from 

his two year hiatus, in which he moved to 

Hawaii, Marc has called the city of San Bruno 

home for over 20 years.  A graduate of 

University of Hawaii- Hilo, Marc lettered on the 

Vulcan’s Baseball Team.  Although baseball is 

his sport of trade, football is the sport he enjoys 

analyzing and writing about. Marc started 

playing fantasy football at the age of 10, winning 

his mom's competitive work league, and he has 

been hooked since. In 1996, he started the West 

Coast Football League. Entering its 11th season, 

the league has turned into one of the most 

competitive fantasy football leagues on the net.  

On a summer day in August of 2005, Marc 

teamed up with longtime friend Mike Whooley 

and Los Angeles beach bum Scott Blankenship 

to form the “Bruno Boys”. In 2005, Marc 

appeared every Thursday on Sports Radio 1310 

AM in New Mexico, where he would field 

lineup questions from fantasy football fans. 

Today, he co-hosts the Bruno Boys Fantasy 

Football show with Corey Koehler.  Marc 

believes that you can win your fantasy football 

league on draft day.  If you prepare yourself and 

stick to your game plan on draft day, you 

shouldn’t need to hoard the waiver wire every 

week. The ones who prepare to succeed are 

going to succeed. In the eyes of the “Bruno 

Boys”, success is measured by preparation. 

_______________________________________  

 

 

 Michael Whooley –  

Co-creator & Staff Writer 
 

Michael lives in the happiest place on Earth. No, 

not Disneyland; rather that beautiful city known 

as San Bruno in the wondrous state of California. 

A graduate of Providence College in Rhode 

Island, Michael has also done his time on the 

East Coast, and has come to the conclusion that 

the West Coast truly is the Best Coast. Seriously, 

who needs snow? A sports fanatic, Michael has 

always looked for ways to fuel his passion even 

further – high school athletics, college 

intramurals, a 4 year gig as a Sports Talk Show 

Host on WDOM 91.3 FM Providence College 

Radio, and a internship for the Sports 

Department at ABC 6 (WLNE TV) in 

Providence Rhode Island are just a few of the 

ways that Michael has involved himself with 

sports. However, these all pale in comparison to 

his role with the Bruno Boys Fantasy Football 

site. An avid player of fantasy football since the 

7th grade, Michael, in 2005 along with Blank and 

Cavigs, decided to use his vast fantasy football 

knowledge to do some good and inform all those 

lost souls who needed guidance when it came to 

their fantasy football squads, and out of nothing, 

came what you know today as Bruno Boys 

Fantasy Football. His tip for the 2007 season: 

Don’t just know the players you’ll be drafting 

from, know also the owners you’ll be drafting 

against. Knowing their tendencies, likes, and 

dislikes, could allow you to wait that extra round 

for a guy you desperately want.  

_______________________________________  

 

 

 



Scott Blankenship –Co-creator & Staff Writer 
 

Scott was a founding father of the Bruno Boys along with Marc and Mike. He resides in Los Angeles, 

California about a 5-iron from the Rose Bowl and moved there from Chicago, IL in 2005.  Scott coaches 

football, played football and has run a fantasy football league for his college friends for over a decade now.  

He has written for CBS Radio in Chicago and had his defensive rankings mentioned on foxsports.com in 

2005.  Scott plays fantasy football because he’s good at it, bottom line.  Before the fantasy craze and the 

plethora of websites and magazines offering advice, he won his league for 3 consecutive years and it 

hooked him for life.  Scott’s players to watch at each position this year include QB Jon Kitna, RB Brandon 

Jacobs, WR Mark Clayton and TE Greg Olsen. 

_______________________________________  

 

 Jesse Burkhart – Staff Writer 
 

Jesse is currently residing in Durham, North Carolina and attends the University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill as a senior Journalism major.  He’s also a Staff Writer for the Carolina Communicator, a 

campus magazine dedicated to the school's alumni, but his heart lies with helping to turn the Bruno Boys 

into a leading NFL fantasy source on the web.  Jesse started playing fantasy football when he was 13 years 

old, well before it became the sports cultural phenomenon that it is now.  As a data-driven person who 

cherishes his Sundays and Monday nights on the couch, fantasy football was a natural fit for his 

personality.  Now, Jesse feels obliged to share what he has learned in his eight seasons of play, and has 

been doing so since he joined the Bruno Boys Staff in March of 2007.  Lastly, a quick tip for fantasy 

owners in 2007 who have taken the time to read this far: draft Kevin Curtis.  You won't regret it. 

_______________________________________  

 

 Nate Edelman – Staff Writer 
 

Nate joined the Bruno Boys in November of 2005. He currently lives in Bayside, New York in the borough 

of Queens, which he has called home for his whole life. Nate is about to graduate from The State 

University of New York with a B.S. in Business Administration and Degree of Business Management & 

Economics. Upon graduating, Nate plans to attend law school to get his JD. The ultimate goal is to work in 

the Sports Arena as either an agent or on a franchise’s legal team. Nate finds fantasy football to be the 

greatest game around. He loves the passion involved that makes you sweat and cry over what your players 

do. Nate finds that fantasy football tends to raise the level of each game, sometimes even turning a 

meaningless Monday Night game into what feels like the Super Bowl. Nate’s tip for the Bruno Boys’ 

readers is not to forget those guys coming off an injury plagued season. A solid bounce back year from a 

guy you stole in the later rounds could be just what you need to win your league’s title.  

_______________________________________  

 

 Jake Kerns – Staff Writer 
 

Born and raised just outside of Kansas City (St. Joseph, MO), Jake has been playing fantasy football since 

middle school. Now a journalism student at Missouri University, Jake continues to successfully play 

fantasy sports of all kinds. However, his one passion remains football because of the constant 

competitiveness involved and his desire to trounce the playing field. Due to his affection with football and 

journalism, Jake became a writer for "Bruno Boys Fantasy Football" in 2007. His ultimate goal with the 

Bruno Boys is to offer an alternate opinion that will influence many with their fantasy football team.  Tip 

for winning your league: Work the waiver wire. Success is built upon getting to the difference makers 

before your opponent. 



 Corey Koehler –  

Staff Writer & Co-Host of Bruno Boys Podcasts 

 

Hello fellow fantasy football fans, are you ready to dominate 2007? Of course you are! And, don’t fret 

because Corey Koehler (pronounced Kayler) will do all he can to help make that a reality. Corey is 35 

years old, a loving husband, and a father of two from the southeastern Minnesota city of Winona. Almost 

20 years ago the choice to play fantasy football was a no-brainer for Corey. Along with being a competitive 

guy, he’s been a lifelong Vikings and NFL fan. Participating in fantasy football was the perfect way to get 

closer to the game that he loved to watch every Sunday in the fall. Corey has spent 16 highly competitive 

years pouring over rosters and NFL stats while playing fantasy football. He joined the Bruno Boys fantasy 

football team in May 2007, so that he could help serious fantasy football players like yourself get an edge 

on the competition. He will be doing this by writing articles and talking fantasy football, as a co-host of the 

Bruno Boys Fantasy Football Show. If there is one piece of advice he can give to you, it is this; if you are 

going to listen anyone or anything, listen to your gut? It's the only thing that knows for sure who you 

should draft, start or trade. Good luck! 

_______________________________________  

 

 Cory Steger – Staff Writer 

 
Cory has a considerable amount of experience. He majored in sports communication and journalism at 

Indiana University. During his time there, he worked as a staff writer for the Indiana Daily Student for 

three years. He covered multiple beats, including women's soccer, women's rowing and baseball. 

Additionally, in fall of 2004, he wrote a bi-weekly column on the football team. Most recently Cory has 

been working as a sports clerk for The Columbus Dispatch (circulation: 250,000 on weekdays/350,000 on 

Sundays). He has produced and seen published multiple articles, including coverage of the 2006 state 

baseball and softball playoffs. As far as fantasy goes, He is a fantasy addict when it comes to football and 

baseball. He usually limits himself to two or three teams per sport for each season so as not to over-

indulge. He is a self-proclaimed fantasy junkie, but not obsessed to the point where he buys multiple 

magazines and joins 10 or more leagues. Cory’s tip to the Bruno Boys’ readers is that fantasy football like 

many things is best enjoyed in moderation 

 

_______________________________________  

 

 Chris Ziza – Staff Writer 
 

Christopher Ziza lives near the great city of Detroit, Michigan.  He has written for MVN in the past about 

the Detroit Tigers, Lions and Pistons. He loves fantasy football more than any other fantasy sport, because 

most of the action takes place during a 6-hour period on Sunday afternoons. Chris is new to the Bruno Boys 

staff, having been added as one of their writers in August of 2007. He hopes to add to the already great 

contributions that have already taken place. His fantasy tip to you, the reader, is to be a leader, not a 

follower. Never follow a run on players unless there is a huge drop in talent at that position after the player 

is drafted. And ALWAYS use a cheat sheet, preferably one that has Tiers. That way you know how thick or 

thin the talent pool is at any one position. Even if you are not having a great year, study hard and watch 

closely. Add to your knowledge and go at it hard again next season! Keep coming back to the Bruno Boys 

site and become an avid reader. You can never have too much knowledge! And most of all have fun! Good 

luck and championship wishes!  

 

 

 

 



2007 BRUNO BOYS QUARTERBACK RANKINGS  By: Cory Steger 

The biggest fantasy football myth out there is that all you need to win your league’s championship is a group of 
good Running Backs. Truth be told, a solid Quarterback is just as important when it comes to the championship 
equation. Just like in that real football league known as the NFL, a combination of a solid passing game and 
running game will take you to the promise land in fantasy football. The good news is there are a lot of quality 
QBs out there. As always, Peyton Manning tops the list, but he’s closely followed by Tom Brady, Carson Palmer, 
Drew Brees, and Marc Bulger. What makes 2007 so interesting is the rise of the young guns. With the experience 
they gained last year, Tony Romo, Matt Leinart, Vince Young, and Jay Cutler all seem ready to be solid fantasy 
football contributors. So, take a peek and find out what QBs should be your fantasy football generals. 

 

 
_______________________________________________  

 

1. Peyton Manning - Indianapolis Colts (Bye: 6) 
 

There isn’t much doubt as to who the top fantasy football 

quarterback is this year. Manning threw for almost 4,400 yards 

with 31 touchdowns and just nine interceptions – career low. 

Statistically speaking, it was one of Manning’s finest years, and 

there’s no reason to believe 2007 will be any different. 

 

Manning is not the type of athlete to experience a letdown after 

winning a Super Bowl, and the offensive talent around him has 

just gotten better. With Marvin Harrison, Reggie Wayne and 

Dallas Clark all returning, Manning is benefited by the NFL’s 

best receiving corps and it only improves with the addition of 

rookie Anthony Gonzalez. Sophomore runner, Joseph Addai, 

should build off of what he learned from his role in the Colts’ 

RBBC last season and take some additional pressure off of 

Manning by getting the running game going. Manning will post 

another stellar season and is a good candidate for a first round 

pick. 

________________________________________________  

 

 

2. Tom Brady- New England Patriots (Bye: 10) 

 

Last year, Brady threw for the second lowest yardage total 

in his career and only completed 61.8 percent of his passes 

after hitting 63 percent in 2005, but that was with receivers 

who would’ve been better used as reserves. I mean, 

seriously, the Patriots top receiver last year was Reche 

Caldwell, a San Diego castoff. Addressing this issue, the 

Patriots added Donte Stallworth, Kelley Washington, Wes 

Welker and the immensely talented Randy Moss to their 

wide receiving crew. Those additions along with a revived 

running game, led by Laurence Maroney, mean that Brady 

and the offense are poised for a huge year especially if Moss 

feels like playing. 

________________________________________________  

 

3. Carson Palmer - Cincinnati Bengals (Bye: 5) 
  

Beyond the Colts, there’s a group of offenses challenging 

each other for the second best, and the Bengals figure 

prominently into that discussion. Admirably, Palmer came 

back early from an ACL injury and played the whole 

season, but his abilities were hindered and it was obvious. 

Palmer struggled, dropping from a 67.8 completion 

percentage in 2005 to a 62.3 completion percentage last 

year. It didn’t help his cause that the Bengals also had one 

of the league’s toughest schedules. 

 

Now fully healed, 2007 should see big things from Palmer. 

A solid running game and arguably the second best receiver 

tandem in the league in Chad Johnson and T.J. 

Houshmandzadeh are reason enough to expect a repeat 

performance of 2005. The only concern at this point is the 

offensive line, which struggled to protect Palmer at points in 

2006. 

________________________________________________  

 

Squibkick.com 



 

 

4. Drew Brees – New Orleans Saints (Bye: 4) 
 

The biggest story of last season was the Saints, who went from 

3-13 in 2005 to 10-6 last year. Brees, playing in his first year as 

a Saint, immediately felt comfortable with the offense and had 

no trouble spreading the ball around between Joe Horn, 

Marques Colston, Deuce McAllister and Reggie Bush, 

throwing for a league-high 4,418 yards, 26 touchdowns, and 

just 11 interceptions. 

 

It’s scary to think that the Saints got even better offensively in 

the offseason as they picked up receiver Robert Meachem in 

the first round of the draft and added another talented back in 

Antonio Pittman. The only concern about Brees is the loss of 

Horn to Atlanta. Though the Saints will likely not be affected 

too greatly by the loss, Horn’s veteran influence should not be 

underestimated. 

___________________________________________________ 

 

5. Marc Bulger – St. Louis Rams (Bye: 9) 
  

For whatever reason, Bulger continues to fly under the radar 

when it comes to fantasy football. In 2006, Bulger took to the 

Rams’ new offense well and posted career highs in total 

passing yards and touchdowns and set a career low of eight 

interceptions in a full season. With guys like Torry Holt, Isaac 

Bruce and Stephen Jackson, it’s easy to see why Bulger is 

happy. Especially since he has such a solid pass catching back 

in Jackson, who caught 90 passes for 806 yards last season, to 

dump the ball off to. Bulger appears set for his best season yet 

as a Ram after a year of experience with the new coaching staff. 

A good early-round sleeper if the top four are gone, Bulger will 

make a lot of fantasy football owners happy this year. 

___________________________________________________  

 

6. Donovan McNabb – Philadelphia Eagles (Bye: 5) 
 

Perhaps the toughest player to evaluate at this point is McNabb. 

Ordinarily one of the best quarterbacks in reality and fantasy, 

McNabb recently just started throwing after rehabbing a knee 

injury that sidelined him for the final six games of 2006. 

McNabb was enjoying a fine season, throwing 18 touchdowns 

versus just six interceptions. 

 

The 2007 season should provide a litmus test for McNabb. 

After his 2004 season, it appeared McNabb was on his way to 

become one of the game’s elite quarterbacks but injuries have 

derailed his past two seasons. His arm is fine, however, and it 

would not be a surprise to see him begin to approach that 2004 

season again, as long as he remains healthy. He is 

complimented by the multi-talented Brian Westbrook, sure-

thing tight end L.J. Smith and up-and- coming receiver Reggie 

Brown in what should prove to be a nice comeback season. 

___________________________________________________  

 

 

 
 

7. Matt Hasselbeck – Seattle Seahawks (Bye: 8) 
 

It’s tough to say what exactly happened to the Seahawks last 

year other than Murphy’s Law. Everything that could go wrong 

did, and Hasselbeck was no exception. Hasselbeck struggled to 

18 touchdowns and 15 interceptions and missed four games 

because of injuries. 

 

It’s hard to believe that the Seahawks can get any worse than 

they were last year. The offensive line couldn’t protect, the 

running game was nonexistent and the receivers started 

dropping passes again. These things will not happen again this 

season. When Hasselbeck was his healthiest last season, he 

completed 67.8 percent of his passes in the three September 

games. A full season of that is likely to occur and Hasselbeck is 

a good bet for a nice rebound. 

 

  
                Otto Greule / Getty Images 

___________________________________________________  

 

8. Jon Kitna – Detroit Lions (Bye: 6) 
 

Kitna has just about maxed out his talent as an NFL 

quarterback and that’s OK. He does exactly what he needs to 

which is get the ball to the playmakers and let them do the 

work. Offensive coordinator Mike Martz clearly left his stamp 

on the Lions offense. Receivers Roy Williams and Mike Furrey 

had breakout seasons as Kitna revived his own career for at 

least one more season. 

 

Kitna now is holding place for rookie Drew Stanton, but will 

still enter, and most likely end, the 2007 season as the Detroit 

starter. With new super rookie Calvin Johnson in the fold, he’ll 

enjoy another huge season as long he as cuts down on his 

interceptions. Last season, Kitna tied for his season high in 

interceptions with 22. 



___________________________________________________  

 

9. Tony Romo – Dallas Cowboys (Bye: 8) 
 

Another enigma entering the 2007 season, fans and fantasy 

freaks alike are wondering if Romo will play like he did in 

November (9 TDs, 1 INT) or December (6 TDs, 8 INTs). There 

is no doubting Romo’s talent, but it will be interesting to see 

how he responds to being the starter from day one. 

 

Between Terrell Owens, Terry Glenn and Jason Witten, Romo 

has more than capable receivers but will need to take better care 

of the ball. When things got tough, Romo tried too hard to put 

the ball in the hands of his receivers, often leading to turnovers 

or bad throws. How Wade Phillips uses the young quarterback 

is still in question, but Romo will likely benefit from a whole 

offseason of being the number one guy, getting all the reps he 

needs in the off-season to be a solid option during the season. 

___________________________________________________  

 

10. Matt Leinart – Arizona Cardinals (Bye: 8) 
 

The future Mr. Paris Hilton himself performed as expected as a 

rookie in 2006, stepping in and playing well but not great. 

Leinart threw for 2,547 yards in 12 games but threw just 11 

TDs against 12 INTs. 

 

Leinart has incredible offensive talent around him, including 

running back Edgerrin James and receivers Larry Fitzgerald 

and Anquan Boldin, but the offensive line has a hard time 

blocking a block of granite let alone hard-charging defensive 

linemen. The 2007 season will be one filled with much growth 

and some great performances for Leinart, but he’s still a season 

or two away from becoming an elite quarterback. 

___________________________________________________  

 

11. Eli Manning – New York Giants (Bye: 9) 
 

It will be young Eli’s fourth season in the league this fall and 

the expectations are growing heavy for him to produce. Eli 

completed 57.7 percent of his passes last season, a career high, 

and almost duplicated his TD/INT ratio from 2005 (24/17), 

throwing for 24 TDs and 18 INTs. 

 

Now that running back Tiki Barber has retired, the spotlight 

will shine even brighter on Manning. The Giants have Plaxico 

Burress and Jeremy Shockey, but go with retread Reuben 

Droughns and the inexperienced Brandon Jacobs at running 

back. A slightly improved completion percentage and a similar 

TD/INT ratio should be expected from Eli in 2007. 

___________________________________________________  

 

12. Vince Young – Tennessee Titans (Bye: 4) 
 

What seemed destined to be a dismal season for the Tennessee 

Titans turned into an exciting ride as Mr. Excitement, himself, 

Vince Young, got a chance to work his magic in the NFL. 

Throwing for 2,199 yards and rushing for 552 more, Young 

immediately showed he was capable of having an impact in 

fantasy football. Yes, he did throw one more interception than 

he did touchdowns (13 Ints to 12 TDs), but he more for made 

up for that ratio with his legs, by galloping to the end-zone 7 

times. Young’s talent and athleticism propelled the Titans to a 

sturdy 8-8 record.  

 

But, will Young’s talent and athleticism be enough to make him 

worthy of your fantasy pick? There is no doubt that Young can 

make the incredible play, but will he be consistent? 

Consistency will depend on Young’s ability to raise his 

completion percentage, which was a mere 51.5 in 2006. The 

Titans didn’t help his cause, allowing receivers Drew Bennett 

and Bobby Wade, and running back Travis Henry to leave 

Tennessee. But, Young proved in that Rose Bowl against USC 

and again last year that you just can’t bet against his talent. 

 

 
               Getty Images 

___________________________________________________ 

 

13. Philip Rivers – San Diego Chargers (Bye: 7) 
 

It was an amazing first year for Rivers as a starter. He 

completed 61.7 percent of his passes and had 22 TDs to only 9 

INTs and led the Chargers to a 14-2 regular season record. 

 

What’s best about Rivers is his decision making. He does not 

turn the ball over much and is very good about picking his 

spots and deciding where and when to throw the ball. Such 

great skills often lend themselves to great fantasy seasons, and 

with new coach Norv Turner, who’s known for his success in 

developing young quarterbacks, in town, those skills should 

only improve. The only concern is that LaDainian Tomlinson 

does line up behind Rivers, which means that Rivers may often 

find himself handing the ball off instead of throwing it up. 

___________________________________________________  

 

14. Brett Favre – Green Bay Packers (Bye: 7) 
 

While Favre continues to ponder retirement for the next decade, 

he still holds some value as a fantasy football quarterback. Last 

season, behind a porous offensive line and with no real help at



receivers Donald Driver and Greg J 

running back, Favre still threw for 

3,885 yards and had 18 TDs to go with 

his 18 INTs. 

 

The offensive line should be improved 

and the addition of rookie Brandon 

Jackson at running back will help as 

well. However, Favre’s success this 

season will depend mostly on receivers 

Donald Driver and Greg Jennings. If 

Driver and Jennings form a capable 

enough duo for Favre, he should likely 

duplicate last year’s numbers, minus a 

few passing yards. 

_______________________________   

 

15. Ben Roethlisberger – 

Pittsburgh Steelers (Bye: 6) 
 

If you just look at his stats, 2006 

wasn’t all that bad except for the 23 

interceptions for Roethlisberger. But 

for those that saw him actually play 

last year, it was a different story. 

Roethlisberg flopped around the pocket 

and chucked the ball around like he 

was George Constanza in a pickup 

game. The 2007 season will see 

Roethlisberger approach similar 

numbers from 2005 when he 

completed 62.7 percent of his passes 

with 17 TDs and 9 INTs. 

_______________________________  

  

16. Jay Cutler –  

Denver Broncos (Bye: 6) 
 

With so many big offseason stories 

going around, not much has been said 

about Cutler being the Denver starter 

from the beginning this season. In five 

starts Cutler put up an impressive 

1,001 yards with 9 TDs and only 5 

INTs. The Broncos will likely employ 

a heavy running game until Cutler 

proves he can handle the load, but the 

ability is clearly there. 

_______________________________  

 

17. Alex Smith –  

San Francisco 49ers (Bye: 6) 
 

There wasn’t a bigger transition from 

one year to the next than Smith from 

2005 (1/10 TD/INT) to 2006 (16/16). 

A healthy Vernon Davis, the emerging 

Frank Gore, and new acquisitions, 

Darrell Jackson and Ashley Lelie, 

should be enough to allow for Smith to 

continue his progression into a solid 

NFL quarterback. Expect a completion 

percentage over 60 percent and close to 

20 touchdown passes. 

_______________________________  

 

18. Chad Pennington –  

New York Jets (Bye: 10) 
 

Pennington proved last season that the 

shoulder surgeries had not affected 

him, throwing for a career-high 3,352 

yards with 17 TDs and 16 INTs. With 

Thomas Jones in the backfield, 

Pennington will not have to work as 

hard for every yard, but the overall 

confidence in the Jets offense still is 

not there yet. 

_______________________________  

 

19. Jake Delhomme –  

Carolina Panthers (Bye: 7) 
 

The 2006 season saw Delhomme 

achieve a career high in completion 

percentage (61) and a career low in 

interceptions (11) but he also managed 

a career low in passing yards (2,805) 

and touchdowns (17). With Keyshawn 

Johnson gone, Delhomme will have to 

rely almost exclusively on Steve 

Smith, as rookie wide receiver, 

Dwayne Jarret is untested. That does 

lend much confidence for a return to 

his 2004 season (29 TDs/15 INTs). 

_______________________________  
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20. Rex Grossman –  

Chicago Bears (Bye: 9) 
 

Everybody’s favorite first half 

quarterback returns for another full 

season in Chicago, maybe. Grossman 

threw up big numbers in the first half 

of last season only to sputter in the 

second half. The Bears didn’t add any 

receivers and lose the undervalued 

Thomas Jones, so it could be a rough 

season for Grossman. Expect a lot of 

touchdowns along with a lot of 

interceptions. 

_______________________________  

 

21. Steve McNair –  

Baltimore Ravens (Bye: 8) 
 

It’s hard to deny that McNair’s best 

years have passed. Besides 2003, 

McNair never has had a great TD/INT 

ratio, but he did post a career-high in 

completion percentage last year at 63 

percent. McNair has the benefit of a 

good running game with new Raven 

Willis McGahee and an emerging 

receiver in Mark Clayton, but at this 

point he appears to be better used as a 

spot starter or backup for fantasy 

purposes. 

______________________________  

 

22. J.P. Losman –  

Buffalo Bills (Bye: 6) 
 

We still have yet to see Losman’s best, 

and it could soon be coming. Receiver 

Lee Evans and versatile rookie 

Marshawn Lynch will help Losman 

this season, but he is likely a year away 

from a breakout. 

_______________________________  

 

23. Matt Schaub –  

Houston Texans (Bye: 10) 
 

Everybody’s favorite backup finally 

gets a chance to shine as a Texan. The 

problem is, the Texans stink and with 

no offensive line or running game, 

Schaub will go through some major 

growing pains in 2007. 

_______________________________  

 

24. Byron Leftwich –  

Jacksonville Jaguars (Bye: 4) 
 

Leftwich says he’s taken steps to speed 

up his delivery and expects to be 

healthy for a full year. However, even 

those two improvements may not be 

enough for the powerful Leftwich to 

remain the Jaguars’ starter, let alone be 



a prominent fantasy football 

quarterback. 

_______________________________  

 

25. Jason Campbell – 

Washington Redskins (Bye: 4) 
 

Campbell finally got his chance to start 

last season and put up some decent 

numbers (1,297 yards, 10 TDs, 6 INTs) 

in seven starts, but the Redskins have 

done very little to improve their team. 

Still, Campbell is lucky enough to have 

weapons like Clinton Portis, Ladell 

Betts, Chris Cooley and Santana Moss 

to help him, but a full season as a 

starter will likely expose a few flaws in 

Campbell’s game. 

_______________________________  
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26. Jeff Garcia –  

Tampa Bay Buccaneers (Bye: 10) 
 

When John Gruden sees something he 

likes, he usually gets it. Case and point: 

Jeff Garcia. With Tampa Bay running a 

West Coast offense, Gruden sought 

and got a guy who specializes in it. So, 

perhaps one more decent season is left 

in Garcia. But, remember this is the 

Bucs’ offense not the Eagles’, thus you 

should not count on Garcia as your 

number one guy. 

_______________________________  

 

27. Joey Harrington –  

Atlanta Falcons (Bye: 8) 
 

Harrington still has the ability to put 

some numbers and with the possibility 

that Vick may miss some time, 

Harrington may be a decent spot 

starter. Of note: Harrington is in a true 

West-coast offense for the first time 

since college. 

_______________________________   
 

28. JaMarcus Russell –  

Oakland Raiders (Bye: 5) 
 

Russell should be given every chance 

to start from the beginning. He can 

throw the ball a mile but it won’t 

matter much if the receivers drop 

everything. Though Russell has the 

athletic talent to effectively start right 

away, exercise caution if you plan on 

having him on your fantasy team due 

to the lack of athletic talent that 

surrounds him. 

_______________________________  

 

29. Tarvaris Jackson –  

Minnesota Vikings (Bye: 5) 
 

Jackson got some unexpected early 

playing time last season and did better 

than most people anticipated. Jackson 

is incredibly athletic and can run faster 

than a lot of wide receivers, but the 

2007 season will prove how well the 

kid can throw. But, with Chester 

Taylor and Adrian Peterson ready to go 

in the backfield, Jackson may not need 

to throw too often. 

_______________________________  

 

30. Trent Green –  

Miami Dolphins (Bye: 9) 
 

Welcome to South Beach, Mr. Green. 

We hope you enjoy your stay behind a 

porous offensive line with only one 

good receiver and a running back that 

still has a lot to prove. With rookie Ted 

Ginn Jr., the Dolphins added a lot of 

speed to a position that sorely needed 

it, but it’s unlikely Green will be able 

to produce much with this team. 

_______________________________  

 

31. Daunte Culpepper –  

Oakland Raiders (Bye: 5) 
 

Culpepper has reached a deal with the 

Oakland Raiders and will battle for a 

starting spot. Once a top fantasy 

option, Culpepper is not worthy of 

overvaluing his production based on 

his past. Monitor his status, but don’t 

jump the gun like owners did in 2006. 

_______________________________  

 

32. Charlie Frye –  

Cleveland Browns (Bye: 7) 
 

Just keeping the seat warm for Prince 

Quinn, Frye is like the David Eckstein 

of football, a great guy who maximizes 

every ounce of his talent. Sadly, even 

that isn’t enough to make him a viable 

fantasy option. 

_______________________________  

 

33. Damon Huard –  

Kansas City Chiefs (Bye: 8) 
 

Though the Chiefs remain steadfast on 

starting Brodie Croyle, Huard is more 

familiar with the system and has much 

more experience. Look for Huard to 

get the nod in the middle of the season, 

but don’t expect a full repeat of last 

year. 

_______________________________  
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34. Brady Quinn –  

Cleveland Browns (Bye: 7) 
 

The Golden Boy and golden domer 

will likely start by the end of the 

season, but he is still a rookie and a 

Brown. That’s not a good combination. 

Quinn should only be considered in 

keeper leagues or after he puts up a 

couple of good games as the Brown’s 

starter. 

_______________________________  

 

 

 

 



35. Josh McCown –  

Oakland Raiders (Bye: 5) 
 

If Russell struggles and does not earn 

the starting job right away, McCown 

provides the Raiders with their best 

option at quarterback. He’s an Al 

Davis type of guy – a pocket QB who 

can throw really far. But, again, that 

matters little if your receivers can’t 

catch the balls thrown to them. 

_______________________________  

 

36. Brodie Croyle –  

Kansas City Chiefs (Bye: 8) 
 

It’s tough to see what the Chiefs are 

thinking in their desire to start Croyle 

over Huard. Croyle is neither the most 

talented guy nor the one with the most 

NFL experience, but the Chiefs have 

handed him the keys to the car. Let’s 

see how well he can drive before 

considering him a fantasy option. 

_______________________________  

 

37. Chris Simms –  

Tampa Bay Buccaneers (Bye: 10) 
 

Simms surprised many in his first stint 

as an NFL starter. Then he suffered a 

ruptured spleen and missed the 2006 

season. There is talent around him, but 

the Buccaneers have had trouble 

rebuilding the offensive line and it 

appears Jeff Garcia is the No. 1 guy at 

the moment. 

_______________________________ 

 

38. Derek Anderson –  

Cleveland Browns (Bye: 7) 
 

While Quinn should be the starter at 

years end, Anderson is battling under 

achiever, Charlie Frye, for the glory of 

holding Browns’ starting spot till then. 

_______________________________  

 

39. John Beck –  

Miami Dolphins (Bye: 9) 
 

The rook out of BYU has impressed 

Coach Cameron so far and looks to be 

in line for the back up job. With Green 

coming of an injury riddled 2006 and 

being another year old, Beck may be 

captaining Miami by season’s end. 

 

40. David Garrard – 

Jacksonville Jaguars (Bye: 4) 
 

Garrard has shown the ability to lead 

the Jaguars to wins but hasn’t put up 

the best stats in those Ws. It’s a good 

bet that Leftwich will miss some time 

because of injuries this season, so you 

know Garrard will get some playing 

time. There are better options out there. 

_______________________________  

 

∞. Michael Vick –  

Atlanta Falcons (Bye: 8) 

 
Who let the dogs out? Not Michael 

Vick! Rather, he oversaw brutal dog 

fights and executions. The indictment 

that followed should keep him off the 

field for 2007 and should keep him off 

your rosters, unless you want PETA 

knocking on your door. 

_______________________________ 

  

QUARTERBACK TIERS 

 

TIER 1 

Peyton Manning (Ind) 

 

TIER 2 

Tom Brady (NE) 

Carson Palmer (Cin) 

Drew Brees (NO) 

Marc Bulger (StL) 

 

TIER 3 

Donovan McNab (Phi) 

Matt Hasselbeck (Sea) 

Jon Kitna (Det) 

Tony Romo (Dal) 

Matt Leinart (Ari) 

Eli Manning (NYG) 

Vince Young (Ten) 

Philip Rivers (SD) 

 

TIER 4 

Brett Favre (GB) 

Ben Roethlisberger (Pit) 

Jay Cutler (Den) 

Alex Smith (SF) 

Chad Pennington (NYJ) 

Jake Delhomme (Car) 

 

TIER 5 

Rex Grossman (Chi) 

Steve McNair (Bal) 

J.P. Losman (Buf) 

 

TIER 6 

Matt Schaub (Hou) 

Byron Leftwich (Jax) 

Jason Campbell (Was) 

Jeff Garcia (TB) 

Joey Harrington (Atl) 

 

TIER 7 

JaMarcus Russell (Oak) 

Tavaris Jackson (Min) 

Trent Green (Mia) 

Daunte Culpepper (Oak) 

 

TIER 8 

Charlie Frye (Cle) 

Damon Huard (KC) 

Brady Quinn (Cle) 

Josh McCown (Oak) 

Brodie Croyle (KC) 

Chris Simms (TB) 

Derek Anderson (Cle) 

John Beck (Mia) 

David Garrad (Jax 
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2007 BRUNO BOYS RUNNING BACK RANKINGS   By: Michael Whooley 

 
2006 was a landmark season for Running Backs. Not only did LaDainian Tomlinson put together one of the 
finest fantasy football seasons ever (1815 Rushing Yards, 508 Receiving Yards, 20 Passing Yards, 33 Total TDs) 
last year, 2006 also marked the final passing of the torch to a new generation of runners. With Curtis Martin 
hanging up his spikes, a chapter in NFL history, so beautifully written by the likes of Barry Sanders, Emmit 
Smith, and all those great runners of the 90s came to a close. Luckily though, unlike with Harry Potter, we are 
able to turn to a new page and chapter, and the story goes on. While the characters have changed, amazing feats 
and awe-inspiring seasons will remain. So, check out the Bruno Boys Running Back Rankings below to see 
where each back fits among this newest generation of great runners. Maybe if you study it enough, you can snag 
the next Barry Sanders or Emmit Smith. 
 
1. LaDainian Tomlinson –  

San Diego Chargers (Bye: 7) 
 

Let’s be honest, the only way you’ll even have a chance at LT 

is if you’re lucky enough to grab the first pick in your 2007 

fantasy football draft. After the year he had in 2006, in which 

he set the record for touchdowns in a season, surpassed Paul 

Hornung’s single-season points record, and set the record for 

most consecutive games with at least two touchdowns, only a 

true chump is going to pass on LT with that first selection. 

 

Expectations though do need to be tempered, partially because 

LT had such a monster 2006 season. Off-the-chart greatness is 

hard to repeat. Remember Shaun Alexander followed his 

monster 2005 season [1958 Total Yards and 28 Total TDs] with 

a dud of a year in 2006 [944 yards and 7 TDs]. The good news 

is that LT, unlike Alexander last year, won’t be on this year’s 

Madden Cover. LT will be adapting to a new coach in San 

Diego as Marty Schottenheimer gives way to Norv Turner, the 

49ers’ offensive coordinator from last year. Turner is known 

for his excellent development of QBs and should help Philip 

Rivers make great strides. LT owners need not worry though 

about this cutting into his production. Frank Gore ran in 

Turner’s offense last year, and finished with some nice 

numbers [2180 Total Yards and 12 Total TDs].  

 

Overall, do the smart thing and take LT with that first pick. He 

may not match last year’s numbers, but as long as he’s healthy, 

he’s the best option out there. 

___________________________________________________  

 

2. Larry Johnson – Kansas City Chiefs (Bye: 8) 
 

Despite his 2199 Total Yards and 19 scores, those owners who 

took Larry “Grand-ma-ma” Johnson over LT last season were 

kicking themselves. That’s a testament to how good LT was 

because Johnson had himself a spectacular 2006, earning him 

the second spot among Running Backs in the “Bruno Boys” 

2007 Pre-Season Rankings. 
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With Damon Huard or Brodie Croyle, slated to line-up under 

center for the Chiefs in 2007, Herm Edwards is going to go to 

his workhorse frequently. In fact, he’s already stated that he 

wants LJ to catch more balls. The opportunities will be there 

for LJ, but so will opposing defenses. No one fears Huard or 

Croyle, so opposing D’s will be focused on stopping LJ – often 

times going with 8 in the box. LJ dealt with the same situation 

all of last year, and as stated before, he had a spectacular 

season, especially towards the end when he went for 100+ 

yards in 8 out of 10 games.  

 

Johnson loves a big workload, and he feels he does his best 

when given the chance to wear out opponents. If that’s the case, 

Johnson should be in store for a huge 2007. The one major 

concern is whether LJ also wears himself down with all those 

carries. 

___________________________________________________  

 

 

 

 



3. Steven Jackson – St. Louis Rams (Bye: 9) 
 

The great debate prior to the 2006 season revolved around the 

big three of LT, Larry Johnson, and Shaun Alexander and what 

order they’d go in. This year, while LT is the clear number 1, a 

debate is surfacing as to who should go right after him: Larry 

Johnson or St. Louis Rams’ running back, Steven Jackson. 

With Marshall Faulk completely out of the picture and new 

coach, Scott Linehan, focused on getting Jackson the ball, 

Jackson exploded in 2006. His 2334 total yards were nearly a 

1000 more than he tallied in 2005, and those yards went to 

good use as Jackson also found pay dirt 6 more times in 2006 

than he did in 2005.  
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With the additions of tight end, Randy McMichael, and wide 

receiver Drew Bennett to go along with Torry Holt and Isaac 

Bruce, it’s safe to say that Jackson won’t approach the 90 

catches he totaled last year, but Linehan still wants to keep him 

involved in the passing game and expects Jackson to grab 60 to 

70 balls out of the air. The fewer receptions, while reducing his 

receiving yards, should keep Jackson fresher, allowing him to 

gain more on the ground and be even more successful than last 

year in short yardage situations, an area he was already excelled 

in gaining 14 first downs in 3rd and 1 situations to lead the 

league. 

 

Perhaps the best news for Jackson and those who are lucky 

enough to draft him is the fact that Greg Olson will once again 

call the plays for the Rams this year, after taking over that duty 

in week 12 of 2006. With Olson calling the plays, Jackson 

scored 11 of his 16 TDs and averaged 172 total yards per game. 

If Olson can continue to utilize Jackson like he did last year, 

expect another monstrous season. 

___________________________________________________  

 

 

 

4. Frank Gore – San Francisco 49ers (Bye: 6) 
 

After every game last season, Frank Gore picked up his phone 

and called 49ers’ head coach Mike Nolan, constantly seeking 

advice as to what he could to do to better himself. The phone 

conversations seemed to work as Gore put early fumbling 

problems behind him and worked his way into the elite group 

of running backs in the NFL with an outstanding 2006 season 

going for 2180 total yards and 9 TDs. 

 

Gore, though, wasn’t satisfied with those numbers and has 

already set a goal to rush for 2,000 yards in 2007. With his 

work ethic and the 49ers growth as a team, that remains a 

distinct possibility. However, there are some obstacles Gore 

will first have to overcome to do so. For one, he’ll have to get 

used to a new offensive coordinator with Jim Hostler replacing, 

Norv Turner, who left San Francisco for the head coaching 

position down in San Diego. Furthermore, he’ll have to 

convince head coach, Mike Nolan, not to decrease his carries, 

something Nolan has already hinted he would like to do, though 

Nolan has backtracked somewhat on those statements after 

Gore’s reaction to them. 

 

Nevertheless, Gore’s talent combined with his desire to be the 

best leads the Bruno Boys to believe that 2006 was just the 

opening chapter to what should be an illustrious and dazzling 

career. [Note: Keep an eye on the status of Gore’s freshly 

broken hand]  

___________________________________________________  

 

5. Shaun Alexander – Seattle Seahawks (Bye: 8) 
 

Give me a “B!” Give me a “U!” Give me an “S!” Give me a 

“T!” What’s that give you? Shaun Alexander’s 2006 season. 

After running wild in 2005 with 1958 total yards and 28 TDs, 

Alexander fell flat in 2006, disappointing all of those owners 

who grabbed him in the top 3 of their drafts, especially as LT 

and Larry Johnson racked up the fantasy points. 

 

Part of Alexander’s problem was his appearance on the cover 

of Madden ’07. Like all those before him, Alexander 

succumbed to the Madden jinx and wound up with a cracked 

foot that kept him out of 6 games, an eternity when it comes to 

fantasy football. Even when he was in the line-up, Alexander 

wasn’t his 2005 self. He topped 100 rushing yards just twice 

during the regular season, though one was for 201 yards and the 

other for 140, and he averaged a mere 3.6 yards per carry on the 

season, the lowest of his career. 

 

Despite the bad year, there is reason to be optimistic that 

Alexander will bounce back in 2007. For one, he’s not going to 

be on the cover of Madden. He, also, did have a strong 

performance in the Seahawks’ post-season loss in 2006, going 

for 108 yards and 2 TDs against a tough Bears D. Furthermore, 

reports are already coming in that Alexander is already leaner 

and in better shape than he was all of last year. 

 

Alexander came up short in 2006, but his consistency from 

2001 to 2005 has us believing that 2006 was the fluke. Look for 



Alexander to top 1000 rush yards and find the end-zone 10+ 

times. 

______________________________________________  

 

6. Brian Westbrook – Philadelphia Eagles (Bye: 5) 
 

The concern with Westbrook was never in regards to his talent, 

rather it centered around his durability. However, in 2006, with 

Donovan McNabb down and out, Westbrook became the 

Eagles’ workhorse and amassed 317 touches, the most in his 

career. The amount of touches seemed to agree with Westbrook 

as he broke the 1000 yard rush mark for the first time in his 

career and totaled 1916 yards to go along with 11 scores. No 

doubt Westbrook was a big part of the Eagles’ playoff push 

along with the playoff pushes made by many fantasy owners. 

 

With the durability issue put somewhat to rest, the big question 

with Westbrook for 2007 is whether or not he’ll get the amount 

touches he had in 2006. Andy Reid has stated that he would 

like to have a 60:40 pass to run ration, yet Reid has made that 

claim before only to abandon it come the first week of the 

season. However, with McNabb coming back from ACL 

surgery, Reid may look to keep his QB healthy by relying more 

on Westbrook and the running game. Even if Reid doesn’t, 

Westbrook catches enough balls to be a worthy fantasy starter 

with the Eagles passing way more than they run. 

___________________________________________________  

 

7. Willie Parker – Pittsburgh Steelers (Bye: 6) 
 

With the “The Bus” (Jerome Bettis) out of commission, “Fast 

Willie” Parker took kindly to his expanded role as the Steelers’ 

featured back in 2006, going for 1716 total yards and 16 TDs, 

11 more than he had in 2005. Owning Parker though wasn’t all 

sunshine and rainbows as Parker was widely inconsistent with 

his yardage in 2006. While he topped 115 yards in 6 games, 

including 223 yard and 213 yard performances, he failed to top 

85 rush yards in his other 10 games. There were also questions 

raised regarding his ability to punch in the short ones, a duty 

that became his with Bettis’ exit. Near the goal-line, Parker’s 

hands sometimes went to stone. 

 

Mike Tomlin, the Steelers’ new head coach, has admitted that 

he shared the concerns about Parker’s short yardage ability, 

referring to him as a “perimeter runner.” However, in viewing 

tape, Tomlin has been reassured that Parker is much more than 

that and feels confident he’ll get the job done again in 2007. 

With his new head coach endorsing him already, there’s no 

reason you should be afraid of calling his name in your draft. 

___________________________________________________  

 

8. Joseph Addai – Indianapolis Colts (Bye: 6) 
 

When Edgerrin James decided to make Arizona home for the 

2006 season, the Colts, a Super Bowl hopeful, were left with a 

large hole at the running back position. Yes, they had Dominic 

Rhodes, but they knew they needed more. So, with their first 

pick of the 2006 draft, the Colts selected LSU running back, 

Joseph Addai. Addai and Rhodes complemented one another 

nicely, teaming up to create one of the better running back by 

committees in the league, and helped propel the Colts to that 

elusive Super Bowl victory. 

 

The Colts were so impressed by Addai’s rookie campaign that 

they had no problems watching Rhodes leave via free agency to 

the Raiders. With Rhodes gone and no other real threats to take 

carries away, Addai should be the premier back in Indianapolis, 

and when you’re lining up in the backfield behind Peyton 

Manning, you’re in a good place. Look for Addai to avoid a 

sophomore slump and improve on his numbers from last year 

as he gets ready for a solo act. 

___________________________________________________  

 

9. Rudi Johnson – Cincinnati Bengals (Bye: 5) 
 

Rudi! Rudi! Rudi! A quick glance at Johnson’s 2006 stats 

suggests that it was another solid season for the Bengals’ RB, 

and in many ways it was as he broke the 1000 yard rush mark 

and rushed for 12 TDs for the 3rd straight season. Yet, a closer 

examination of the numbers reveals a bit of a decline for 

Johnson. His 1309 rush yards were nice, but were also short of 

the 1450+ he had put up the two previous seasons. More of a 

concern was the fact that Johnson averaged only 3.8 yards per 

carry. 
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Johnson is a safe bet to put up numbers in 2007 that are similar 

to his 2006 season. He’s a workhorse and will top 300 carries 

for a Bengals’ offense that should play better than it did last 

year. However, it does appear that Johnson has reached his 

ceiling, something to consider as you look at the upside of a 

few of the guys below Rudi on this list. 

___________________________________________________  

 

 

 

 



10. Laurence Maroney –  

New England Patriots (Bye: 10) 
 

The Patriots wide receiver corps in 2006 was a who’s who? As 

in, who in the hell are these guys? To atone for the lack of 

receiving talent they had in 2006, New England spent the off-

season making Mr. Tom Brady happy by acquiring three legit 

WRs in Randy Moss, Donte Stallworth, and Wes Welker. 

Those additions have prompted many to already declare the 

Patriots the 2007 Super Bowl Champions. 

 

For that to be the case, Laurence Maroney must prove that he’s 

the real-deal. Corey Dillon’s retirement means Maroney is the 

team’s featured back, and while he did well in a running back 

by committee setting last year, one must wonder if he’s capable 

of carrying the load solely on his surgically repaired shoulder. 

He did show some flashes last year including a 140 total yard 

and 2 TD performance against the Bengals in week 4, but he 

also had some duds like his week 5 match-up with the Browns 

in which he gained just 38 yards on 18 carries and his 13 yards 

on 8 carries in the AFC Championship game. Maroney is 

difficult to gage due to that inconsistency and the fact that he 

only totaled 175 carries last year, but seeing as he’ll be the 

primary back on a team with Tom Brady at the helm, Maroney 

is in a position to put up some lofty fantasy numbers. He’s a 

risk/reward type back, and you could go safer with some of the 

guys below him, but hey, no guts, no glory, right? 
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______________________________________________  

 

11. Willis McGahee – Baltimore Ravens (Bye: 8) 
 

Last year, while averaging only 3.6 ypc, Jamal Lewis still got 

to carry the rock 316 times for the Ravens despite the addition 

of Steve McNair at QB. That’s exactly what happens when 

you’re the featured back on a defensive minded team. Get a 

lead and simply protect it while you run down the clock. That’s 

the Ravens philosophy and that’s good news for McGahee, who 

himself only averaged 3.8 ypc last year for the Bills.  

 

More good news for McGahee is that he’ll no longer be lining 

up behind “Just Pathetic” Losman. The move to the Ravens 

means McGahee gets to finally run for a team with a QB that 

defenses have to respect. No longer will Willis have to juke and 

jive pass 8 defenders just to get out of the box. Maybe that’s 

why he’s so happy to be out of Buffalo and reporting to camp a 

month earlier than normal. New surroundings bring new life 

and a solid fantasy year. 

___________________________________________________  

 

12. Reggie Bush – New Orleans Saints (Bye: 4) 
 

You know that movie that you were just dying to see. The one 

whose preview just looked so bad ass that you felt it would be 

disrespectful to simply wait for it to come out on DVD. The 

one your friends praised as the best experience of their lives. 

What happens when you finally get to see it? The movie never 

lives up to the hype. Yes, it’s good and was worth the bazillion 

dollars it now costs to go see a movie at the theater, but it 

wasn’t quite what you had anticipated. That experience sums 

up Reggie Bush’s first season in the NFL. It was solid as he 

totaled a combined 1307 rushing and receiving yards and 

scored 8 TDs for the Saints, but it didn’t live up to the hype that 

generated as a result of the tremendous years he had at USC, 

though he did outshine Mario Williams.  

 

The good news for Bush is that unlike with the movies his 

“sequel” season should be better than the original. As the 

season went on last year, it appeared the Saints finally figured 

out how to use their new special weapon. All 8 of Bush’s 

regular season TDs came after week 10 as did the 3 games in 

which he put up 100+ yards in either the rushing or receiving 

categories. The post-season was more of the same as Bush 

averaged 112.5 total yards and a TD per game. The Saints 

ability to utilize Bush should only get better in 2007 as should 

his numbers. 

___________________________________________________  

 

13. Cedric Benson – Chicago Bears (Bye: 9) 
 

Heading into the 2005 season, fantasy football owners drooled 

over the prospect at what Cedric Benson could do in the NFL. 

Then, Benson held out, opening the door wide open for Da’ 

Bears running back position to Thomas Jones. Jones took 

advantage and held fast to the starting spot. Jones, though, has 

moved on to the New York Jets this year, and once again, 

fantasy football owners find themselves salivating as to what 

Benson might do in this 2007 season. 

 

In a limited role, Benson gained at least 45 yards in each of Da’ 

Bears’ games from week 11 to week 17 of the 2006 season, 

including a 109 yard performance on just 13 carries against the 

New Orleans Saints in week 17. That production was enough to 

convince Bears’ ownership that they could trade Thomas Jones 

to the Big Apple, and it should be enough to convince you to 

take Benson as a solid RB 2. 

___________________________________________________  

 

 



14. Travis Henry – Denver Broncos (Bye: 6) 
 

After stellar seasons in both 2002 and 2003 for the Buffalo 

Bills, Henry disappeared from the fantasy football scene with a 

couple of duds in 2004 and 2005. Last year though, with the 

Tennessee Titans, Henry reemerged big time going for 1211 

Rush Yards and 7 TDs, including six 100+ yard performances.  

 

Heading into 2007, Henry finds himself headed to the Mecca 

for running backs, also known as Denver, Colorado. The 

Broncos’ zone blocking scheme fits Henry nicely, as one of his 

biggest strengths is his decision making when approaching the 

line. If Henry was able to do what he did in Tennessee last year, 

he should have no problem being successful in Denver, where 

they churn out solid fantasy RBs each and every year. A great 

pick with a lot of upside.  

___________________________________________________   

 

15. Clinton Portis – Washington Redskins (Bye: 4) 
 

Portis was one of those picks in 2006 that burned fantasy 

owners big time. After rushing for 1300+ yards in his first 4 

seasons in the league, Portis got bit by the injury bug and only 

suited up for 8 games in 2006, causing his streak of 1000 yard 

seasons to come to an end. Even if Portis did play in all 16 

games, the streak might have still been in jeopardy as Portis 

averaged just 65.375 yards a game in 2006.  

 

Part of Portis’ problem was that the Redskins had too many 

cooks in the kitchen when it came to their offense in 2006. 

With Al Saunders coming in as offensive coordinator and Joe 

Gibbs, an offensive minded head-coach, it appeared the Skins’ 

couldn’t hammer out a consistent offensive game plan during 

the first half of the season. The ship was righted during the 

second half, allowing the running game to get going, with 

Ladell Betts going for 100+ yards for five weeks straight from 

week 12 to week 16. 

 

If healthy and if the Redskins stick with the game plan they 

utilized in the second half of the season, Portis should once 

again make fantasy owners happy, especially since they won’t 

have to take him as high in the draft as in previous years. But, 

by no means is he a sure thing, injuries linger and Betts’ 

success in 2006, means he’ll cut into Portis’ opportunities in 

2007. 

______________________________________________  
 

16. Edgerrin James – Arizona Cardinal (Bye: 8) 
 

Do you think James was a bit frustrated by the fact that Peyton 

Manning finally got the monkey off his back and wins the 

Super Bowl the very year that he leaves Indianapolis? He might 

be and he might not be, seeing as he had a lot of reasons to go 

to Arizona. But, I guarantee you that James was frustrated by 

the very few holes the Cardinals’ offensive line was able to 

create for him. I mean there has to be absolutely no room to run 

if you get the rock 36 times and gain only 55 yards as James 

did against Da’ Bears in week 6. The good news for James is 

that the Cardinals o-line improved as the year went on, 

evidenced by the fact that James’ three 100+ yard performances 

all came during the last 5 weeks of the season. James is on an 

improving offense with a lot of talent at the primary positions, 

and he is going to get the ball 300+ times during the season. 

Those two things combine to make him a solid RB 2 for 2007. 

___________________________________________________  
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17. Ronnie Brown – Miami Dolphins (Bye: 9) 
 

Brown’s 2006 season wasn’t quite what fantasy owners had in 

mind once Ricky Williams decided to toke up again. With no 

one to have to share carries with, many thought Brown would 

be a top 10 back in 2006. That wasn’t the case as Brown got off 

to a slow start and missed time due to injuries. He still finished 

with decent numbers as he topped the 1000+ rushing mark, but 

they definitely weren’t top tier. The good news is that Brown 

did finish strong, topping 100 yards in both of his last two 

games of the 2006 season after returning from injury. 

Furthermore, despite reporting to OTAs a bit overweight, 

Brown does have the full support of new head coach, Cam 

Cameron. Brown very well could have the season fantasy 

owners expected of him in 2006, in 2007. 

______________________________________________  

 

18. Thomas Jones – New York Jets (Bye: 10) 
 

For the past two years, Thomas Jones has been a steady 

producer in fantasy leagues around the country. The New York 

Jets, whose running game was in disarray last year following 

the loss of Curtis Martin, are hoping Jones can bring some of 

that steady play to New York and help stabilize the back field. 

The move to bring Jones in is beneficial to both parties. The 

Jets fill the hole left by Martin’s departure, and while Jones will 

still give up some carries to Leon Washington, he won’t be 

losing as many touches as he would have in Chicago to Cedric 

Benson.  

___________________________________________________



19. Maurice Jones-Drew – 

Jacksonville Jaguars (Bye: 4) 
 

Despite “Fragile Fred” Taylor still 

hanging around, you can bet that Jack 

Del Rio and the Jaguars will look to 

give Maurice Jones-Drew and his 

thunder thighs as many opportunities 

as possible. While people expected big 

things from the likes of Bush, Addai, 

and Maroney, Jones-Drew, coming out 

of UCLA, was a surprise rookie 

standout in 2006, tallying 15 total TDs, 

including at least one in each of his last 

8 games. The question remains as to 

how exactly the carries will be split in 

Jacksonville, but one things is for 

certain. Jones-Drew will be the one 

getting the goal-line carries, and 

sometimes that’s all that matters in 

fantasy football. 

_______________________________  
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20. Deuce McAllister –  

New Orleans Saints (Bye: 4) 
 

When the Saints took Reggie Bush in 

the draft, it looked like Deuce’s time in 

New Orleans was up, especially since 

he was coming off of knee surgery. 

But, the Saints worked the “running 

back by committee” to perfection last 

year, using Deuce to run inside and 

Bush on the outside. While the 

expectation is for Bush’s role to 

increase this year, somewhat cutting 

into Deuce’s production, the fact that 

the Saints held onto Deuce after 

exploring possible trades shows that he 

is still part of the plan. With the 

scoring the Saints will do, he should 

still be part of your plan if you’re near 

this part of the rankings in your draft. 

_______________________________  

21. Marshawn Lynch –  

Buffalo Bills (Bye: 6) 
 

While 2006 blessed fantasy owners 

with a plethora of solid running backs 

to plug into their line-ups with the likes 

of Reggie Bush, Laurence Maroney, 

Joseph Addai, and Maurice Jones-

Drew, the 2007 running back class is a 

bit thinner. However, Lynch is one 

rookie back that should have some 

impact on fantasy leagues around the 

country. He arrives into Buffalo with 

little competition for the starting spot 

and should get a good amount of 

carries as the Bills do like to run, 

though I would too if “Just Pathetic” 

was my starting QB.  

_______________________________  

 

22. Carnell “Cadillac” Williams – 

Tampa Bay Buccaneers (Bye: 10) 
 

In talking about the sophomore slump, 

you can be sure experts will point to 

Cadillac’s 2006 season as evidence. 

Williams’ ypc average dipped from his 

rookie season’s 4.1 to a meager 3.5 last 

year. Add that to the mere 1 TD he 

scored, and you have yourself a 

“lemon.” Yet, since this Cadillac’s 

value has depreciated heading into 

2007, you might want to take it for a 

test drive. With Jeff Garcia handling 

the snaps, you can bet that the Bucs 

will put on a better offensive show in 

2007, which will mean more 

opportunities for Williams.  

_______________________________   

 

23. Ahman Green –  

Houston Texans (Bye: 10) 
 

Age and injuries are catching up to 

Ahman Green, and while he was a 

solid runner in the first half of 2006, 

going for four 100+ yard games, he 

wore down and managed only one 

100+ yard performance in the second 

half. Heading to Houston, doesn’t add 

much value, but he will be reunited 

with former Packer coach, Mike 

Sherman. If you’re willing to take a 

gamble on Green, be sure to have a 

solid back ready to come off your 

bench for the second half of 2007. 

_______________________________  

 

24. Brandon Jacobs –  

New York Giants (Bye: 9) 
 

With Tiki going to NBC, the door is 

open for Brandon Jacobs to become a 

special talent in the NFL, though the 

Giants did bring in Reuben Droughns, 

just in case Jacobs falls flat. The 

acquisition of Droughns shouldn’t turn 

you off of Jacobs. He is the younger 

and more talented back and the Giants 

will give him every opportunity 

possible to succeed. Even if he fails at 

being an every down back, he will still 

rack up the TDs as he did when Tiki 

was the featured back. A tremendous 

3rd or 4th round pick with a lot of 

upside. 
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_______________________________  

 

25. Marion Barber –  

Dallas Cowboys (Bye: 8) 
 

You’d think that the 16 TDs that 

Barber scored in 2006 would be 

enough to make him a smart pick in 

2007. That though isn’t the case. With 

“The Tuna” out and a whole new 

coaching staff down there in Dallas, 

it’s hard to predict what roles Barber 

and Julius Jones will have this 

upcoming season. That uncertainty is 

enough to diminish the 16 TDs. 

_______________________________  

 

26. Jamal Lewis –  

Cleveland Browns (Bye: 7) 
 

Don’t be fooled by the 1,132 rushing 

yards and 9 TDs that Lewis put up last 

year. This aging back is nothing more 

than a decent RB 3 in fantasy leagues. 

His explosiveness has been declining 

for the past 3 years, and he now is 



joining the Cleveland Browns, 

meaning he won’t rack up carries late 

in the game as he did in Baltimore 

when the Ravens tried to preserve wins 

by running out the clock and relying on 

their defense. The good news is Lewis 

will get goal-line carries, but then 

again, how often will the Browns be 

near the goal-line? 

_______________________________  

 

27. DeAngelo Williams – 

Carolina Panthers (Bye: 7) 
 

With DeShaun Foster out with an 

injury last year during weeks 11 to 13, 

Williams had a nice 3 game stretch in 

which he totaled 398 yards and 1 TD. 

The problem heading into 2007 is that 

DeShaun Foster is very much in the 

picture, leaving Williams in a situation 

in which he’ll be sharing carries. Pay 

close attention to the battle that will 

wage in regards to the Panther’s 

backfield, because Williams can do 

some damage if given his fair share of 

opportunities. 

_______________________________  

 

28. Adrian Peterson –  

Minnesota Vikings (Bye: 5) 
 

Peterson was a beast while at 

Oklahoma, but don’t expect that same 

type of production his first year in the 

NFL. Not only are their injury 

concerns (collarbone) to consider, but 

Peterson will also find himself splitting 

carries with Chester Taylor on an 

offense manned by Tarvaris Jackson. 

Not the best situation to be in as a 

rookie back. 

_______________________________  

 

29. Jerious Norwood –  

Atlanta Falcons (Bye: 8) 
 

Norwood is on the rise and has the 

potential for great things. Playing in 

Atlanta, he’ll begin the year sharing 

carries with Warrick Dunn, yet 

Norwood’s homerun ability, 

demonstrated by his 78 yard and 69 

yard scores in 2006 should land him a 

bigger role in the Falcon’s offense by 

season’s end. 

_______________________________  

 

30. Julius Jones –  

Dallas Cowboys (Bye: 8) 
 

My heart goes out to all of those 

fantasy owners who had Jones on their 

roster in 2006. It seemed that Jones did 

the hard work much of the time only to 

be lifted for Marion Barber when it 

counted, near the goal-line. With a new 

coaching staff, that could change, but 

then again, it may stay the same. The 

paradox of how Jones and Barber will 

be used may be one that we won’t be 

able to figure out until the season is 

underway. However, with his starting 

status as of now, Jones is more than 

worth the risk if you’re this far down 

on your rankings. 

_______________________________  
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31. Fred Taylor –  

Jacksonville Jaguars (Bye: 4) 
 

5.0 yards per carry. It seems unreal that 

“Fragile Fred” accomplished that feat 

in 2006, but he did as he put together a 

solid year splitting carries with 

“Thunder Thighs” Maurice Jones-

Drew. Taylor’s strong showing in 2006 

was enough to secure another contract 

with Jacksonville, but be weary of 

nabbing Taylor during your draft. 

There’s little to suggest that Taylor 

will improve on last year’s numbers as 

Maurice Jones-Drew will steal more 

and more carries away. Still he’s a 

decent RB 3 option. 

_______________________________  

 

 

 

32. Tatum Bell –  

Detroit Lions (Bye: 6) 
 

Bell was supposed to be the next big 

thing in Denver, a city that has turned 

out top fantasy backs year in and year 

out. Instead, he was widely 

inconsistent, injury prone, and unable 

to get in the end-zone. Maybe a change 

of scenery will do him some good, 

even if he is leaving Denver. After all, 

Mike Martz, the Lions’ offensive 

coordinator has already shown more 

faith in his abilities than Shanahan ever 

did. Kevin Jones’ slow recovery leaves 

Bell the best bet to be the starter in 

week 1.  

_______________________________  

 

33. Chester Taylor –  

Minnesota Vikings (Bye: 5) 
 

Almost but not quite. That’s the way to 

describe Chester Taylor’s first year as 

the Vikings’ starting running back. It 

was a good year, but not quite up to 

expectations after the Vikings did all 

they could to bolster the run game. Part 

of the problem was the Vikings’ 

offense on a whole just wasn’t very 

good, leaving Taylor with little room to 

run. With Tarvaris Jackson slated to be 

the QB going into 2007, the Viking’s 

O still leaves much to be desired. Add 

Adrian Peterson to the mix and 

Taylor’s stock has dropped big time. 

_______________________________  

 

34. LenDale White –  

Tennessee Titans (Bye: 4) 
 

While there were plenty of rookie 

backs that made a splash in 2006, 

LenDale White was not one of them. 

His work ethic and conditioning left 

much to be desired in 2006. That will 

have to change if White wishes to take 

advantage of Travis Henry’s departure 

and secure the starting spot for the 

Titans over rookie Chris Henry and 

veteran Chris Brown. Right now, he’s 

the favorite to do just that, and could 

be a nice late round steal at the running 

back position. 

_______________________________  

 

 

 



 

35. Warrick Dunn –  

Atlanta Falcons (Bye: 8) 
 

Dunn has always been a good, but not 

a great fantasy back. He gets good 

yardage and an average number of 

TDs, but he’s never quite made it to 

that upper echelon. In fact, he has not 

had double-digit TDs in any year of his 

career. What’s scary is that this year, 

Dunn may not even be a good fantasy 

back. Heck, he probably won’t even be 

his team’s best back. He’s getting older 

and as his production drop in the 

second half of 2006 showed, he’s 

wearing down, while Jerious Norwood 

is on the rise. With that being said, you 

could do a lot worse than Dunn this far 

down the list. 

_______________________________  

 

36. Brandon Jackson –  

Green Bay Packers (Bye: 7) 
 

The rankings of both Jackson and 

Vernand Morency will change 

depending on who ends up the starter 

in Green Bay. While Morency has the 

experience, his recent injury leaves the 

door open for the rookie Jackson. Keep 

watch and see if he can take advantage 

of his opportunity. 

_______________________________  
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37. LaMont Jordan –  

Oakland Raiders (Bye: 5) 
 

Was there a bigger fantasy 

disappointment than Jordan last year? 

Plain and simply, no. A first round pick 

in many fantasy drafts, Jordan quickly 

led his fantasy owners to their demise. 

But, that’s what happens when your 

offensive coordinator returns to the 

NFL from running a bed and breakfast. 

The Raiders have brought in Dominic 

Rhodes, who now has a 4 game 

suspension to serve, and rookie RB, 

Michael Bush, to compete for carries, 

but with his stock at an all time low, 

Jordan could be a pleasant fantasy 

surprise in Lane Kiffin’s offense. 

_______________________________ 

 

38. Vernand Morency –  

Green Bay Packers (Bye: 7) 
 

See Brandon Jackson. 

_______________________________  

 

39. Kevin Jones –  

Detroit Lions (Bye: 6) 
 

Jones developed nicely into a dual 

threat in 2006. His pass catching 

abilities allowed him to put up fantasy 

points even when opposing Ds were 

able to shut down the Lions running 

game. Then, injury struck in the form 

of a Lisfranc fracture, ending what was 

a promising season. It seems the injury 

will even have ramifications for 2007 

as it looks like it will cause Jones to 

miss some time. At the very least, it 

will cause the Lions to lighten his load, 

especially since they acquired Tatum 

Bell and TJ Duckett during the off-

season. Be sure to watch how things 

develop in Detroit. 

_______________________________  

 

40. Ladell Betts –  

Washington Redskins (Bye: 4) 
 

After stringing together five 100+ yard 

rushing games during weeks 12 to 16 

for the Redskins, Betts could have 

made a mad dash for the money and 

secured a starting spot elsewhere in the 

league. Yet, Betts stayed put and will 

once more serve as Portis’ back-up, 

though he should have a greater role 

thanks largely to the pass-catching 

ability he demonstrated last season. If 

the injury bug nags Portis once again in 

2007, Betts will turn into a hot 

commodity. 

_______________________________  

 

 

 

41. Dominic Rhodes –  

Oakland Raiders (Bye: 5) 
 

Talk about some poor career decisions. 

First, Rhodes leaves the powerhouse 

known as the Indianapolis Colts for 

Oakland. Then, he gets suspended 4 

games for violating the league’s 

substance abuse policy. 

_______________________________  
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42. DeShaun Foster –  

Carolina Panthers (Bye: 7) 
 

With DeAngelo Williams out at the 

beginning of 2006, Foster failed to take 

advantage. With Williams healthy and 

now with a year of experience under 

his belt, Foster fades in the rankings. 

_______________________________  

 

43. Michael Turner –  

San Diego Chargers (Bye: 7) 
 

The Chargers kept him as an insurance 

policy behind LT, he should fill that 

some role in fantasy football. 

_______________________________  

 

44. Reuben Droughns –  

New York Giants (Bye: 9) 
 

He’s being paid back-up money 

because that’s exactly what he’ll be 

doing, backing up Brandon Jacobs. Let 

someone else think he’s a sleeper. 

_______________________________  

 

45. Anthony Thomas –  

Buffalo Bills (Bye: 6) 
 

Here’s a guide on how to use Anthony 

Thomas: Stay away until you need a 



spot starter and Marshawn Lynch has 

gotten hurt. Then, pick him up off 

waivers. 

_______________________________  

 

46. Chris Henry –  

Tennessee Titans (Bye: 4) 
 

Henry had trouble holding onto his 

starting spot while in college at 

Arizona, but with that said, LenDale 

White was a beast in college and look 

how that turned out. He’s a wait and 

see type player. 

_______________________________  

 

47. Mike Bell –  

Denver Broncos (Bye: 6) 
 

He won’t be as big of a thorn in Travis 

Henry’s owners’ side as he was in 

Tatum Bell’s owners, but he will still 

see some touches in Denver. Shanahan 

just likes messing with fantasy 

football. 
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_______________________________  

 

48. Leon Washington –  

New York Jets (Bye: 10) 
 

Washington was the best back for the 

Jets in 2006 and could have made a 

decent fantasy splash in 2007. Thomas 

Jones’ arrival to the Jets all but 

eliminates that possibility.  
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_______________________________  

 

49. TJ Duckett –  

Detroit Lions (Bye: 6) 
 

If Duckett gets on the field in 2007, 

it’ll be at full back, putting him in 

perfect position to be a TD vulture. 

_______________________________  

 

50. Maurice Morris –  

Seattle Seahawks (Bye: 8) 
 

No Aflac! Morris wasn’t quite the 

insurance policy for Shaun Alexander 

that owners hoped he’d be in 2006.  

 

RUNNING BACK TIERS 

 

TIER 1 

LaDainian Tomlinson (SD) 

  

TIER 2 

Larry Johnson (KC) 

Steven Jackson (StL) 

  

TIER 3 

Frank Gore (SF) 

Shaun Alexander (Sea) 

Brian Westbrook (Phi) 

Willie Parker (Pit) 

Joseph Addai (Ind) 

 

TIER 4 

Rudi Johnson (Cin) 

Laurence Maroney (NE) 

Willis McGahee (Bal) 

Reggie Bush (NO) 

 

TIER 5 

Cedric Benson (Chi) 

Travis Henry (Den) 

Clinton Portis (Was) 

Edgerrin James (Ari) 

Ronnie Brown (Mia) 

Thomas Jones (NYJ) 

 

TIER 6 

Maurice Jones-Drew (Jax) 

Deuce McAllister (NO) 

Marshawn Lynch (Buf) 

Carnell Williams (TB) 

Ahman Green (Hou) 

Brandon Jacobs (NYG) 

 

TIER 7 

Marion Barber (Dal) 

Jamal Lewis (Cle) 

DeAngelo Williams (Car) 

Adrian Peterson (Min) 

Jerious Norwood (Atl) 

Julius Jones (Dal) 

Fred Taylor (Jax) 

  

TIER 8 

Tatum Bell (Det) 

Chester Taylor (Min) 

LenDale White (Ten) 

Warrick Dunn (Atl) 

Brandon Jackson (GB) 

 

TIER 9 

LaMont Jordan (Oak) 

Vernard Morency (GB) 

Kevin Jones (Det) 

Ladell Betts (Was) 

Dominic Rhodes (Oak) 

DeShaun Foster (Car) 

 

TIER 10 

Michael Turner (SD) 

Reuben Droughns (NYG) 

Anthony Thomas (Buf) 

Chris Henry (Ten) 

Mike Bell (Den) 

Leon Washington (NYJ) 

TJ Duckett (Atl) 

Maurice Morris (Sea) 
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2007 BRUNO BOYS WIDE RECEIVER RANKINGS    By: Marc Caviglia 

The key to building a solid wide receiver core on your fantasy team is to target consistency. Throughout the 
fantasy season, there are going to be those wide outs that explode for that one big week, yet the performance 
will be a flash in the pan, never to be repeated for the remainder of the season. To avoid selecting receivers like 
this, target wide outs that get a solid number of looks from their QBs week in and week out. If balls are 
constantly getting thrown their way, chances are they will put up a good number of fantasy points each and 
every week. This is a big reason guys like Steve Smith, Torry Holt, and Chad Johnson top our list. They’re their 
teams go to guys at the wide out position, and thus get numerous opportunities to get you fantasy points. Check 
out the Bruno Boys wide receiver rankings to discover who else will be getting opportunities this 2007 season. 

1. Steve Smith – Carolina Panthers (Bye: 7) 
 

For the second consecutive season, Smith takes the cake as the 

top Wide Receiver option in the “Bruno Boys” 2007 Pre-

Season Rankings. Smith separates himself from the rest of the 

class because of his ability to turn a 5-yard screen pass into an 

85-yard touchdown at any time during the game.  He is the type 

of player that when it’s a crucial situation and the Panthers need 

a big play; you almost know Smith is going to produce.   

 

His 2006 stats (1,166 receiving yards, 9 TD’s in 14 games) 

didn’t live up to his 2005 stats (1,563 receiving yards, 13TD’s 

in 16 games) but he still had 8 weeks in which he scored over 

12 fantasy points in standard leagues.  With Jake Delhomme 

expected to bounce back from a mediocre 2006 season, Smith’s 

stats should be more on par with his 2005 totals.  Another part 

of Smith’s game that excites owners is his ability to turn the 

WR reverse into big plays.  He has scored a rushing TD in each 

of the past two seasons and if given the chance could do it 

again in 2007. 

 

Overall, the Wide Receiver position is stocked with front line 

#1 fantasy options, but Smith is the go to guy. His ability to 

make the big play, get extra yardage on just about every catch 

and the fact that he is in an offense that sinks or swim based on 

his performance make him #1 in the eyes of the Bruno Boys.   

___________________________________________________  

 

2. Torry Holt – St. Louis Rams (Bye: 9) 
 

The thing that every fantasy owner drools about when they hear 

the name Torry Holt is consistency, consistency, and 

consistency.  If you dive into Holt’s career stats, you will notice 

that the last time he went for less than 1,000 receiving yards 

was in 1999, his rookie season.  The last time he had less than 

90 receptions was in 2001.  The last time he had less than 9 

TD’s was in 2002.  These numbers are a direct correlation with 

the fact that the Rams have a high-powered offense that can put 

points up on the board at anytime. And in fantasy leagues,  

that’s a good thing.  Although Holt’s numbers dipped from 
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2005, he still amassed 93 receptions for 1,188 yards and 10 

TD’s.  Those stats made him one of the top wide receivers in 

2007, and brought his owner 178 fantasy points in standard 

leagues.   

 

There is a lot of buzz surfacing that with the Rams adding 

Drew Bennett and Randy McMichael to the vertical passing 

game it will hinder Holts production.  The “Bruno Boys” 

believe that won’t be the case and expect Holt to have an even 

better 2007.  Look for his numbers to be closer to his ’04 and 

’05 totals were he averaged 1,350 receiving yards and 9.5 TD’s 

in a two-year span.  

___________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



3. Chad Johnson – Cincinnati Bengals (Bye: 5) 
 

“Ocho Cinco” has become a household name the past couple of 

years.  Chad Johnson is not only a great football player; he is 

the best source of entertainment in the NFL.  
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As you can see from the picture above, Johnson is always 

drawing the attention his way.  But when you are as talented 

and proven as he is, who cares! The attributes that make 

Johnson a premier player in the NFL are his blazing speed, 

knack for the football and his ability to entertain.  The only 

negative aspect of Johnson’s game is that he is a streaky player. 

 

Last season, Johnson saw a slight decrease in production and 

that can be accredited to T.J. Houshmandzadeh consistent 

productions.  Johnson finished up the 2006 season with 87 

receptions for 1,369 yards and 7 TD’s.  However, he had 5 

games in which he had less than 50 receiving yards and never 

found the end zone.  On the flipside, he had a 3 game stretch 

where he averaged 29 fantasy points per game for your team.   

 

Bottom Line, Johnson’s ability to get loose at anytime make 

him a great fantasy option.  If you can stomach some of his 

non-existent leagues and like to get your fantasy points in 

bunches, Johnson is a great pick.  Look for his 2007 numbers to 

replicate those of 2006. Plus, he can beat a horse in a race! 

___________________________________________________  

 

 

 

4. Marvin Harrison – Indianapolis Colts (Bye: 6) 
 

For a man who gets his fuel off of fast food and soda pop, 

Marvin Harrison sure can play football.  What Harrison brings 

to the table that a lot of players lack is passion. His keep to 

himself, stay out of the spotlight mentality has helped him 

accomplish many big time feat in the NFL.  As he enters his 

12th season, fresh off a super bowl title, Harrison is primed to 

have another spectacular year in 2007. 

 

The 2006 season was just another typical performance out of 

the undersize wide receiver.  He just went out there and turned 

95 receptions into 1,366 receiving yards to go along with 12 

TD’s.   His six 100 yard games tied him with teammate Reggie 

Wayne for the team lead.  He also put together 4 games in 

which he scored at least 2 touchdowns. Ok, you get the point…. 

Harrison is damn good!!! 

 

One of the biggest myths in the NFL is that receivers tend to 

decline once they reach the age of 32. Harrison, who turns 35 in 

late August, is a prime example of this myth.  The Colts offense 

is just to good, and Manning is to proficient to see a decline in 

Harrison’s 2007 stats. Draft him with confidence as he will be 

your #1 receiver and get you over 1,200 yards to go with 10-12 

TD’s.   

___________________________________________________  

 

5. Terrell Owens – Dallas Cowboys (Bye: 8) 

 
While Chad Johnson is coined the most entertaining player in 

football, Terrell Owens is pretty damn entertaining himself.  

His ability to draw the media to his attention with his 

overdosing of painkillers and constant bantering of ex-coach 

Bill Parcells give him a bad reputation off the football field. 

When on the football field, there aren’t many receivers in the 

league that can keep up with Owens. 

 

Playing his first full season since the 2001 season, Owens did 

his talking with his production. He finished the season with 

1,180 receiving yards and 13 TD’s.  He found pay dirt in 10 

different games, and finished the season with a TD in 4 straight 

games.  Besides giving up a on a play from time to time, the 

biggest hiccup in Owens game is his rock hard hands.  He led 

all NFL receivers with 10 drop in 2006.   

 

Bottom Line, new Cowboys offensive coordinator Jason 

Garrett wants to get more vertical, which should benefit Owens 

and fellow wide out Terry Glenn.  Also, a full season of Tony 

Romo means even more targets for T.O.  Expect him to stay 

consistent with his production in 2007. He might not reach 13 

TD’s again, but if plays in all 16 games, he should go over 

1,200 yards.  

 

______________________________________________  

 

 
 

 



6. Reggie Wayne – Indianapolis Colts (Bye: 6) 
 

When you take a look at Reggie Wayne’s stats you instantly 

realize how good this guy is.  The scary thing is that he isn’t 

even considered the best wide receiver on his own team.  The 

Colts present the best 1-2 receiving punch in the league, in 

Wayne and Marvin Harrison.  Like T.J. Houshmandzadeh and 

Anquan Boldin, when you think of Wayne you think of him 

being 1A on his respective team. 

 

In 2006, Wayne really came into his own and at times looked to 

be Peyton Manning’s favorite target.  He posted career highs in 

receptions (86) and yards (1,310 receiving yards).  His 9 TD’s 

were the second highest of his career.  The nice thing about 

Wayne is that he never had a game in which he had less than 3 

receptions and only once did he score below 5 fantasy points in 

a week. 

 

Bottom Line, Harrison might be the more targeted fantasy 

option because he is a better red-zone threat but Wayne is still 

an elite #1 receiver in the NFL.  The “Bruno Boys” said it last 

year and they will say it again this year, once Harrison retires, 

Wayne’s numbers will explode in Indianapolis.  Until then, 

close to 1,300 receiving yards and upwards of 10 TD’s isn’t too 

shabby.  

___________________________________________________  

 

 
                                  azfamily.com 
 

7. Larry Fitzgerald – Arizona Cardinals (Bye: 8) 
 

Since his rookie season, the “Bruno Boys” have been calling 

him “Leaping Larry” Fitzgerald. Besides his size, the thing that 

makes Fitzgerald so effective is his ability to combine great 

hands with his drive to succeed. The reason why we coined him 

“Leaping Larry” isn’t because it sounds good, it is because he 

just about wins every jump ball and he is always improvising to 

help his team win.   

Fitzgerald was slowed at times in 2006 due to a nagging 

hamstring injury, but he still managed 946 receiving yards and 

6 TD’s in just 13 games.  It was evident that at the end of the 

2006 season, Matt Leinart and Fitzgerald started to gain a 

rapport. During the last 6 games of the season, Fitzgerald went 

for 500 receiving yards ad 4 TD’s. 

 

Bottom Line, if he starts the 2007 season like he finished the 

’06 season, Fitzgerald could finish the season a top 5 fantasy 

wide out.  The only thing owners should be concerned about is 

that new head coach Ken Whisenhunt loves to run the football. 

___________________________________________________  

 

8. Roy Williams – Detroit Lions (Bye: 6) 
 

We all know the Lions have a fetish for taking college wide 

receivers in the first round, but they didn’t miss the boat when 

then snagged Williams in 2004.  Unlike Charles Rogers and 

Mike Williams, Roy Williams has become a superstar in this 

league.  Williams combines his above average size with his 

hard-nosed mentality to give defenders fits every Sunday.  

 

Like good cheese, Williams gets better with age.  After an 

injury plagued inconsistent 2005 season, Williams bounced 

back to post career numbers in 2006. His 82 receptions, 1,310 

receiving yard, 7 TD campaign was a pleasant surprise for 

owners who drafted him in the middle of their fantasy draft.  

 

Williams surge in statistics will put him on everyone draft list 

as a #1 receiver, so don’t expect to get a bargain deal for him 

again in 2007.  If you want to own Williams, you are going to 

have to draft him within the first 3-4 rounds of your draft. Even 

with the Lions drafting stud rookie wide out Calvin Johnson, 

Williams will still get you 1,300 yards and 8-10 TD’s in ’07.   

___________________________________________________  

 

9. Donald Driver –Green Bay Packers (Bye: 7) 
 

Anytime you are the top wide receiver on a team that Brett 

Favre plays for, you know you are going to post some good 

stats.  If anyone has been the beneficiary of Favre fascination 

with throwing the football, it’s Donald Driver. Driver has taken 

advantage of the situation and has solidified himself as a fan 

favorite throughout the NFL.   

 

Driver enjoyed his finest season as a pro in 2006, his 8th in the 

NFL.  He finished the season with 93 receptions for 1,295 

receiving yards and 8 TD’s. What fantasy owners should enjoy 

about Driver is his consistency (1,200+ receiving yards the past 

3 years). Last season, there were only 3 weeks in which he 

scored less than 5 points for your fantasy team.   

 

Bottom Line, Driver is a top wide receiver in an offense that 

threw the football over 600 times in 2006.  He will be targeted 

well over 100 times in 2007, and with the Packers having a 

question mark in the backfield he could be even better in 2007.  

___________________________________________________  

 

 



10. Marques Colston – New Orleans Saints (Bye: 4) 

 
The little known wide receiver out of Hofstra took the NFL by 

surprise last season. Drafted in the 7th round of the 2006 NFL 

Draft, Colston was expected to start the season as the teams 4th 

receiver.  After an impressive training camp, head coach Sean 

Payton gave him the keys to the car and plugged him in 

alongside Joe Horn in New Orleans.  By Week 3, Colston was 

Drew Brees main target and making a name for himself in the 

league.   

 

Despite missing 4 games with an ankle injury, Colston 

managed to post some of the best rookie wide receiver numbers 

since Jerry Rice.  In 12 games, he had 70 receptions for 1038 

receiving yards and 8 TD’s.  What was most impressive was his 

455 receiving yard and 3 TD performance during weeks 8-10. 

 

Bottom Line, the Saints are a high-powered offense and 

Colston is the top option in the passing game.  He should see a 

lot of single coverage and be able to take advantage of this.  He 

is a top fantasy threat and there is no reason he shouldn’t repeat 

his stellar rookie season in 2007. 

______________________________________________  

 

11. Javon Walker – Denver Broncos (Bye: 6) 
 

In 2006, even with inconsistent quarterback play, Walker 

(1,084 receiving yards, 9 TD’s) was a top-flight fantasy option 

all season long. On 8 different occasions he scored at least 10 

points for your fantasy squad, and he had two separate weeks 

where he went for over 130 receiving yards and 2 TD’s.   

 

He played the 2006 season fresh off an ACL injury and showed 

signs of fatigue towards the end of last season.  With another 

off-season to strengthen the knee and to get familiar with 2nd 

year quarterback Jay Cutler, Walker should be primed for an 

even better 2007 season. With the Broncos adding RB Travis 

Henry to shore up the running game, and 2nd year WR Brandon 

Marshall is expected to make an impact in 2007, Walker could 

face more single coverage.  If this is the case, look for Cutler to 

try and beat the corner over the top and hit Walker in stride on 

the deep ball.   

 

Bottom Line, Walker could lose some red zone looks because 

of the addition of Henry and Daniel Graham, but he still will 

get between 1,100-1,200 yards and 8-9 TD’s.  

___________________________________________________  

 

12. Anquan Boldin – Arizona Cardinals (Bye: 8) 
 

The converted Florida State quarterback has been one of the top 

receivers in the NFL the past two seasons. Boldin is one of the 

games best possession receivers’, having caught a career high 

102 passes in 2005 and 83 in 2006. Once Boldin has the 

football, he has the ability to make the extra move that gets him 

a few more yards.  His 6.1-yard after catch average was 

amongst the top in the league last year.   

 

The question remains how the new coaching staff in Arizona 

will spread out the football between Boldin and Larry 

Fitzgerald. The reason for this is because new head coach Ken 

Whisenhunt beefed up the offensive line and is known for a 

hard-nosed, grind it out ground game.  However, if the 

Cardinals want to win football games, they will need to use 

Boldin and Fitzgerald to the highest degree. 

 

Expect Air Anquan to hover around 1,200-1,300 receiving 

yards and to find pay dirt between 6-8 times. Oh yea, if you are 

in a Points Per Reception League his value is even higher.   

___________________________________________________  
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13. Lee Evans – Buffalo Bills (Bye: 6) 
 

Evans is entering his 4th season as a member of the Buffalo 

Bills and if he continues his production pace he could be a top 

wide receiver in the NFL for many years.  What Evans has that 

many other receivers lack is big play speed with first-rate 

hands.  

 

In 2006, he led all receivers with 7 TD’s catches over 35 yards 

or more.  In a game against the Houston Texans, Evans 

exploded for not one, but two 83 yard TD receptions in the 1st 

quarter.  He finished the game with 11 receptions for 265 

receiving yards and 2 scores.  With his speed and the fact that 

he can efficiently run the short routes gives him the ability to 

post those kind of numbers.    

 

Bottom Line, Evans has evolved into a top receiver option and 

should be drafted as a back end #1 receiver in 12 team leagues 

and a solid #2 receiver in 10 team leagues.  Also, don’t be 

surprised if he is a top 7 receiver by seasons end.  

 

___________________________________________________  

 

 
 



14. T.J. Houshmandzadeh –  

Cincinnati Bengals (Bye: 5) 
 

Whose HOUSE is it?  It’s T.J. Housh-Man-Dza-Deh’s. That is 

what the Bengals fans have been chanting since his rise to super 

stardom in 2004.  Playing alongside the more publicized Chad 

Johnson, Houshmandzadeh has gone blow for blow with 

Johnson in terms of production the past few seasons.  He uses a 

consistent approach and rarely has a unproductive game while 

Johnson strives on the out of this world games. 

 

Despite missing 2 games, Houshmandzadeh enjoyed a career 

2006 season.  He increased his receptions from 78 to 90, his 

receiving yards from 956 to 1081 and his touchdowns from 7 to 

9. In 9 of his 14 games, he scored over 10 fantasy points and 

the often-targeted red zone threat scored at least one TD in 8 

different games.   

 

Bottom Line, although he isn’t considered the best receiver on 

his own team, he is 1A.  If you can grab a guy in the top 10 and 

get Housh as your #2, you are sitting pretty at the receiver 

position.   

___________________________________________________   

 

15. Plaxico Burress – New York Giants (Bye: 9) 
 

Burress can be considered a physical specimen standing in at 

6’5’’ and weighing upwards of 240 pounds.  Combine that with 

his above average speed and you could imagine what defenders 

are thinking when they are have him in single coverage.  All of 

these mismatches mean a lot of big time plays for Burress. And 

if it wasn’t for Eli Manning’s inconsistency his numbers could 

be better. 

 

In 2006, Burress saw a climax in touchdowns (10) but a decline 

in yardage (988).  Another stat that stood out was the fact that 

he never eclipsed 7 receptions in a single game and only had 

over 100 receiving yards in a game just two times.  However, 

he did find paydirt in 10 of the 15 games he played, which kept 

owners happy. 

 

The “Bruno Boys” think it is safe to predict that his 2007 

numbers will mirror his 2006 numbers. The only difference is 

that with Manning find his groove, Burress should increase his 

yardage by about 150-200 receiving yards.  

_____________________________________________ 
 

16. Andre Johnson – Houston Texans (Bye: 10) 
 

In Houston, the only bright spot on the offensive side of the ball 

was Andre Johnson. As the Texans were on their way to 

another losing record, Johnson was feasting off opposing 

defenses.  During a 6 game span last year, Johnson caught 54 

passes for 595 receiving yards and 3 TD’s. His 103 receptions 

finished him atop the NFL in 2006.   

 

It’s a stretch to predict that Johnson will catch over 100 

footballs again in 2007, considering he still has to gain a 

connection with new Texans QB Matt Schaub.  But, he should 

go over the 1,100 receiving yard mark and improve on his 5 

TD’s he flossed last season.  

___________________________________________________  

 

 
                         baltimoresun.com 

 

17. Hines Ward – Pittsburgh Steelers (Bye: 6) 
 

When you are targeting certain players in fantasy football, you 

should always look for consistency. And with Hines Ward        

(975 receiving yards in 2005 and ’06), you get just that.  He 

might not be the flashiest player in the league, but his ability to 

make just about every play and the fact that you know what you 

are going to get out of him, make him a reliable #2 receiver on 

your fantasy team. 

.  

Like every year, 2007 should see Ward finish around the 1,000 

receiving yard range. However, a spike in TD’s (6 in ’06) is 

likely.  Plus, you don’t have to worry about Ward performing 

on Sunday’s 

______________________________________________  

 

18. Randy Moss – New England Patriots 
 

Now that Moss is a member of the high-powered New England 

Patriots, fantasy owners have been salivating at the mouth to 

grab him. Moss is arguably the best deep threat to ever play this 

game, and should be able to connect with Tom Brady on 

multiple occasions in 2007. Moss is attracting a lot of hype and 

people are expecting him to replicate his days as a member of 

the Minnesota Vikings.   

 

Bottom Line, Moss will have his best season since his 2004 

campaign but don’t expect him to be a top-10 or top-5 fantasy 

option. Look for about 1,050 yards and 6-8 TD’s from the 

receiver who likes to take plays off in the middle of the game. 

__________________________________________________



19. Darrell Jackson –  

San Francisco 49ers (Bye: 6) 
 

In arguably the best trade of the off-

season, the 49ers snagged Jackson, a 

solid #1 receiver, for a 4th round pick.  

Jackson is a solid contributor when 

healthy (956 receiving yards, 10 TD’s, 

13 games in ’06), but health has been 

an issue the past two years. Since 2005, 

he has only played in 19 of 32 games, 

which should be a big concern to his 

fantasy owners. 

 

If Jackson stays healthy and hangs on 

to the football, look for him and Alex 

Smith to build a rapport that will make 

Jackson a solid #2 contributor on your 

fantasy squad. 

_______________________________  
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20. Laveranues Coles –  

New York Jets (Bye: 10) 
 

When you take a look at Coles 2006 

stats, the thing that stands out most is 

that he had 5 one hundred yard games.  

On the flip side, in those 5 games (614 

receiving yards 5 TD’s) he combined 

for almost 60% of his total receiving 

yards (1098 total yards, 6 TD’s). This 

statistical breakdown is something that 

all owners should beware of.   

 

Coles is entering his 3rd season as a 

member of the Jets, and although it 

might be a rocky road, he will go over 

1,000 receiving yard mark for 4th time 

in his career.  

_______________________________  

 

 

 

21. Reggie Brown –  

Philadelphia Eagles (Bye: 5) 
 

If one guy has a chance to be the 

breakout receiver who takes the next 

step and become elite in this league, 

it’s Reggie Brown.  In 2006, Brown 

averaged 17.7 yards per catch and 

found pay dirt in 8 different games. 

Now that he is the #1 option in 

Philadelphia look for McNabb to target 

him more often.   

 

You heard it hear first, if McNabb 

plays all 16 games, Brown will eclipse 

the 1,000 receiving yard mark, and 

score 7-9 TD’s for your fantasy squad.    

_______________________________ 
 

22. Deion Branch –  

Seattle Seahawks (Bye: 8) 
 

With the departure of Darrell Jackson, 

it’s Branch’s time to shine in Seattle. 

In 2006, Branch took a back seat in the 

Seattle offense and still managed to go 

for 725 receiving yards and 4 scores.  

With the emergence of D.J. Hackett, 

teams won’t be able to double team 

Branch and he should go for around 

1,000 receiving yards and 6-8 TD’s. 

 

 Draft him with confidence, as he gets 

to face the 49ers, Cardinals and Rams 6 

total times in 2007.     

_______________________________   

 

23. Santana Moss –  

Washington Redskins (Bye: 4) 
 

At the receiver position, Moss can be 

called the Jekyl & Hyde of fantasy 

football.  You just don’t know which 

player is going to show up.  For 

example, last season he scored 31 

fantasy points in Week 4 and 

proceeded to combine for 12 fantasy 

points over the next 7 weeks.  Now that 

pattern isn’t encouraging, but he began 

to build a rapport with Jason Cambpell 

towards the end of last season, and that 

should continue in 2007.  

 

He might not be as good as he was in 

2005 (14 TD’s), but his numbers will 

improve from his sub par ’06 season.  

_______________________________ 

 

24. Joey Galloway –  

Tampa Bay Buccaneers (Bye: 10) 
 

Galloway was the only bright spot on a 

Tampa Bay team that struggled to put 

points on the board. What is 

remarkable about his 2006 season 

(1,057 receiving yards, 7 TD’s) was 

that he went two weeks without any 

catches. When the Bucs decided to 

give up on the Bruce Gradkowski and 

go with Jeff Garcia it was a blessing in 

disguise for Galloway.   

 

Garcia’s accuracy and knowledge for 

the quarterback position should help 

Galloway be an everyday starter for 

your fantasy team.  

 

 
      fanball.com 

_______________________________  

 

25. Braylon Edwards –  

Cleveland Browns (Bye: 7) 
 

At times, Edwards showed signs of 

super stardom in 2006. His ability to 

make the catch in traffic and get extra 

yards after the catch makes him an 

instant factor.  Also, Edwards averaged 

91 receiving yards per game against 

division foes in 2006.  His skills echo’s 

super star, but the tradition of 

inconsistent quarterback play could 

hinder his value.  

 

He still is worthy of a #2 or #3 receiver 

and should be plugged into your lineup 

on a weekly basis.  

_______________________________  

 

 



26. Terry Glenn –  

Dallas Cowboys (Bye: 8) 
 

Glenn, a 9th year veteran has been 

nothing but consistent the past 2 

seasons.  His 2005 and 2006 numbers 

were close to identical and with new 

coordinator Sean Payton wanting to 

integrate a more vertical passing game, 

Glenn could be the beneficiary.  Like 

fine wine, Tony Romo will get better 

with experience, and Glenn’s 

production will taste the same.  Bottom 

Line, you know what you are going to 

get out of Mr. Glenn. 

_______________________________  

 

27. Donte Stallworth –  

New England Patriots (Bye: 10) 

 
When healthy, Stallworth was a key 

player in the Eagles offense.  However, 

he missed 4 games and played hurt in 

another 3.  Now as a member of the 

New England Patriots, he will be in 

competition with Moss, Maroney, 

Welker and Watson for targets each 

week.  If anyone can evenly distribute 

the football, it’s Tom Brady, but the 

question remains if Stallworth’s fragile 

body can stay healthy. If he is on the 

field all season he would be a top 20 

receiver, but that’s a big “IF” . Draft 

accordingly, and don’t expect much 

more than #3 production out of Donte’. 

_______________________________  

 

28. Calvin Johnson –  

Detroit Lions (Bye: 6) 
 

Everyone’s favorite rookie Wide 

Receiver just inked a gigantic deal that 

will keep him in the “Motor City” 

through 2012.” This is good news for 

Lions fans, as Johnson’s skills rank off 

the charts and his ability to go get the 

football is second to none. With the 

Lions more than likely playing from 

behind, Kitna will be throwing the 

football and Johnson will benefit from 

this. It is a minor stretch to expect a 

2006 version of Marques Colston, 

(1,038 yards, 8 TD’s in 12 games) but 

do expect him to be a valuable #2 or #3 

receiver on your squad.   

_______________________________  

 

 

29. Mark Clayton – 

 Baltimore Ravens (Bye: 8) 
 

After a productive 2006 season (939 

receiving yards, 6 TD’s) Clayton is 

primed to take it to the next level in 

2007.  He combines great speed with 

consistent hands, but the fact that the 

Ravens added Willis McGahee and still 

have Steve McNair as their QB has the 

Bruno Boys worried.  Though we think 

Clayton should fetch 1,000 receiving 

yards, his inability to put together 

consistent back to back weeks will hurt 

his production. 

_______________________________  

 

30. Jerricho Cotchery –  

New York Jets (Bye: 10) 
 

Every year there is one fantasy football 

player that comes out of the 

woodworks and posts a surprise 

season. In 2006, Cotchery was that 

player. His 82 receptions, 961 

receiving yard, 6 TD season ranked 

amongst the best in the AFC.  Cotchery 

should be able to stay consistent in 

2007 , but with the addition of Thomas 

Jones and his ability to score in the 

Red Zone, Cotchery’s TD’s could 

decline in 2007.  

_______________________________  
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31. Bernard Berrian –  

Chicago Bears (Bye: 9) 
 

Berrian enjoyed a fine 2006 season in 

which he had 51 receptions for 775 

yards and 6 TD’s.  Those numbers and 

his ability to burn opposing defense’s 

should warrant him a #3 option on 

most teams. At the same time, drafters 

should beware, because Berrian was 

mightily inconsistent at times last year.  

If you are in a league that gives extra 

points for long touchdowns, Berrian 

will have some extra value, because in 

’06 he had 2 TD’s that went for over 

40 yards. 

_______________________________  

 

32. Greg Jennings –  

Green Bay Packers (Bye: 7) 
 

Outside of Marques Colston, Jennings 

was the best rookie wide out in 2006.  

If it wasn’t for an injury that hindered 

his production in the 2nd half of the 

season, Jennings could have had even 

better numbers. The thing you have to 

like about any Packer receiver is that 

Brett Favre will be chucking the 

football at all times.  It is a safe bet that 

Jennings improves on his 632 yard, 3 

TD performance from last year and he 

could turn into a key player on your 

fantasy team.  

_______________________________  

 

33. Vincent Jackson –  

San Diego Chargers (Bye: 7) 
 

If anyone can take a hit, it’s Jackson; 

he is one of the biggest and most 

physical receivers in the league. It 

wasn’t until Week 14 (286 yards, 3 

TD’s in 4 games) of last season that 

Jackson came into his own and started 

making a fantasy impact. With the 

Chargers being thin at the receiver 

position, Philip Rivers should be able 

to lean on the 3rd year player out of 

Colorado State.  Draft him as your 3rd 

receiver and reap the benefits of what 

the Bruno Boys thinks will be a 

breakout season.  

_______________________________  

 

34. Chris Chambers –  

Miami Dolphins (Bye: 9) 
 

The past year has been one to forget for 

Chambers; first he “Brought out the 

Pepto” and stunk up the joint in 2006. 

Then weeks before training camp 

begins he goes out and gets himself a 

DUI.  His 2006 season was the worst 

of his 6 year career, and with things 

looking hazy in Miami how much 



better can 2007 be?  Also, the 

commissioner Roger Goedell has been 

laying the suspension smack down 

lately and one would think Chambers 

could the next victim.  

_______________________________  

 

35. Kevin Curtis –  

Philadelphia Eagles (Bye: 5) 
 

.After signing a ludicrous free agent 

contract, Curtis is expected to be the #2 

receiver in Philadelphia.  He made a 

living off of lining up as the slot guy in 

St. Louis, but now he will have to face 

more cover corners. The fact that 

Donovan McNab will target him 

almost double this year and his ability 

to go get the deep ball makes him a 

solid fantasy option for your team.  

Look for Curtis to surpass his 2005 

receiving yard total (801), but him 

reaching his career best in TD’s (8 in 

’05) could be a stretch.  

_______________________________  

 

36. Mushin Muhammad – 

Chicago Bears (Bye: 9) 
 

During his first two seasons as a 

member of the Bears, Muhammad 

produced just about identical numbers. 

If Rex Grossman puts together 16 good 

weeks, look for Muhammad to have his 

best year in Chicago. However it really 

isn’t safe relying on another player as 

inconsistent as Grossman. Expect him 

to ballpark his 2006 totals of 863 

receiving yards and 5 TD’s. 

_______________________________  
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37.  Jerry Porter –  

Oakland Raiders (Bye: 5) 
 

The fact that Lane Kiffin has Porter 

playing football again speaks volumes 

for the job he has done in Oakland.  

The multi-talented receiver is not in the 

shadows of Randy Moss anymore and 

should be able to contribute in 2007. 

He is a player you need to draft and 

stash. Track Porter’s production at the 

beginning of the regular season before 

you plug him into your lineup.  

_______________________________ 

 

38. Joe Horn –  

Atlanta Falcons (Bye: 8) 

 
Horn’s sudden decline in production 

can be blamed on the injury problems 

that have surrounded him the past two 

seasons.  Now he joins force with the 

Falcons and should be able to bounce 

back from an inconsistent 2006 season. 

Don’t expect the Horn of 2003 and 

2004 to show up , but expect Joey 

Harrington to target him more than any 

other Falcons Wide Receiver. If he can 

stay healthy, look for a rebound season 

that warrants snagging him late in your 

draft.    

_______________________________  

 

39. Santonio Holmes – 

Pittsburgh Steelers (Bye: 6) 
 

Holmes is another guy who thrives off 

the deep ball.  His ability to burn his 

defender is a nice compliment to Hines 

Ward.  He averaged 16.8 yards per 

reception in 2006, and if you take away 

his first two games, he had 803 yards 

in 14 games. If Ben Roethlisberger is 

able to improve on a mediocre 2006 

season, look for Holmes to be the main 

beneficiary. It might not be this year, 

but don’t be surprised if Holmes turns 

into a Plaxico Burress type player 

someday.  Target him as a 3rd or 4th 

WR in the majority of your leagues.  

_______________________________  

 

40. Matt Jones –  

Jacksonville Jaguars (Bye: 4) 
 

The ex-quarterback is entering his third 

season at the Wide Receiver position 

and the Bruno Boys believe this is the 

year Jones either sinks or swims. 

Talent wise Jones is a beast, but his 

lack of knowledge at the position and 

injuries have hindered his learning.  If 

he can improve on his 41 receptions 

from last year, and get out of the 

coaches doghouse, Jones should be 

able to post career highs in receptions, 

yards and have about 5 touchdowns.  

_______________________________  

 

41. Eddie Kennison –  

Kansas City Chiefs (Bye: 8) 
 

In each of the past two seasons 

Kennison’s yards per game total have 

decreased. This isn’t a good sign for 

the aging receiver playing in a 

conservative offense.  

_______________________________  
 

42. Devery Henderson –  

New Orleans Saints (Bye: 4) 
 

Last year, Henderson’s 23.3 yard per 

reception was atop the NFL. His 

breakaway speed makes him a great 

deep option, but with all the weapons 

in New Orleans just how much will his 

numbers improve. Draft him at value, 

but don’t expect a breakout season 

_______________________________  

 

 
       AP 

43. Isaac Bruce –  

St. Louis Rams (Bye: 9) 
 

Bruce has been a staple in St. Louis for 

over a decade, but one would think that 

with the addition of Drew Bennett and 

Randy McMichael , his production and 

role in the offense is on the decline. 

_______________________________  

 

44. D.J. Hackett –  

Seattle Seahawks (Bye: 8) 
 

Hackett caught 45 passes and 4 TD’s in 

a limited role last season.  With the 

departure of Darrell Jackson, the 

Seahawks are counting on Hackett to 



pick up some of the slack.  He is still a 

year away from coming into his own, 

but an increase in stats will make him a 

nice spot starter on your fantasy roster. 

_______________________________  

 

45. Mike Furrey –  

Detroit Lions (Bye: 6) 
 

Man does Mike Martz know his 

personal. The ex-defensive back caught 

98 passes for 1,086 yards in 2006. 

With the addition of rookie Calvin 

Johnson, Furrey’s role in the offense 

moves to the slot position. Don’t 

expect a repeat season out of Furrey, 

but he is worthy of drafting in most 

leagues.  

_______________________________  

 

46. Brandon Jones –  

Tennessee Titans (Bye: 4) 
 

With the loss of Drew Bennett, Jones 

should take over as the top receiver in 

Tennessee. If Jones and Vince Young 

can start to develop a rapport you could 

potentially get a steal if you draft Jones 

towards the bottom half of your draft. 

_______________________________  

 

47. Drew Bennett –  

St. Louis Rams (Bye: 9) 
 

The addition of Bennett will help shore 

up the Rams red zone problems.  You 

can plug him in between 6-8 TD’s , but 

with Jackson and Holt combing to be 

over 60 % of the Rams offense, don’t 

expect much more. 

_______________________________  

 

48. Ronald Curry –  

Oakland Raiders (Bye: 5) 
 

Curry was the only Raider to finish the 

2006 season on a high note.  His 32 

receptions during the last 4 weeks led 

all receivers. If he can improve on his 1 

TD performance, you have yourself a 

solid #3 or #4 receiver. 

_______________________________  

 

49. Reggie Williams – 

Jacksonville Jaguars (Bye: 4) 
 

At the beginning of last season, 

Williams showed signs of living up to 

his 1st round draft status. As the season 

went on, Williams diminished and 

entered training camp fighting for his 

starting job back. If he every figured it 

out, he has the talent to be a productive 

fantasy receiver.  

_______________________________  

 

50. Derrick Mason –  

Baltimore Ravens (Bye: 8) 
 

2006 marked the first time since 2000 

that Mason didn’t surpass the 1,000 

receiving yard mark. His value stems 

from leagues that rewards for 

receptions, as Mason should get over 

60 catches for the 8th straight season. 

 

 
            bears.scout.com 

______________________________ 

 

51. Marty Booker-  

Miami Dolphins (Bye: 9) 
 

“The Book” enjoyed his finest season 

since ’02 last year. His 747 yards and 6 

TD’s led all Dolphins receivers. 

However 328 of those yards and 4 

TD’s came in just 3 games. He is still 

worthy of a late round pick in a league 

that you can start 4 wide outs.  

_______________________________ 

 
52. Michael Jenkins –  

Atlanta Falcons (Bye: 8) 
 

Jenkins found pay dirt 7 times in 2006, 

but never had over 77 receiving yards 

in a game. His ability to get open in the 

red zone could help you in TD-only 

leagues and that’s about it. 

_______________________________ 

 
 

53. Brandon Marshall –  

Denver Broncos (Bye: 6) 

 
Marshall will be taking over for Rod 

Smith as the #2 receiver in the Mile 

High State. Don’t expect numbers 

worthy of drafting him, but he did 

finish 2006 with 143 receiving yards in 

his last 3 games. 

_______________________________ 

 
54. Amani Toomer –  

New York Giants (Bye: 9) 

 
Prior to his Week 9 ACL tear, Toomer 

had only one productive game in 2006. 

Expect him to start the season as a 

starter, but don’t be surprised if rookie 

Steve Smith snags his job before you 

can blink. 

_______________________________ 

 
55. Dwayne Jarrett –  

Carolina Panthers (Bye: 7) 
 

Jarrett will spend his rookie season in 

the shadows of Steve Smith and vying 

for playing time in Carolina. By 

midseason, expect him to be the #2 

receiver and worthy of picking up in 

deep leagues.  

_______________________________ 

 
56. Anthony Gonzalez – 

Indianapolis Colts (Bye: 6) 
 

Gonzalez is in an ideal situation in 

Indianapolis. He gets to learn from the 

dynamic duo known as Harrison and 

Wayne, and will start the season as the 

slot receiver in a high-powered offense.  

Expect 4-5 TD’s from this late round 

sleeper.  

_______________________________ 

 

57. Ashley Lelie –  

San Francisco 49ers (Bye: 6) 
 

Once a viable fantasy option, now the 

only reason this speedster makes the 

list is because he has the ability to 

catch the home run ball. He will start 

the season as the #3 wide receiver 

behind Darrell Jackson and Arnaz 

Battle, but should be the teams #2 

receiver by seasons end.  

_______________________________ 



58. Dwayne Bowe –  

Kansas City Chiefs (Bye: 8) 
 

Bowe should start the season alongside 

Eddie Kennison in Kansas City. His 

size and leaping ability should make 

him a red zone threat, but don’t expect 

his final numbers to be worthy of 

owning in your fantasy league.  

_______________________________ 

 

59. Bobby Wade – 

Minnesota Vikings (Bye: 5) 

 
The change of scenery could help 

Wade turn the page and get to the next 

level. However, if he is going to 

demand any fantasy value, he needs to 

improve on his 461 yard, 2 TD season.  

Keep track of his production, as he 

should be able to attract mismatches in 

the slot position. 

_______________________________ 

 
60. Michael Clayton –  

Tampa Bay Buccaneers (Bye: 10) 

 
After a stellar rookie season, Clayton 

has amassed 1 TD in his past 26 

games. The addition of Jeff Garcia 

should help him improve on the 33 

reception season he put together in 

2006. 

_______________________________  

 

 
                kxii.com      

WIDE RECEIVER TIERS 

 

TIER 1 

Steve Smith (Car) 

Torry Holt (StL) 

Chad Johnson (Cin) 

Marvin Harrison (Ind) 

Terrell Owens (Dal) 

Reggie Wayne (Ind) 

Larry Fitzgerald (Ari) 

 

TIER 2 

Roy Williams (Det) 

Donald Driver (GB) 

Marques Colston (NO) 

Javon Walker (Den) 

Anquan Boldin (Ari) 

Lee Evans (Buf) 

TJ Housmandzadeh (Cin) 

 

TIER 3 

Plaxico Burress (NYG) 

Andre Johnson (Hou) 

Hines Ward (Pit) 

 

TIER 4 

Randy Moss (NE) 

Darrell Jackson (SF) 

Laveranues Coles (NYJ) 

Reggie Brown (Phi) 

Deion Branch (Sea) 

 

TIER 5 

Santana Moss (Was) 

Joey Galloway (TB) 

Braylon Edwards (Cle) 

Terry Glenn (Dal) 

Donte Stallworth (NE) 

Chris Chambers (Mia) 

Calvin Johnson (Det) 

Mark Clayton (Bal) 

Jerricho Cotchery (NYJ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TIER 6 

Bernard Berrian (Chi) 

Greg Jennings (GB) 

Vincent Jackson (SD) 

Kevin Curtis (Phi) 

Muhsin Muhammad (Chi) 

Jerry Porter (Oak) 

Joe Horn (Atl) 

Santonio Holmes (Pit) 

 

TIER 7 

Matt Jones (Jax) 

Eddie Kennison (KC) 

Devery Henderson (NO) 

Isaac Bruce (StL) 

DJ Hackett (Sea) 

Mike Furrey (Det) 

Brandon Jones (Ten) 

Drew Bennett (StL) 

Ronald Curry (Oak) 

 

TIER 8 

Reggie Williams (Jax) 

Derrick Mason (Bal) 

Marty Booker (Mia) 

Michael Jenkins (Atl) 

Brandon Marshall (Den) 

Amani Toomer (NYG) 

 

TIER 9 

Dwayne Jarrett (Car) 

Ashley Lelie (SF) 

Anthony Gonzalez (Ind) 

Dwayne Bowe (KC) 

Bobby Wade (Min) 

Michael Clayton (TB) 



2007 BRUNO BOYS TIGHT END RANKINGS      By: Jesse Burkhart 

Never has it been more important in fantasy football to study up on the Tight End position. The reason is simple. 
Over the past few years, the gap between the top Tight Ends and the rest of the field has widened considerably. 
As NFL teams draft guys with speed and the ability to get vertical to fill the position, they become a bigger part 
of the offense, which in turn means more fantasy points. It’s crucial in your draft to try and nab one of these 
more athletic Tight Ends over the traditional blocking Tight End, who might get you one or two points a game. 
The good news is that there are more and more of these athletic Tight Ends coming into the league, which means 
you do not have to use an early round pick on the likes of Antonio Gates or Tony Gonzalez to secure one of 
them.  A Vernon Davis or Kellen Winslow in the later rounds can be a solid fantasy contributor. So, study up. 

 

 
         msnbc.com 

_______________________________________________  

 

1. Antonio Gates – San Diego Chargers (Bye: 7) 
 

Antonio Gates will look to continue his reign as fantasy’s 

supreme tight end after a season that saw him lose 18 receptions 

and nearly 200 yards from his career ’05 season.  Even with the 

numbers decline, he still led his position in yards and 

touchdowns last season.  An increasing familiarity with Philip 

Rivers should render a statistical increase and perhaps Norv 

Turner’s return to Qualcomm will too, who originally drew up 

the Chargers’ offensive scheme back in 2001. If nothing else, 

Turner figures to rely on a more experienced Rivers to air it out 

and relieve pressure on a somewhat overused LaDainian 

Tomlinson.  Gates had one 100-plus yard effort in 2006, but it’s 

a safe bet to see multiple 100-yard games in 2007.   

 

With his unrivaled production over the last three years, Gates is 

in the top tier of fantasy tight ends and should come off your 

league’s draft board in the third or fourth round. 

________________________________________________  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Tony Gonzalez – Kansas City Chiefs (Bye: 8) 

 

With a lucrative contract extension granted to him in the 

offseason, we can’t say that Tony Gonzalez will be the most 

motivated of the upper echelon tight ends.  What he is, 

however, is one of the most talented of all-time.  Although 

he might not get as many red-zone looks as some of the 

other players on this list, Gonzalez accumulates 70 

receptions and 900 yards every season just like the sun rises 

every morning.  Whoever wins the quarterbacking gig in 

Kansas City – Damon Huard or Brodie Croyle – will rely on 

Gonzalez’s ability to patrol the middle of the field without a 

legitimate deep threat.  

 

 If you can see past the recent slow starts, Gonzalez is worth 

a fifth or sixth round draft selection and is very much a top-

notch fantasy football tight end. 

. 

________________________________________________  

 

3. Todd Heap – Baltimore Ravens (Bye: 8) 
  

Todd Heap doesn’t garner this ranking because of how 

many times he’ll touch paydirt, but like Gonzalez, he’s 

another guarantee for 70-plus receptions.  Although he 

won’t have many big games, he represents weekly 

production as a number one fantasy tight end that can be had 

in the middle rounds of your draft.  Worthy of mention is 

Heap’s toughness, which becomes apparent when owners 

realize he starts every game in spite of his recurring 

“questionable” status on the Ravens’ weekly injury report. 

 

 If he continues to play through the bumps and bruises, 

Heap, the second most targeted tight end last season, will 

likely repeat his ’05 and ’06 campaigns. 

________________________________________________  

 

 

 

 



4. Jeremy Shockey – New York Giants (Bye: 9) 
 

Given the numbers that Jeremy Shockey has posted over the 

last three seasons, fantasy football owners know exactly the 

kind of player that he is – and that player is not quite the player 

that most owners expect him to be every season.   Although his 

mouth occasionally writes checks his game cannot back, he 

remains a clear top five option for your squad.  The retirement 

of Tiki Barber should afford Shockey a few more short-yardage 

targets, which gives owners in PPR leagues something to jump 

up and down about.   

 

A nagging foot injury limited Shockey to just two catches of 20 

or more yards, but owners can hope for more big plays in 2007 

under the tutelage of new offensive coordinator Kevin Gilbride.  

Shockey is big on name value so he’ll probably be drafted 

higher than where his production merits, but scoop him up in 

the sixth or seventh round if he is available. 

___________________________________________________ 

 

5. Alge Crumpler – Atlanta Falcons (Bye: 8) 
  

You can’t go a Falcons’ broadcast without hearing how Alge 

Crumpler is Michael Vick’s favorite target, but with Vick 

facing legal trouble, Crumpler will have to rely on Joey 

Harrington to get him the football.  Whether it’s Harrington or 

Vick, Crumpler is a serious red zone threat in Atlanta. The 262-

pounder recorded a career high in touchdowns last season 

(eight) and has the ability to repeat that performance in 2007.   

 

As the team’s leader in receptions and receiving yards a year 

ago, Crumpler and his dependability will not be forgotten by 

new head coach Bobby Petrino, who is sure to take more shots 

downfield in 2007.  Crumpler marks the line of distinction for 

players who have consistent and top-tier productive track 

records and those who are only surmised to have bright careers 

ahead of them (Davis, Winslow), so draft accordingly.  

 

___________________________________________________  

 

6. Vernon Davis – San Francisco 49ers (Bye: 6) 
 

Not only is Vernon Davis the most obvious candidate for a 

breakout season in 2007, but he will revolutionize his position 

for years to come.  Gone are the days of the tight end 

functioning as a supplementary lineman with the physique to 

boot - now replaced with players that are carved out of granite 

and get vertical in a hurry like Davis.  His unnatural 

combination of size and speed will be the recipe for many yards 

after the catch for many seasons, but will first need to develop a 

rapport with Alex Smith before owners can enjoy the fruits of 

their foresight.   

 

Davis suffered from a broken leg that cost him six games in his 

rookie season, but he rebounded well, and we’re betting that his 

momentum carries into this season.  He’s worth a middle-round 

selection and is a safe gamble for 700 yards and six or seven 

touchdowns. 

7. Kellen Winslow – Cleveland Browns (Bye: 7) 
 

Slotting Kellen Winslow here is more indicative of his real 

potential rather than our confidence that he’ll be able to fully 

recover from offseason microfracture surgery and improve on 

last season’s numbers.  Winslow went under the knife for the 

third time in two years, but owners saw what he’s capable of 

when he plays a full season.  His 89 receptions led all tight ends 

last year, and his 875 receiving yards ranked him third at the 

position.  Let’s not fail to mention that he posted those 

respectable numbers despite playing injured most of the season.  

 

Winslow isn’t the safest pick, but for that reason, many owners 

will pass on him.  If you’re feeling lucky and want to test 

fantasy fate, Winslow has the most potential to deliver the 

biggest bang for your buck in the middle rounds of your draft. 

 

 
                                    cnn.net 

___________________________________________________  

 

8. Chris Cooley – Washington Redskins (Bye: 4) 
 

Of the legitimate number one fantasy tight ends, Chris Cooley 

might be the most overlooked.  After a slow start to the 2006 

season, Cooley was disenchanting his owners until Jason 

Campbell replaced the elderly Mark Brunell.  During the last 

four games of the season, Campbell took a liking to Cooley and 

connected with him on 20 occasions.  As expected with young 

quarterbacks, owners can look for the developing Campbell to 

continue relying on Cooley to move the chains.   

 

Cooley has proved equally useful in the red zone, having 

accumulated at least six scores in each of the last three seasons.  

Though he does not match the athleticism of some of the top-

flight tight ends, Cooley is a resourceful player who has the 

ability to yield top-flight production. 

___________________________________________________ 



9. L.J. Smith – Philadelphia Eagles (Bye: 5) 
 

On a different team, L.J. Smith would probably rank higher on 

our list.  But since he plays for the equal opportunity Eagles, 

there are limited chances for him to post the numbers that he is 

probably capable of.  The knock on Smith is that he drops too 

many passes, but in 2006, Donovan McNabb’s season-ending 

knee injury did no favors for his statistical output either.   

 

With a healthy McNabb, production will be back up around 

650+ yards with 4-5 scores, but his faulty hands and Andy 

Reed’s offensive schemas prevent him from putting together 

consistent performances on a weekly basis. 

___________________________________________________  

 

10. Ben Watson – New England Patriots (Bye: 10) 
 

Like Smith (above), Ben Watson is also hampered by a game 

plan that calls for seven different players to touch the ball 

throughout the course of a game.  Further stifling Watson’s 

awaited breakout are the additions of Randy Moss and Donte 

Stallworth, who are also expected to command a lot of red zone 

looks.  Coaches around the league rave about Watson’s wide 

receiver speed, but it doesn’t look like all of it will be put to use 

with other deep threats now at Tom Brady’s disposal.   

 

In the Patriots’ honest attempt to acquire every free agent 

available in the offseason, they also landed Kyle Brady, who 

should assume most of the blocking duties and allow Watson to 

roam free against single coverage.  Watson is sure to cause 

matchup problems, but owners should be wary of his ceiling 

playing alongside two ball-hawking wideouts. 

___________________________________________________  

 

11. Jason Witten – Dallas Cowboys (Bye: 8) 
 

With all the clamor regarding his skill set, owners have come to 

characterize Jason Witten as an underachiever.  It’s not all his 

fault though.  In ’04 and ’05, Witten was a prime end zone 

target of Drew Bledsoe as he caught six touchdown passes in 

each year.  But last year, this guy named Terrell Owens signed 

with the Cowboys - let’s just say that sharing is not his forte.  

Owens’ presence led to Witten scoring just one touchdown last 

season, and helped him continue his downward statistical trend 

since a marvelous 2004 campaign.   

 

Witten did receive more attention when Tony Romo took over 

in Big D, so maybe that chemistry will carry through to the start 

of the ’07 season.  With Owens and Terry Glenn still lining up 

out wide, ’04 should be erased from owners’ minds, but a 

return to ’05 form seems reasonable, and those numbers are 

good enough to carry Witten as your number one tight end. 

___________________________________________________  

 

12. Randy McMichael – St. Louis Rams (Bye: 9) 
 

Randy McMichael is probably glad for the change of scenery 

right now, but he might have second thoughts about the career 

move come week 3 when he realizes that there are just not 

enough footballs to go around for all the weapons in St. Louis. 

Adapting to his new environment shouldn’t be a problem, 

however, McMichael already knows the offensive schemes that 

head coach Scott Linehan implemented during his time with the 

Miami Dolphins as the offensive coordinator.  McMichael will 

probably receive the majority of snaps over Joe Klopfenstein, 

but we’re not so sure about him continuing his current three-

year streak of 60 or more receptions with the Rams having an 

abundance of offensive weapons. 

 

Marc Bulger might find his large frame useful in the red zone, 

but it’ll be remarkable if McMichael can match his reception 

production from his days in Miami. 

___________________________________________________  
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13. Dallas Clark – Indianapolis Colts (Bye: 6) 
 

A good number one option if he can stay healthy, Dallas Clark 

just can’t.  He missed 4 games last season due to an injured 

knee, and has been intermittently questionable throughout the 

past 4 seasons, which has made owners a bit uneasy when it 

comes time to set their lineups for the week.  Clark was 

probably the most productive receiver in the Colts’ Super Bowl 

run a year ago, but during the regular season, Clark sees a 

limited amount of balls thrown his way and loses some end 

zone targets to backup tight end Bryan Fletcher (5 TDs last two 

seasons).   

 

The drafting of Anthony Gonzalez will also mean less 

opportunity to line up in the slot for Clark, Clark’s production 

is hampered by the presence of other offensive weapons and a 

poor health track record, but you could do worse in deeper 

leagues. 

___________________________________________________  

 



14. Heath Miller –  

Pittsburgh Steelers (Bye: 6) 
 

He’ll get more attention in the red zone 

than either McMichael or Clark, but 

Heath Miller is ranked below both 

because of the system that he plays in.  

Traditionally, the Steelers have always 

preferred for their tight ends to block 

and function as a glorified lineman.  

That role of the tight end doesn’t figure 

to evolve with new head coach Mike 

Tomlin, who brings a conservative 

offensive philosophy similar to his 

legendary predecessor.  Last season, 

Miller accumulated 393 receiving 

yards, but nearly one-fourth of those 

came on one play in week 1.  Ben 

Roethlisberger, now a full season 

removed from his near-fateful 

motorcycle accident, should improve 

and theoretically make Miller better as 

well.   

 

Nonetheless, we don’t foresee a 

significant spike in receptions or yards 

to warrant a higher ranking.  In other 

words, you have already seen exactly 

what you are going to get from Miller 

in 2007, so use a late pick on him when 

all the top tight ends are gone. 

_______________________________   

 

15. Eric Johnson –  

New Orleans Saints (Bye: 4) 
 

Last season, Johnson started several 

games when Vernon Davis (49ers) 

suffered a broken leg, before he 

sprained his MCL later in the year.  In 

’05, he missed the entire season due to 

injury.  However, Johnson racked up 

82 completions in ’04 as the go-to 

receiver for the 49ers despite lacking 

the breakaway speed that makes the top 

tier tight ends so desirable.  Once 

again, Johnson will be the primary 

tight end, but this time as part of a 

Saints offense where opportunity will 

be limited with the array of talent at the 

skilled positions.  

 

 If Johnson can remain on the field – 

admittedly, a big if – then he’s worth a 

late selection, but we suggest pairing 

him with a younger player like Owen 

Daniels, Greg Olsen, or Mercedes 

Lewis and playing the matchups. 

_______________________________  

 16. Owen Daniels –  

Houston Texans (Bye: 10) 
 

 Owen Daniels surpassed all 

expectations as a rookie last year.  

Given the lack of options for new 

quarterback Matt Schaub, Daniels will 

have the chance to equal last season’s 

totals and possibly boost receptions by 

an additional 10-15. He should be a 

productive matchup Tight End for you 

in 2007. 

_______________________________  
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17. Desmond Clark –  

Chicago Bears (Bye: 9) 
 

Desmond Clark posted career numbers 

in ‘06, but his production declined in 

the second half as Rex Grossman did.  

The Bears expended a first round 

selection on Greg Olsen, so don’t 

expect Clark to duplicate his 

performance from a season ago. 

_______________________________  

 

18. Daniel Graham –  

Denver Broncos (Bye: 6) 

 
In New England, Daniel Graham was 

always featured more as a blocker than 

as a pass receiver, and his statistics 

over the last several years are 

indicative of that. With Tony Scheffler 

on the roster, it looks like Graham’s 

role in ’07 won’t change with his new 

team, the Denver Broncos. 

_______________________________  

 

 

 

19. Greg Olsen –  

Chicago Bears (Bye: 9) 
 

Until Greg Olsen becomes a more 

efficient blocker, Desmond Clark will 

likely see the majority of snaps as 

Chicago’s tight end.  Olsen is someone 

to watch late in the year for increased 

playing time, and he’ll likely produce 

if given the opportunity. 

_______________________________  

 

20. Bo Scaife –  

Tennessee Titans (Bye: 4) 
 

Bo Scaife appears to have the inside 

track on the starting job in Tennessee, 

but playing with Vince Young does 

nothing to increase his value as a 

fantasy option.  Until the Titans’ 

passing attack makes a visible 

improvement, Scaife is better left on 

your bench unless you need a spot 

starter. 

_______________________________ 

 

21. Marcus Pollard –  

Seattle Seahawks (Bye: 8) 
 

Marcus Pollard is 35 years old, but he 

should be productive with no other 

competition behind him for the tight 

end gig in Seattle.  With only one of 

the Seahawk’s top four receivers being 

over 6 feet tall, Pollard stands to see 

his share of red zone targets 

_______________________________  

 

22. Mercedes Lewis – 

Jacksonville Jaguars (Bye: 4) 
 

With George Wrightster nursing a torn 

labrum, Mercedes Lewis might have 

the chance to play himself into a 

starting role in Jacksonville.  As a pass 

receiver, he’s ready. As a blocker, he 

lags behind Wrightster and new 

acquisition Jermaine Wiggins. 

______________________________  

 

23. Ben Troupe –  

Tennessee Titans (Bye: 4) 
 

With rumors of Ben Troupe struggling 

to pick up the offense, it sounds like he 

is falling from the graces of 

Tennessee’s coaching staff.  Bo Scaife 

adequately filled in for Troupe when he 



broke his ankle in week 11, and is 

expected to start in 2007. 

_______________________________  

 

24. Chris Baker –  

New York Jets (Bye: 10) 
 

Chris Baker caught four touchdown 

passes last season, but two of those 

came in the first three games before 

opponents caught on to the act.  The 

addition of Thomas Jones probably 

means less short yardage targets for 

Baker, especially around the red zone, 

so there’s not much for owners to look 

forward to here.   

_______________________________  

 

25. Visanthe Shiancoe –  

Minnesota Vikings (Bye: 5) 
 

The popular opinion surrounding 

Visanthe Shiancoe’s five-year 18.2 

million dollar deal is that he was 

signed to serve primarily as a blocker.  

Still, he will enter the preseason as the 

starter and could present himself 

worthy of a mid-season pickup if the 

Vikings’ passing game is better than 

expected. 

_______________________________  

 

26. Tony Scheffler –  

Denver Broncos (Bye: 6) 
 

The signing of Daniel Graham will 

smother any chance there was of Tony 

Scheffler having a breakout season.  

Jay Cutler identified Scheffler’s soft 

hands late last year, but might not find 

them in the red zone with Graham 

being the more polished blocker of the 

two. 

_______________________________  
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27. Zack Miller –  

Oakland Raiders (Bye: 5) 
 

The rookie out of Arizona St. appears 

the frontrunner for the starter’s job in 

Oakland, but there’s not much upside 

for him in 2007.  We are confident that 

the earlier JaMarcus Russell takes over 

for Josh McCown or Daunter 

Culpepper, the sooner Zach Miller will 

develop his potential by establishing a 

rapport with the quarterback who will 

be throwing him the ball for the next 

several years. Miller could be worthy 

of a late season addition. 

_______________________________  

 

28. David Martin –  

Miami Dolphins (Bye: 9) 
 

David Martin was poised to have a 

career year as the starter in Green Bay 

in ’06 before a rib injury ended his 

season prematurely.  Cam Cameron, 

previously the Chargers’ offensive 

coordinator, is now the head coach in 

Miami and will look to take advantage 

of Martin’s athleticism to create a 

similar role to that which Antonio 

Gates played for him in San Diego. 

The question is, will Trent Green get 

him the football? 

_______________________________   
 

29. Jerramy Stevens –  

Tampa Bay Buccaneers (Bye: 10) 
 

If Jerramy Stevens can win the starter’s 

spot in Tampa Bay, then he’ll make an 

amazingly convenient target for Jeff 

Garcia while standing at 6’7”.  Stevens 

will have to be on his best behavior if 

he wants to stay out of the doghouse, 

however, for he was arrested in March 

for a DUI and possession of marijuana.  

He is individually more talented than 

Anthony Becht, the team’s current 

starter, but he will have to prove it to 

Jon Gruden first. 

_______________________________  

 

30. Leonard Pope –  

Arizona Cardinals (Bye: 8) 
 

We’re all just waiting for the Cardinals 

to blow up.  When the offense’s 

chemistry catches up with all the talent, 

Leonard Pope and his basketball frame 

should be a red zone beneficiary.  Keep 

Pope on your watch list – if he’s never 

better than mediocre, he can still be 

used as a bye week fill-in. 

_______________________________  

   

TIGHT END TIERS 
 

TIER 1 

Antonio Gates (SD) 

 

TIER 2 

Tony Gonzalez (KC) 

Todd Heap (Bal) 

Jeremy Shockey (NYG) 

Alge Crumpler (Atl) 

 

TIER 3 

Vernon Davis (SF) 

Kellen Winslow (Cle) 

Chris Cooley (Was) 

LJ Smith (Phi) 

Ben Watson (NE) 

Jason Witten (Dal) 

 

TIER 4 

Randy McMichael (StL) 

Dallas Clark (Ind) 

Heath Miller (Pit) 

Eric Johnson (NO) 

Owen Daniels (Hou) 

 

TIER 5 

Desmond Clark (Chi) 

Daniel Graham (Den) 

Greg Olsen (Chi) 

Bo Scaife (Ten) 

Marcus Pollard (Sea) 

Mercedes Lewis (Jax) 

 

TIER 6 

Ben Troupe (Ten) 

Chris Baker (NYJ) 

Visanthe Shiancoe (Min) 

Tony Scheffler (Den) 

Zach Miller (Oak) 

David Martin (Mia) 

Jerramy Stevens (TB) 

Leonard Pope (Ari) 



2007 BRUNO BOYS KICKER RANKINGS      By: Jesse Burkhart  

Kickers, a necessary evil on draft day. Let’s be honest, when it comes draft time, the last thing anyone is thinking 
about is the kicker they’re targeting. Not once have I heard someone say, “Man, I hope Vinatieri is still there 
come round 5. I’ve planned for him to be the key to my fantasy season.” Still, it is important to be 
knowledgeable about the kickers out there. Whether you like it or not, you need one, so you might as well get 
the best one available. Now, kickers are a tricky breed – much of their success depends on the team around 
them. The good fantasy kickers are those that reside on teams that will put up points. The best kickers are those 
that kick for a team that can move the ball yet not punch it in to the end-zone. Now, I know you don’t want to, 
but please read up on the kickers listed below. You never know, come week 8, they might kick you to a win. 
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1. Robbie Gould – Chicago Bears (Bye: 9) 

 
For all intents and purposes, Robbie Gould might be the biggest 

reason why Rex Grossman is still the Bears’ starting QB 

entering 2007.  When Rex proved incapable of punching the 

ball to paydirt, Gould was behind him to punch it through the 

uprights.  Gould made 32 of his 36 total attempts in 2006, 

including a league-leading 14 from the 30-39 yard range in an 

effort that earned him a round-trip plane ticket to Honolulu.   

 

With the departure of Thomas Jones, the Bears’ most versatile 

offensive weapon last season, the Bears will be looking even 

more for a repeat performance from Gould, who has already 

proven he can cope with the conditions at Soldier Field. Gould 

will get even more three-point opportunities, if Cedric Benson 

can’t get the job done in the red zone. Though a duplication of 

last season is unlikely, Gould will be one of the best again. 

___________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

2. Adam Vinatieri – Indianapolis Colts (Bye: 6) 

 

The Superbowl knows him all too well, and fantasy owners 

should too by now.  Adam Vinatieri was still able to total 12 

field goals from the 30-39 yard range – good for second behind 

Gould - despite missing three games early last season due to an 

injured groin.  Because of the missed games, his 2006 numbers 

are slightly lacking, and some owners might notch him down in 

their rankings.   

 

There have been no significant changes around Vinatieri except 

for Dominic Rhodes bolting west for Oakland, but that should 

not affect his fantasy value so long as Joseph Addai can 

produce as he did last season with an increased work-load.  To 

boot (pun not intended), Vinatieri kicks in a dome, which, as 

any kicker knows, makes the job easier. 

___________________________________________________  

 

3. Nate Kaeding – San Diego Chargers (Bye: 7) 
  

Selecting Nate Kaeding gets easier and easier every year, as we 

have seen his field goal percentage rise each season since he 

entered the league in 2004.  Warm weather and a high-octane 

offense make Kaeding all the more attractive as a fantasy 

option, and he should certainly be one of the top kickers off the 

draft board.   

 

Norv Turner has replaced Marty Schottenheimer as the head 

coach, and that should ensure that the Chargers’ offense 

remains in overdrive. Although LT and the gang have a knack 

for breaking the pylons, Kaeding will at least be guaranteed 

point-scoring opportunities.  Other than perhaps Vinatieri, 

Kaeding seems like the safest bet for assured production. 

________________________________________________  

 

 
 

 

 



4. Jeff Wilkins – St. Louis Rams (Bye: 9) 
 

If you like your kickers seasoned with age and served with a 

side of reliability, then you like Jeff Wilkins.  After Wilkins 

converted 18 of 21 field goal attempts in the first five weeks of 

2006, it looked as if owners had struck fantasy gold a la Neil 

Rackers’ 2005 campaign.  As the season progressed, however, 

the Rams’ red zone efficiency increased while Wilkins’ 

production tapered off.   

 

The offense also received a considerable boost in the offseason 

when they added Drew Bennett and Randy McMichael, large 

targets that will makes scoring touchdowns an even easier task 

in 2007.  Nevertheless, Wilkins left room for improvement in 

the 40-49 yard range as he missed five of 16 attempts last 

season, and should be poised for a big season kicking under the 

shelter of the Edward Jones Dome.  Another 30-plus field goal 

season looms. 

___________________________________________________ 

 

5. Shayne Graham – Cincinnati Bengals (Bye: 5) 
  

If kickers were car manufacturers, Shayne Graham would be a 

Honda.  He’s not the sexiest option out there – his leg doesn’t 

quite match up to any of our top four – but he’s plenty 

dependable.  In each of the last three seasons, Graham has 

attempted at least 30 field goals and 40 extra points, which 

indicates that there is no opportunity shortage playing with a 

healthy Bengals’ offense.  However, Cincinnati’s defense must 

improve for Graham to continue receiving those opportunities 

by giving the offense some short fields to work with.  With 

virtually no shifting of offensive personnel during the 

offseason, Graham is a safe selection; however, there is 

minimal upside compared to the top kickers.   

___________________________________________________  

 

6. Jason Elam – Denver Broncos (Bye: 6) 
 

The epitome of consistency, Jason Elam has posted 100 points 

on the Mile High scoreboard in every single one of his 14 

seasons.  Last season, Elam converted 27 of 29 total attempts 

despite lingering hamstring trouble.  With an inexperienced Jay 

Cutler at the helm, Mike Shannahan will count heavily on the 

steady veteran to finish drives this season.  The Broncos have 

added Travis Henry, but lost Rod Smith to another year of age 

and lack a true #2 wide receiver to help Cutler advance the ball 

upfield.   

 

Even with some expected offensive trouble at the outset, Elam 

has been solid every year of his career, and we haven’t been 

given reason to think he’ll be anything less in 2007. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Neil Rackers – Arizona Cardinals (Bye: 8) 
 

A recoil was to be expected after Neil Rackers’ career 2005 

season, and it came in the form of nine missed field goals in 

2006.  Last season, Rackers converted just one of his seven 

attempts from 50 yards or longer – a sharp decline from the six 

successful attempts out of seven from 50-plus in ‘05.  With the 

maturation of Matt Leinart and a formidable receiving core, 

Rackers should not be lacking for opportunity and will 

probably crack the 35-attempt plateau for a third straight 

season.   

 

With last season fresh in the mind of fantasy owners, Rackers 

should come cheaply in your draft.  Don’t let the good (2005) 

or the ugly (2006) guide you though – 2007 should prove itself 

a blend of both seasons, making Rackers a good value for 

where he’ll likely fall to you. 

___________________________________________________ 
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8. Jason Hanson – Detroit Lions (Bye: 6) 
 

Of the upper echelon of kickers, Jason Hanson is probably the 

most underrated.  He plays in Detroit, which means that he’s 

benefiting from Mike Martz’s system and doing it while 

kicking indoors.  Hanson had one of his best seasons in 2006, 

converting on 29 of 33 attempts, including seven of eight from 

the 40-49 yard range.  With the addition of Calvin Johnson, Jon 

Kitna should be slingin’ it all over Mo-town, which should 

afford Hanson ample opportunity for 30 field goals.   

 

There are a few players the Bruno Boys have ranked below 

Hanson, who will probably be drafted higher because they have 

bigger name value.  Wait a bit, and you’ll snag better value in 

Hanson later in your draft. 

___________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



9. Josh Brown – Seattle Seahawks (Bye: 8) 
 

Here’s a typical scenario – star player goes down, kicker has 

career season.  A kicker with a monster leg, Josh Brown 

enjoyed a production spike in 2006 when Shaun Alexander fell 

victim to the Madden curse.  He boomed seven field goals from 

40-plus and an additional three from 50-plus yards, which is no 

surprise given his well-known leg strength.  The Seahawks are 

without Darrell Jackson, but possess a deep enough receiving 

core to absorb Jackson’s absence.  

 

 Brown is in a good situation and sufficiently reliable to merit 

drafting, but has a limited ceiling in 2007 with the return of 

Alexander. 

___________________________________________________  

 

10. Matt Stover – Baltimore Ravens (Bye: 8) 
 

If you’re like us, you very much hate when a kicker is 

contributing negative points to your cause by missing the 

reasonable 30-39 yarders.  For that reason, Matt Stover is a 

favorite of mine, as he is money from that distance.  In 2004 

and 2005, he was a combined 17 for 19 from that range, and a 

perfect nine for nine last season.  Willis McGahee will be the 

impact skill position player Baltimore has been missing since 

Jamal Lewis rumbled for over 2000 yards in 2003, and that 

should catapult Stover to another 30-plus attempt season.  And 

because he doesn’t attempt many from 50-plus yards (just four 

in the last three years), his field goal percentage is a stout 89.6 

percent over the last four seasons.   

 

Although Stover won’t take advantage of the point bonuses for 

kicking longer field goals, he’s still plenty serviceable at his 

age and should be owned in most leagues. 

___________________________________________________  

 

11. David Akers – Philadelphia Eagles (Bye: 5) 
 

This guy is just two seasons removed from making 17 field 

goals from 40 yards and beyond and is still only 31.  That said, 

David Akers totaling fewer than 20 field goals in 2005 and 

2006 confounds us.  Given his age, there’s no reason to think 

that his leg strength has declined since ’04, although his 

percentages have dipped.  Captain McNabb is rehabbing a torn 

ACL, and assuming Kevin Curtis capably fills the void left by 

Donte Stallworth, the Eagles should move the ball like they 

always have.   

 

Experienced fantasy owners know there is much more potential 

for Akers than what he has shown the last two seasons, and he 

probably marks the cut-off line for drafting a kicker before the 

last round of your draft. 

___________________________________________________  

 

 

 

12. Joe Nedney – San Francisco 49ers (Bye: 6) 
 

With the 49ers’ recent improvement, their kicker becomes a 

relevant fantasy option once again.  Joe Nedney will benefit as 

Alex Smith garners more experience as the field general and 

off-season acquisition, Darrell Jackson, gives him a quality 

wide receiver at his disposal.  Also, the entire offense should 

jell with Frank Gore and Vernon Davis expected to reach 

maturity as top players at their respective positions.   

 

Nedney missed six field goals last season, but his track record 

is good enough to warrant a second chance in 2007.  If nothing 

else, the sheer volume of attempts he should get is attractive to 

fantasy owners. 

___________________________________________________  
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13. Stephen Gostkowski –  

New England Patriots (Bye: 10) 
 

Introducing this year’s wild-card.  The Patriots have all sorts of 

firepower at every position with the additions of Randy Moss, 

Donte Stallworth, and hybrid receiver-returner Wes Welker that 

Stephen Gostkowski becomes suddenly intriguing.  As a rookie 

last season, Bill Belichick didn’t give him many long-yardage 

opportunities (just five total attempts from 40- plus yards).  

Now, Belichick’s probably is hoping that his slow development 

strategy will pay off, and that he can depend on Gostkowksi in 

a tight contest.  

 

 Owners should be wary that he doesn’t kick in the most ideal 

conditions for a young kicker, but he’s worth a gamble as a 

sleeper merely because of his surrounding cast. 

___________________________________________________  

 

 



14. Olindo Mare –  

New Orleans Saints (Bye: 4) 
 

Olindo Mare is a potential surprise for 

this year’s crop of fantasy kickers.  He 

shanked 10 as a member of the dismal 

Dolphins last season, but his stock rose 

when he was dealt to New Orleans in 

the offseason.  At 33, he still has plenty 

of leg despite converting just one of his 

six opportunities from 50 yards or 

longer.  

 

 Don’t let his fall from most fantasy 

owners’ graces scare you off – like 

Akers, Mare has much more potential, 

and is now kicking in a dome for a 

much better team. 

_______________________________   

 

15. Josh Scobee –  

Jacksonville Jaguars (Bye: 4) 
 

Josh Scobee’s percentages have never 

been as good as we would like, but his 

opportunity is increasing with each 

passing season.  His owners really 

benefited last season when he nailed 14 

fields goals from 40 yards or longer, 

and it’s apparent that head coach Jack 

Del Rio has confidence in the young 

kicker.  There’s a bit of controversy 

surrounding who will be taking the 

snaps from center for Jacksonville this 

season, but the Jaguars have enough 

playmakers to get Scobee within the 

40-49 yard range where he excels.   

 

If he can cut down on his misses by 

two or three, Scobee would probably 

launch himself into the top 10 for 

fantasy football kickers. 

_______________________________  

  

16. Mike Nugent –  

New York Jets (Bye: 10) 
 

Mike Nugent converted on 89% of his 

attempts in 2006 after an average 

rookie season.  This could be the 

breakout year where he shows that 

potential he was diagnosed with as a 

second-round draft pick in 2005.  

 

Nugent is a safe guy to gamble on if 

the top kickers are available and you 

need consistency.  

_______________________________  

17. John Kasay –  

Carolina Panthers (Bye: 7) 
 

The battle-tested vet showed that he 

still has the leg strength to kick from 

deep by converting on all eight of his 

attempts from 40-49 yards last season.  

Kasay’s track record and the friendly 

kicking weather makes him worth a 

last-round flier. 

_______________________________  

 

18. Lawrence Tynes –  

New York Giants (Bye: 9) 
 

Assuming he beats out Josh Huston, 

Lawrence Tynes could put together a 

decent season for himself by kicking 

for an above-average offense.  With the 

loss of Tiki Barber, the Giants might 

find themselves relying on the kicking 

game more so than usual. 

_______________________________  
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19. Rian Lindell –  

Buffalo Bills (Bye: 6) 
 

Missing just two of his attempts last 

season, Rian Lindell should be on 

fantasy owners’ watch lists.  An 

improving Bills offense also means 

that Lindell could find himself 

attempting 35-plus field goals as he  

did in 2005. 

_______________________________  

 

20. Josh Reed –  

Pittsburgh Steelers (Bye: 6) 
 

There’s not much to rave about here 

with a kicker who missed seven of his 

27 attempts last season.  His numbers 

have taken a dive each year since 2004, 

and there doesn’t seem to be much 

hope playing with a historically 

conservative Steelers offense. 

._______________________________  

 

21. Rob Bironas –  

Tennessee Titans (Bye: 4) 
 

Bironas’ job will be threatened in early 

minicamps, and even if he makes it out 

alive, I wouldn’t trust him as far as I 

could throw him.  He’s very 

questionable as a long-range kicker, 

and he won’t have many opportunities 

either. 

______________________________  

 

22. Ryan Longwell –  

Minnesota Vikings (Bye: 5) 
 

Owners shouldn’t count on new 

Vikings’ QB Tarvaris Jackson to get 

Longwell within striking distance.  

Unless the air attack is better than 

expected, Longwell should be limited 

to bye week usage only. 

_______________________________  

 

23. Jay Feely –  

Miami Dolphins (Bye: 9) 
 

The sunny weather isn’t enough to 

convince us that he belongs on 

anyone’s roster.  His numbers took a 

turn for the worse in 2006, and the 

Dolphins will struggle as they try to 

find their offensive identity this season. 

_______________________________  

 

24. Martin Gramatica –  

Dallas Cowboys (Bye: 8) 
 

He struggled in ’04, he didn’t play in 

’05, and if you pro-rate his ’06 

numbers to a full season, Gramatica is 

just okay.  I might pick him up for a 

few weeks if I were a Cowboys fan, 

but other than that keep him in the 

waiver wire pool. 

_______________________________  

 



25. Dave Rayner –  

Green Bay Packers (Bye: 7) 

 
He’ll face competition in the form of 

Mason Crosby, the Packers’ sixth-

round draft selection.  If he wins, not 

much should be expected, as he’ll be 

kicking in the frozen tundra and 

consistency will be an issue. 

_______________________________  
 

26. Justin Medlock –  

Kansas City Chiefs (Bye: 8) 
 

Medlock doesn’t have anyone pushing 

him for kicking duties in Kansas City, 

but owners would be best suited to 

leave the rookie on the free agent wire 

this season.   

_______________________________  

 

27. Matt Bryant –  

Tampa Bay Buccaneers (Bye: 10) 
 

Bryant got better as the season went 

along, but there’s still not much 

promise here.  It remains to be seen if 

Jeff Garcia, who worked his magic in 

Philly, can flourish on a weaker Tampa 

Bay offense and help Bryant and his 

mediocre leg get within reasonable 

field goal range.  

_______________________________   
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28. Phil Dawson –  

Cleveland Browns (Bye: 7) 
 

He missed eight field goals last year.  

He plays for the Browns.  He kicks in 

cold weather.  And he plays for the 

Browns.  Let’s leave Phil Dawson on 

the garbage heap. 

_______________________________  

 

29. Sebastian Janikowski – 

Oakland Raiders (Bye: 5) 
 

A suggestion for Sebastian: change 

positions.  Maybe find a position that 

allows you to underachieve and be fat.  

He’d have that one down pat. You are 

safer drafting a Arena League kicker 

than Janikowski.  

_______________________________  

 

30. Shaun Suisham –  

Washington Redskins (Bye: 4) 

 
A very, very deep sleeper, Suisham 

could surprise playing with a 

potentially surprising offense.  He’s 

another one that belongs on owners’ 

watch lists in the event that their first 

kicker doesn’t pan out as expected. 

_______________________________  

 

31. Kris Brown –  

Houston Texans (Bye: 10) 
 

So long as that offensive line remains 

the most abysmal in football, so too 

will Kris Brown flounder as the kicker 

in Houston. Matt Schaub is the new 

signal-caller, but we’ll be surprised if 

he can jumpstart the stalled Texans 

offense. 

_______________________________  

 

32. Billy Cundiff –  

Atlanta Falcons (Bye: 8) 
 

Cundiff is competing with Aaron 

Elling, but it’s of no consequence to 

fantasy owners – neither are worth 

owning unless if you are in a 16-team 

league that starts two kickers. 

_______________________________  

 

33. Mike Vanderjagt –  

Free Agent 
 

He’s currently a free agent, but if he 

lands anywhere, he’s another one to 

monitor.  If you’re the world’s most 

accurate field goal kicker, you at least 

deserve mention in our pre-season 

rankings. 

_______________________________   

KICKER TIERS 

 

TIER 1 

Robbie Gould (Chi) 

Adam Vinateri (Ind) 

Nate Kaeding (SD) 

 

TIER 2 

Jeff Wilkins (StL) 

Shayne Graham (Cin) 

Jason Elam (Den) 

Neil Rackers (Ari) 

 

TIER 3 

Jason Hanson (Det) 

Josh Brown (Sea) 

Matt Stover (Bal) 

David Akers (Phi) 

Joe Nedney (SF) 

Stephen Gostkowski (NE) 

Olindo Mare (NO) 

 

TIER 4 

Josh Scobee (Jax) 

Mike Nugent (NYJ) 

John Kasay (Car) 

Lawrence Tynes (NYG) 

Rian Lindell (Buf) 

 

TIER 5 

Josh Reed (Pit) 

Rob Bironas (Ten) 

Ryan Longwell (Min) 

Jay Feely (Mia) 

 

TIER 6 

Martin Gramatica (Dal) 

 Dave Rayner (GB) 

Justin Medlock (KC) 

Matt Bryant (TB) 

Phil Dawson (Cle) 

Sebastian Janikowski (Oak) 

Shaun Suisham (Was) 

Kris Brown (Hou) 

 

TIER 7 

Billy Cundiff (Atl) 

Mike Vanderjagt (FA) 



 

2007 BRUNO BOYS DEFENSE RANKINGS          By: Nate Edelman 

Defense wins championships. Now, some might say that holds true for the NFL, but not in fantasy football. 
They couldn’t be more wrong. Each and every season, fantasy football games hinge on a sack, an interception, 
and even fumble recoveries. When it comes to selecting defenses on draft day, there are two strategies to 
consider. The first involves going for a D early. Some fantasy football owners balk at this idea, but it is nice to 
grab a top D like the Ravens or Da’ Bears and not have to worry about that slot week in and week out. The other 
strategy is to play the match-ups.  If you miss out on a top D, don’t fret. Simply nab a team with an easy match-
up in week 1 during your draft, and then play the waiver wire each week after that. Either strategy can work as 
long as you’re prepared. That’s where the Bruno Boys come in, we’ve supplied you with the rankings, now look 
them over.  
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1. Baltimore Ravens (Bye: 8) 
 

How can you argue with Bruno Boys staff for picking the 

Ravens to top this list? After all, the Ravens still have FS Ed 

Reed and MLB Ray Lewis leading the squad, both of whom are 

top IDP guys in fantasy football. They added CB Samari Rolle 

to go along with CB Chris McAllister, giving them two shut 

down corners to help Reed out in the secondary. Many NFL 

teams would love to have just one guy on the outside who 

could take a top wide receiver out of the game; these guys have 

two. The one question surrounding Baltimore’s D is how they 

will react to the loss of LB Adalius Thomas to the Patriots? It 

could be a big hit to the team overall if OLB Bart Scott can’t 

handle the extra responsibility. But, he’ll have some help from 

Lewis, DE Terrell Suggs, and DE Trevor Pryce, who should 

still be good for some sacks coming off the end of this 

ferocious defense. Ferocious and consistent, the Ravens are a 

clear choice to be the number one D in 2007. 

___________________________________________________  

 

2. Chicago Bears (Bye: 9) 
 

Da’ Bears Defense starts with MLB Brian Urlacher as he is the 

straw that stirs this drink. And, it’s a pretty good drink he’s 

stirring. Da’ Bears may have the best defensive line in the 

business with DT Tommie Harris, DE Adewale Ogunleye, the 

young DE Mark Anderson, and wily vet DE Alex Brown. That 

is one pretty dangerous D-line to have to line up against. They 

brought back OLB Lance Briggs, and though it is simply a one 

year deal, it has to be considered a huge boost for this season. 

At cornerback, they have Charles Tillman, Ricky Manning and 

Nathan Vasher all supposedly in good health. The secondary 

has also added SS Adam Archuleta, who while disappointing in 

Washington, could step up in Chicago as the defensive system 

suits him well. Da’ Bears should again put up a lot of points for 

your fantasy team, especially since they have the weapon of 

Devin Hester returning kicks. If anyone is going to supplant 

Baltimore as the number one D, it will be Da’ Bears.  

___________________________________________________  

 

3. San Diego Chargers (Bye: 7) 
 

Like the Ravens and Bears, the Chargers are another very scary 

defensive team and have multiple guys who one could argue 

are the tops at their position. They are built around the 

aggressive animal that is OLB Shawne Merriman, the real 

standout of their linebacker corps. The rest of the group is solid 

and will not make you fret about the offense making a big play, 

but Merriman is the one who can make the big play. The 

defensive line is extremely solid with perennial all-pro DT 

Jamal Williams and DE Luis Castillo, who may soon be joining 

Williams in Hawaii as is incredibly talented and can wreak 

havoc on opposing offenses. DE Igor Olshansky also seems to 

have that same kind of ability, and together, they should be able 

to take advantage of opposing teams’ weaknesses and destroy 

QB's. The front is what carries them, but the secondary of CB 

Quentin Jammer and co will make plays when they need to. 

This team will not let you down if they are on the board, and 

you are still looking for a defense.  

___________________________________________________  

 

 
 



4. New England Patriots (Bye: 10) 
 

The Patriots have to be excited about what they have done this 

offseason on both sides of the ball. The addition of OLB 

Adalius Thomas is a huge one for this defense. Thomas should 

immediately step in and be a catalyst, and with ILB Teddy 

Bruschi, OLB Mike Vrabel, and OLB Roosevelt Colvin, he 

becomes the fourth man for their four horsemen, perhaps the 

best four-man line backing team in the league. There is not 

even a debate on that. On the line, DE Richard Seymour, if he 

stays healthy is a beast and NT Vance Wilfork with DE Ty 

Warren should be solid. While the secondary may look weak, 

remember this is the Patriots; someone will step up and become 

a solid corner out of nowhere. It happens every year for New 

England. Even if it doesn’t, having SS Rodney Harrison back 

from injury should stabilize the secondary enough for them to 

be sturdy. You’re not a perennial Super Bowl contender, if you 

don’t have a good D. 

___________________________________________________  

 

5. Miami Dolphins (Bye: 9) 
 

The Miami Dolphins added the big mouth and big play ability 

of OLB Joey Porter. His addition will help the likes of MLB 

Zach Thomas and DE Jason Taylor to continue to do what they 

always do, beat up on offenses. In fact, Porter’s arrival could 

allow them to have the best years of their respective careers as 

it’s another top guy offenses have to worry about. OLB 

Channing Crowder looks like the real deal on the weak side. 

The secondary might scare some other fantasy owners away, 

but they addressed it in the draft a bit and plan to continue to 

work on it. All in all, the front four and the secondary while not 

great will do their jobs, while the linebackers will be the 

backbone of this D. Taking the Dolphins in your draft will yield 

you a pretty decent payoff during the year.  

___________________________________________________  

 

6. Pittsburgh Steelers (Bye: 6) 
 

What makes the top defenses so great is that they possess a 

tremendous set of linebackers. The Steelers have a very good, if 

not spectacular, linebacking crew and is why they are number 

six on our list. ILBs James Farrior and Larry Foote get things 

started as they are both extremely tough assignments for 

offensive coordinators to deal with and can disrupt many a 

play. OLBs James Harrison and Clark Haggans aren't on that 

level yet, but the light is shining and both have the talent in 

them to be top players for years to come for this Steelers’ 

defense. Joining them in their rise to stardom will be DE Aaron 

Smith, a bookend for the future of this defense. NT Casey 

Hampton and DE Brett Keisel are solid enough to round out the 

front three. SS Troy Polamalu is pretty much the secondary as 

he is the only one you can trust week in and week out. With 

that said, Polamalu can make things happen on his own. 

However, to take that next step and crack the top five, the 

Steelers will need some of their corners to step up.  

___________________________________________________  

 

 

7. Denver Broncos (Bye: 6) 
 

Denver's defense begins with the talent they have in the 

secondary. CB Champ Bailey is the best in the business on his 

side of the field and is truly the elite shutdown corner in the 

NFL. On the other side, CB Dry Bly is a big addition. Bailey 

and Bly should nab a large number of picks and even take some 

of these the distance. FS John Lynch and SS Nick Ferguson are 

still solid as the safeties, and if you get points for tackles in an 

IDP league, Lynch will be one of your favorite players. Ian 

Gold and DJ Williams are terrific linebackers and help anchor 

this defense. While the D-line is good in Denver, there isn’t a 

superstar up front; rather they possess a bunch of very solid 

guys. Denver comes in just a notch below the elite Ds. 

 

 
        thealo.com 

___________________________________________________  

 

8. Jacksonville Jaguars (Bye: 4) 
 

The Jaguars only gave up an average of 17.1 points a game last 

season. You can’t do that without having an overall good 

defense. And, while they may not get you the sexy defensive 

TD points, the Jags will total a good number of takeaways and 

sacks. They have two monsters in the middle in DTs John 

Henderson and Marcus Stroud, who lead the D-line. The Ends 

aren’t anything to write home about, but are a mash up of guys 

who all do solid jobs. Daryl Smith is a good linebacker, and if 

OLB Nick Griesen could ever stay on the field, there is talent 

there. Mike Peterson in the middle has a lot to prove in order to 

show that he can really be a top middle linebacker in this 

league. Their star CB Rashean Mathis, one of the top defensive 

backs in the league, leads the secondary. CB Reggie Nelson is a 

guy to watch out for as the rookie has a lot of talent and could 

really add some fire to the squad. They may not be a sexy pick 

but that doesn’t matter in fantasy as long as they get the job 

done, and that is exactly what Jacksonville is able to do. 

___________________________________________________  

 

 



9. Philadelphia Eagles (Bye: 5) 
 

The Eagles are led on the D-line by two sack happy DEs in 

Jevon Kearse, and Darren Howard, two guys you’ll really love 

if you draft the Eagles D. They have huge sack potentials if 

healthy and paired with the solid guys in the middle, should 

make this D decent at the very least. The linebackers will also 

be loveable this season as OLB Takeo Spikes joins the already 

dangerous MLB Jeremiah Trotter. CB Lito Sheppard and FS 

Brian Dawkins are two terrific pieces in the secondary and are 

all-around team leaders. The Eagles are a safe pick. They’re not 

going to be horrible, and they do have the potential for a lot of 

upside. 

___________________________________________________  

 

 
       Donna McWilliam / AP File 

 

10. Dallas Cowboys (Bye: 8) 
 

For years the Dallas Cowboys defense has garnered a high 

fantasy rating due to the fact that they are the Dallas Cowboys. 

This season we have them ranked in the number ten spot, but is 

that too high? OLB DeMarcus Ware is the one sure thing in the 

pass rushing game that you know is going to be big. He is a 

legitimate talent, and will prove that with solid sack numbers. 

Other than that, they’re looking for help with their pass rush 

and are hoping it will come from draft pick LB Anthony 

Spencer. While the pass rush leaves a little to be desired, you 

have to be excited about the fact that the Cowboys D always 

picks balls off and always take at least a couple of those back to 

the house. That is what makes them a valuable defense, and that 

aspect of their defense is led by the fiery SS Roy Williams, who 

should enjoy Wade Phillips’ defensive style. Adding FS Ken 

Hamlin to that secondary is just going to make it even more 

dangerous for opposing QB's and should lead to even more 

INT's. If you’re looking for a defense to get you sacks, this 

defense isn’t the one for you, but if you like a strong secondary 

with the chance for at minimum a couple of scores, this is your 

team.  

___________________________________________________ 

 

11. Minnesota Vikings (Bye: 5) 
 

It is pretty simple. Wherever the Viking defense is ranked, it is 

always too low. This is a legit defense, and it is time they 

finally get some respect. They average around 20 picks and 

close to 15 fumble recoveries a year. That, my friends, is pretty 

darn solid. Their big problem is that DEs Kenechi Udeze and 

Erasmus James have underperformed on the line, and when big 

draft picks do that it hurts a team. However, it hasn’t 

dramatically affected the Vikings as they usually get production 

out of guys you wouldn’t expect. OLB Ben Leber, LB EJ 

Henderson, and LB Chad Greenway should form a solid middle 

for this team. CB Antoine Winfield has been good, but not 

quite worth the money they shelled out to get him to come to 

the purple people eaters. SS Darren Sharper has been a stalwart 

star on this defense, and the addition of SS Mike Doss from the 

Colts should help them out. This defense won't disappoint you 

if you get them, so don't be worried, but don't reach as again 

they’ll be undervalued by most fantasy football owners. 

___________________________________________________  

 

12. Green Bay Packers (Bye: 7) 
 

The Packers D was on the field for large periods of time during 

all their games last year, which usually isn’t a good thing, 

except when we’re talking about fantasy football. You see, the 

longer your D is on the field, the more opportunities they have 

to record sacks, interceptions, and snag up those loose fumbles. 

DE Aaron Kampman single-handedly made this team a sack 

fest, and he will be a stud on the end of this line for years to 

come. DT Corey Williams had a very good year last year in the 

middle, and should do more of the same in 2007. The other end 

of the line combined for another 12 sacks. Add to that what 

OLB AJ Hawk and MLB Nick Barnett, both of whom are 

tremendous linebackers, will do and the sacks begin to add up. 

This is a better defense personnel wise then you might expect, 

and they can get the job done.  

___________________________________________________  

 

13. Carolina Panthers (Bye: 7) 
 

When healthy and playing right DE Julius Peppers is the best 

defensive player in the game, and I won't hear otherwise from 

anyone. He is just a monster. On the other side, DE Mike 

Rucker always gets his, adding even more consistency to this 

squad. MLB Dan Morgan would be a stud, but he's oft injured 

which means you cannot rely on him to come through for you. 

The secondary has a lot of solid players led by FS Mike Minter, 

and CB Chris Gamble. CB Ken Lucas is good as well as CB 

Richard Marshall, who had a big season last year. These are all 

the guys who are going to anchor a defense that needs to 

bounce back from a down fantasy season last year.  

___________________________________________________  

 

 



14. Oakland Raiders (Bye: 5) 
 

The Oakland Raiders defense was the 

only part of their games worth 

watching last year, but that happens 

when your team has a putrid offense 

run by the ex-owner of a bed and 

breakfast. DT Warren Sapp found the 

fountain of youth as he totaled 10 sacks 

during the year, finally appearing 

comfortable in Oakland. DE Derrick 

Burgess contributed 12 more sacks and 

was disruptive to teams’ offenses, 

which is always a plus for a fantasy 

defense. Their linebackers make you 

ask who, but they get the job done, and 

for fantasy that is all that matters. CB 

Nnamdi Asomugha who had a superb 

season with 7 picks leads the 

secondary. He’s the type of player that 

a fantasy defense can be built around, 

as that type of production can be 

contagious. In fact, look for CB Fabian 

Washington to learn from it and up his 

game this season. Safeties Stuart 

Schweigert and Michael Huff are 

tremendous talents on this team, and 

make game saving tackles; however, 

they aren't ball-hawks. They didn't do 

enough with INT's to help the team out. 

They need to up that for this defense to 

really climb the fantasy ranks. 

_______________________________   

 

15. Buffalo Bills (Bye: 6) 
 

The Bills defense will need to make up 

for the losses of LB London Fletcher 

and CB Nate Clements to stay afloat in 

these defensive rankings. Whit those 

two gone, the Bills are built around DE 

Aaron Schobel, who was huge with 14 

sacks last year and has the talent to do 

even more. The Bills are a good 

blitzing team and are always going to 

get you at least forty sacks, which is a 

good number from a fantasy defense. 

LB Paul Posluzny will look to take 

over for London Fletcher, but how 

much can be put on the hard-working 

rookie his first year? We will have to 

see. The guy has more guts than talent, 

but sometimes that is all you need to be 

a top player in this league. SS Donte 

Whitner and CB Terrence Mcgee lead 

the secondary that will really need 

someone to emerge this season without 

Clements, but they have the coaching 

staff to get something done. It will be 

interesting to watch what happens in 

Buffalo. Will someone play inspired 

and raise the squad up a bit or will they 

sink without the key cogs they’ve lost? 

The uncertainty is what places them in 

the middle of the pack. They could go 

either way. 

_______________________________   

 

16. New York Jets (Bye: 10) 
 

Jonathan Vilma at MLB leads the Jets, 

but he's only good in tackles leagues. 

He had just one pick and one fumble 

recovery with no sacks in 2006. OLB 

Victor Hobson and DE Bruan Thomas 

should be monsters on the outsides at 

linebacker for the Jets, and you could 

expect them both to do good things. FS 

Kerry Rhodes is underrated and has 

talent, while CB Justin Miller's 

potential is enormous both on D and in 

the kick return game. 

_______________________________  

 

 
           49ers.com 

 

17. San Francisco 49ers (Bye: 6) 
 

The biggest problem the past few 

seasons for the Niners D has been their 

inability to pick the ball off, but that 

should change with CB Nate Clements 

as the new anchor in the secondary. CB 

Walt Harris had a big season for them 

last year, and getting LB Partick Willis 

in the draft should help. While they 

disappointed in 2006, the potential is 

there for a sharp rise in production. As 

a second defense, it’s worth taking a 

shot on them. 

_______________________________  

 

 

 

18. Arizona Cardinals (Bye: 8) 
 

The Cards are very good at one thing 

on defense, knocking the ball loose. 

For such a bad defense, they always 

seem to force at least 20 fumbles, and 

that is pretty impressive. The left side 

was where the sacks came from as DE 

Chike Okeafor and OLB Karlos 

Dansby each had at least 8 sacks. SS 

Adrian Wilson is the secondary, but 

someone else needs to step up to 

compliment Wilson on the defensive 

side of the ball. 

_______________________________  

 

19. Seattle Seahawks (Bye: 8) 
 

CB Marcus Trufant and SS Michael 

Boulware are huge in the Seattle 

secondary, but like many CBs in the 

NFC West, they can't pick off the ball. 

This team was putrid in interceptions 

last year, and they keep losing top 

players to free agency. OLB Julian 

Peterson is the stud on this defense 

with his 10 sacks, and MLB Lofa 

Tatupu is the tackle machine. This 

team gets to the QB, but outside of 

sacking a ton, they don’t force 

takeaways. 

_______________________________ 

 

20. Cincinnati Bengals (Bye: 5) 
 

DEs Robert Geathers and Justin Smith 

are the top sack guys for the Bengals’ 

defense, but the Bengals aren't known 

for their pass rush. They are known for 

being ball-hawks, and they should be 

able to get you close to 20 picks.  

_______________________________ 

 

21. Atlanta Falcons (Bye: 8) 
 

A healthy DE John Abraham will be 

scary for opposing offenses as he 

should give the Falcons a big sack 

presence. OLBs Keith Brooking and 

DeMorrio Williams are very solid as 

linebackers, and then you move to the 

secondary where the team really 

shines. SS Lawyer Milloy and CB 

DeAngelo Hall are both All-Pros, and 

guys you love to have on your fantasy 

defense. With CB Allen Rossum 

returning kicks, he can take it to the 

house at anytime.  

_______________________________  



 

22. St. Louis Rams (Bye: 9) 
 

DE Leonard Little had a monster 

season in 2006 as he had 13 sacks. 

OLB Pisa Tinoisamoa is solid, and 

MLB Will Witherspoon plays very 

tough. The big addition was OLB Chris 

Draft who should step right in and help 

out the linebacking corps. OLB 

Brandon Chillar is also a nice player on 

the outside. The secondary however is 

a mess, and that is why you have to 

wonder what you will get out of this 

defense. 

_______________________________  

 

 
      deadspin.com 

 

23. New York Giants (Bye: 9) 
 

The Giants need to get DE Michael 

Strahan to camp. While he may not be 

the same type of player he once was, 

his leadership is key to this defense. 

DE Osi Umenyora, if he stays healthy, 

could be a beast. He had 5 sacks in 6 

games before sustaining an injury in 

2006. LB Antonio Pierce roams the 

middle and leads the linebacking corps, 

while safety, Gibril Wilson, who is 

very good when his head is on straight, 

leads the secondary. 

_______________________________ 

 

24. New Orleans Saints (Bye: 4) 
 

The Saints have good bookends in DEs 

Charles Grant and Will Smith, who had 

16.5 sacks combined last year. 

However, they really need to get more 

from their linebackers to be a solid 

fantasy team, and the secondary needs 

FS Kevin Kaesviharn to teach them 

how to pick some balls off. His 

addition is a huge coup for this 

defense, and something they hope they 

can build upon. 

_______________________________  

 

25. Indianapolis Colts (Bye: 6) 
 

DEs Dwight Freeney and Robert 

Mathis lead this defense, but it needs a 

lot of help to get back to where it had 

been. They need to revamp from losses 

in the secondary like that of SS Mike 

Doss and will miss OLB Cato June as a 

linebacker. The secondary should play 

better than advertised this year, but be 

sure not to waste nothing more than a 

late round pick on them. 

_______________________________ 

 

26. Tampa Bay Buccaneers  

(Bye: 10) 
 

I can't wait to see Gaines Adams in 

action along the D-line this year. He 

should more than replace Simeon Rice. 

OLB Derrick Brooks is getting older, 

but is still a beast leading the 

linebacking corps. OLB Cato June is a 

perfect fit for the system as it is very 

similar to the one in Indy, and he 

should have a very good first season in 

Tampa. The secondary needs to get 

more than just what Ronde Barber 

provides in order to move these 

defensive rankings and attempt to 

regain the throne on which they resided 

on for so long. 

 

 
               Buccaneers.com 

_______________________________  

 

 
        washingtonpost.com 

 

27. Tennessee Titans (Bye: 4) 
 

This Titans team would have been 

good if CB Pacman Jones could have 

behaved, and therefore stayed on the 

field. Since he couldn't they are in for a 

whole heap of trouble, and the 

secondary is now a total mess. OLB 

Keith Bullock is the one stalwart on 

this defense, and he will need all the 

help he can get. They were bad last 

year, but I am afraid they will b worse 

this year without Pacman. 

_______________________________  

 

28. Kansas City Chiefs (Bye: 8) 
 

Kansas City has great linebackers. ILB 

Donnie Edwards is a legitimate pro, 

and I love OLB Derrick Johnsons’ 

talent. MLB Nap Harris also has been 

good, but moves around too much to 

get firm on any defense. CB Ty Law is 

a solid piece in the secondary, and DE 

Tamba Hali is a stud on the line. 

Kansas City has talent, but they almost 

never bring anything back to the end-

zone. That keeps their fantasy point 

value way down. 

_______________________________  

 

29. Cleveland Browns (Bye: 7) 
 

OLB Kamerion Wimbley was huge for 

the Browns last season, and ILB Andra 

Davis and OLB Willie McGinest are 

always good. They got far too little 

from the D-line, and need to pick it up 

on the line to get better as a team D. SS 

Sean Jones, CB Davin Holly and SS 

Brodney Pool lead an emerging 

secondary that could finally start to 

make some noise this season. 

_______________________________ 



30. Washington Redskins (Bye: 4) 
 

DE Andre Carter leads the D-line for 

the Redskins who are trying to get back 

to their defensive roots. They signed 

MLB London Fletcher, who will be the 

man for them in the middle, and 

bringing back CB Fred Smoot should 

help the secondary. FS Sean Taylor 

and SS LaRon Landry is an amazing 

safety tandem. They are headed back in 

the right direction 

_______________________________  

 

31. Houston Texans (Bye: 10) 
 

Amobi Okoye and Mario Williams 

should be a scary tandem on the line 

for years to come, but that’s a bit down 

the road. OLB Morlon Greenwood and 

MLB DeMeco Ryans lead the 

linebacking corps, and the defense as a 

whole. The secondary is pretty putrid. 

CB Dunta Robinson needs to become 

more consistent, and hopefully the 

addition of CB Jamar Fletcher will 

help.  

______________________________ 

 

32. Detroit Lions (Bye: 6) 
 

LB Ernie Sims was very good last year, 

but the Lions need more from MLB 

Boss Bailey. The D-Line is pretty 

decent with DT Shaun Rogers, NT 

Shaun Cody and DT Cory Redding, all 

players they can build around. The 

secondary right now is a wasteland 

with no standout players, and that is 

something they need to address. The 

only way you should use the Lions D 

this season is if you’re a fan or they get 

hot and have an easy matchup. 

____________________________ 
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TIER 1 

Baltimore R elavens 

Chicago Bears 

San Diego Chargers 

New England Patriots 

 

TIER 2 

Miami Dolphins 

Pittsburgh Steelers 

Denver Broncos 

Jacksonville Jaguars 

TIER 5 

Atlanta Falcons 

St. Louis Rams 

New York Giants 

New Orleans Saints 

Indianapolis Colts 

Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

 

TIER 6 

Tennessee Titans 

Kansas City Chiefs 

Cleveland Browns 

Washington Redskins 

Houston Texans 

Detroit Lions 

TIER 3 

Philadelphia Eagles 

Dallas Cowboys 

Minnesota Vikings 

Green Bay Packers 

Carolina Panthers 

 

TIER 4 

Oakland Raiders 

Buffalo Bills 

New York Jets 

San Francisco 49ers 

Arizona Cardinals 

Seattle Seahawks 

Cincinnati Bengals 



   2007 BRUNO BOYS FANTASY FOOTBALL CONSENSUS STAFF RANKINGS 

QUARTERBACKS RUNNING BACKS WIDE RECEIVERS TIGHT ENDS KICKERS TEAM DEFENSE 

Peyton Manning (Ind) LaDainian Tomlinson (SD) Steve Smith (Car) Antonio Gates (SD) Adam Vinatieri (Ind) Baltimore Ravens 

Carson Palmer (Cin) Steven Jackson (StL) Chad Johnson (Cin) Tony Gonzalez (KC) Nate Kaeding (SD) Chicago Bears 

Tom Brady (NE) Frank Gore (SF) Torry Holt (StL) Todd Heap (Bal) Robbie Gould (Chi) San Diego Chargers 

Drew Brees (NO) Larry Johnson (KC) Marvin Harrison (Ind) Jeremy Shockey (NYG) Shayne Graham (Cin) New England Patriots 

Marc Bulger (StL) Joseph Addai (Ind) Reggie Wayne (Ind) Vernon Davis (SF) Jeff Wilkins (StL) Pittsburgh Steelers 

Donovan McNabb (Phi) Shaun Alexander (Sea) Terrell Owens (Dal) Alge Crumpler (Atl) Jason Elam (Den) Jacksonville Jaguars 

Jon Kitna (Det) Brian Westbrook (Phi) Larry Fitzgerald (Ari) Kellen Winslow (Cle) Neil Rackers (Ari) Miami Dolphins 

Matt Hasselbeck (Sea) Willie Parker (Pit) Roy Williams (Det) Chris Cooley (Was) Matt Stover (Bal) Denver Broncos 

Tony Romo (Dal) Rudi Johnson (Cin) TJ Housmandzadeh (Cin) Jason Witten (Dal) Josh Brown (Sea) Philadelphia Eagles 

Vince Young (Ten) Laurence Maroney (NE) Donald Driver (GB) Ben Watson (NE) David Akers (Phi) Minnesota Vikings 

Phillip Rivers (SD) Travis Henry (Den) Javon Walker (Den) LJ Smith (Phi) Jason Hanson (Det) Carolina Panthers 

Matt Leinart (Ari) Reggie Bush (NO) Lee Evans (Buf) Randy McMichael (StL) Stephen Gostkowski (NE) Dallas Cowboys 

Jay Cutler (Den) Willis McGahee (Bal) Anquan Boldin (Ari) Dallas Clark (Ind) Joe Nedney (SF) Green Bay Packers 

Eli Manning (NYG) Cedric Benson (Chi) Marques Colston (NO) Heath Miller (Pit) Olindo Mare (NO) Oakland Raiders 

Ben Roethlisberger (Pit) Maurice Jones-Drew (Jax) Andre Johnson (Hou) Owen Daniels (Hou) Josh Scobee (Jax) San Francisco 49ers 

Brett Favre (GB) Ronnie Brown (Mia) Plaxico Burress (NYG) Desmond Clark (Chi) Mike Nugent (NYJ) New York Jets 

Jake Delhomme (Car) Clinton Portis (Was) Randy Moss (NE) Eric Johnson (NO) John Kasay (Car) Seattle Seahawks 

Alex Smith (SF) Edgerrin James (Ari) Hines Ward (Pit) Tony Scheffler (Den) Jeff Reed (Pit) Arizona Cardinals 

JP Losman (Buf) Thomas Jones (NYJ) Darrell Jackson (SF) Bo Scaife (Ten) Rian Lindell (Buf) Buffalo Bills 

Chad Pennington (NYJ) Marshawn Lynch (Buf) Deion Branch (Sea) Daniel Graham (Den) Lawrence Tynes (NYG) New York Giants 

Steve McNair (Bal) Brandon Jacobs (NYG) Laveranues Coles (NYJ) David Martin (Mia) Ryan Longwell (Min) Atlanta Falcons 

Rex Grossman (Chi) Deuce McAllister (NO) Santana Moss (Was) Chris Baker (NYJ) Mason Crosby (GB) Cincinnati Bengals 

Jeff Garcia (TB) Marion Barber (Dal) Reggie Brown (Phi) Marcus Pollard (Sea) Jay Feely (Mia) St. Louis Rams 

Matt Schaub (Hou) Carnell Williams (TB) Braylon Edwards (Cle) Greg Olsen (Chi) Rob Bironas (Ten) Indianapolis Colts 

Byron Leftwich (Jax) Ahman Green (Hou) Joey Galloway (TB) Mercedes Lewis (Jax) Martin Gramatica (Dal) Kansas City Chiefs 

Jason Campbell (Was) Jamal Lewis (Cle) Calvin Johnson (Det)  Justin Medlock (KC) Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

Trent Green (Mia) Adrian Peterson (Min) Mark Clayton (Bal)  Phil Dawson (Cle) New Orleans Saints 

Joey Harrington (Atl) Jerious Norwood (Atl) Terry Glenn (Dal)  Matt Bryant (TB) Washington Redskins 

Tarvaris Jackson (Min) DeAngelo Williams (Car) Donte Stallworth (NE)  Sebastian Janikowski (Oak) Cleveland Browns 

Daunte Culpepper (Oak) Fred Taylor (Jax) Vincent Jackson (SD)  Kris Brown (Hou) Detroit Lions 

Brodie Croyle (KC) Chester Taylor (Min) Chris Chambers (Mia)  Shaun Suisham (Was) Tennessee Titans 

Charlie Frye (Cle) Julius Jones (Dal) Jericho Cotchery (NYJ)  Billy Cundiff (Atl) Houston Texans 

Brady Quinn (Cle) Brandon Jackson (GB) Bernard Berrian (Chi)    
Damon Huard (KC) Tatum Bell (Det) Greg Jennings (GB)    

JaMarcus Russell (Oak) LaMont Jordan (Oak) Kevin Curtis (Phi)    
John Beck (Mia) LenDale White (Ten) DJ Hackett (Sea)    

David Garrard (Jax) Ladell Betts (Was) Jerry Porter (Oak)    
Josh McCown (Oak) Kevin Jones (Det) Muhsin Muhammad (Chi)    

David Carr (Car) DeShaun Foster (Car) Santonio Holmes (Pit)    
Brian Griese (Chi) Warrick Dunn (Atl) Matt Jones (Jax)    

 Michael Turner (SD) Eddie Kennison (KC)    

 Vernard Morency (GB) Brandon Jones (Ten)    

 Mike Bell (Den) Joe Horn (Atl)    

 Reuben Droughns (NYG) Isaac Bruce (StL)    

 Anthony Thomas (Buf) Devery Henderson (NO)    

 Dominic Rhodes (Oak) Drew Bennett (StL)    

 Chris Henry (Ten) Mike Furrey (Det)    

 Leon Washington (NYJ) Ronald Curry (Oak)    

 Michael Pittman (TB) Derrick Mason (Bal)    

 Chris Brown (Ten) Dwayne Jarrett (Car)    



 
   RANKED BY: BRUNO BOYS CO-OWNER MARC CAVIGLIA 

QUARTERBACKS RUNNING BACKS WIDE RECEIVERS TIGHT ENDS KICKERS TEAM DEFENSE 

Peyton Manning (Ind) LaDainian Tomlinson (SD) Steve Smith (Car) Antonio Gates (SD) Robbie Gould (Chi) Baltimore Ravens 

Tom Brady (NE) Steven Jackson (Stl) Marvin Harrison (Ind) Jeremy Shockey (NYG) Shayne Graham (Cin) New England Patriots 

Carson Palmer (Cin) Frank Gore (SF) Chad Johnson (Cin) Tony Gonzalez (KC) Nate Kaeding (SD) Chicago Bears 

Drew Brees (NO) Larry Johnson (KC) Torry Holt (Stl) Todd Heap (Bal) Adam Vinateri (Ind) San Diego Chargers 

Marc Bulger (Stl) Brian Westbrook (Phi) Reggie Wayne (Ind) Vernon Davis (SF) Jason Elam (Den) Jacksonville Jaguars 

Donovan McNab (Phi) Joseph Addai (Ind) Larry Fitzgerald (Ari) Alge Crumpler (Atl) Jeff Wilkins (Stl) Pittsburgh Steelers 

Jon Kitna (Det) Willie Parker (Pit) Terrell Owens (Dal) Kellen Winslow Jr. (Cle) Jason Hanson (Det) Miami Dolphins 

Matt Hasselbeck (Sea) Shaun Alexander (Sea) Roy Williams (Det) Chris Cooley (Was) Neil Rackers (Ari) Minnesota Vikings 

Matt Leinart (Ari) Rudi Johnson (Cin) TJ Houshmandzadeh (Cin) Jason Witten (Dal) Stephen Gostkowski (NE) Carolina Panthers 

Vince Young (Ten) Laurence Maroney (NE) Donald Driver (GB) LJ Smith (Phi) Joe Nedney (SF) Denver Broncos 

Tony Romo (Dal) Reggie Bush (NO) Lee Evans (Buf) Ben Watson (NE) Olindo Mare (NO) Green Bay Packers 

Jay Cutler (Den) Travis Henry (Den) Anquan Boldin (Ari) Heath Miller (Pit) Josh Brown (Sea) Dallas Cowboys 

Eli Manning (NYG) Ronnie Brown (Mia) Javon Walker (Den) Dallas Clark (Ind) Matt Stover (Bal) Philadelphia Eagles 

Phillip Rivers (SD) Cedric Benson (Chi) Marques Colston (NO) Randy McMichael (Stl) David Akers (Phi) San Francisco 49ers 

Ben Roethlisberger (Pit) Willis McGahee (Bal) Andre Johnson (Hou) Owen Daniels (Hou) Rian Lindell (Buf) Oakland Raiders 

Brett Favre (GB) Maurice Jones-Drew (Jax) Plaxico Burress (NYG) Desmond Clark (Chi) Mike Nugent (NYJ) New York Jets 

Alex Smith (SF) Clinton Portis (Was) Darrell Jackson (SF) Eric Johnson (NO) Jeff Reed (Pit) Arizona Cardinals 

J.P. Losman (Buf) Marshawn Lynch (Buf) Hines Ward (Pit) Marcus Pollard (Sea) John Kasay (Car) Buffalo Bills 

Jake Delhomme (Car) Edgerrin James (Ari) Randy Moss (NE) Daniel Graham (Den) Lawrence Tynes (NYG) Seattle Seahawks 

Steve McNair (Bal) Thomas Jones (NYJ) Deion Branch (Sea) Tony Scheffler (Den) Mason Crosby (GB) Indianapolis Colts 

Chad Pennington (NYJ) Brandon Jacobs (NY) Reggie Brown (Phi) Bo Scaife (Ten) Ryan Longwell (Min) Atlanta Falcons 

Rex Grossman (Chi) Deuce McAllister (NO) Laveranues Coles (NYJ) Chris Baker (NYJ) Josh Scobee (Jax) Saint Louis Rams 

Matt Schaub (Hou) Marion Barber (Dal) Santana Moss (Was) Zack Miller (Oak) Matt Bryant (TB) Kansas City Chiefs 

Jeff Garcia (TB) Adrian Peterson (Min) Braylon Edwards (Cle) David Martin (Mia) Justin Medlock (KC) Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

Byron Leftwich (Jax) Carnell Williams (TB) Mark Clayton (Bal) Marcedes Lewis (Jax) Rob Birones (Ten) Cincinnati Bengals 

Joey Harrington (Atl) Jamal Lewis (Cle) Donte Stallworth (NE)  Kris Brown (Hou) New York Giants 

Jason Campbell (Was) Jerius Norwood (Atl) Calvin Johnson (Det)  Jay Feely (Mia) Tennessee Titans 

Trent Green (Mia) DeAngelo Williams (Car) Terry Glenn (Dal)  Martin Gramatica (Dal) New Orleans Saints 

Tavaris Jackson (Min) Ahman Green (Hou) Joey Galloway (TB)  Shaun Suisham (Was) Houston Texans 

Brodie Croyle (KC) Brandon Jackson (GB) Greg Jennings (GB)  Phil Dawson (Cle) Washington Redskins 

Brady Quinn (Cle) Fred Taylor (Jax) Vincent Jackson (SD)  Sebastion Janikowski (Oak) Cleveland Browns 

Daunte Culpepper (Oak) Chester Taylor (Min) Jerricho Cotchery (NYJ)  Billy Cundiff (Atl) Detroit Lions 

John Beck (Mia) Kevin Jones (Det) Chris Chambers (Mia)     

Josh McCown (Oak) Julius Jones (Dal) Bernard Berrian (Chi)    

Charlie Frye (Cle) LenDale White (Ten) Mushin Muhammad (Chi)    

Damon Huard (KC) Tatum Bell (Det) Kevin Curtis (Phi)    

JaMarcus Russell (Oak) Warrick Dunn (Atl) Jerry Porter (Oak)    

David Garrard (Jax) Ladell Betts (Was) Brandon Jones (Ten)    

Derrick Anderson (Cle) Vernand Morency (GB) Matt Jones (Jax)    

Kyle Boller (Bal) Dominic Rhodes (Oak) Joe Horn (Atl)    

 Michael Turner (SD) Santiono Holmes (Pit)    

 Mike Bell (Den) DJ Hackett (Sea)    

 Anthony Thomas (Buf) Eddie Kennison (KC)    

 Reuben Droughns (NYG) Ronald Curry (Oak)    

 LaMont Jordan (Oak) Mike Furrey (Det)    

 DeShaun Foster (Car) Issac Bruce (Stl)    

 Chris Henry (Ten) Drew Bennett (Stl)    

 Leon Washington (NYJ) Devery Henderson (NO)    

 Michael Pittman (TB) Dwayne Jarrett (Car)    

 Lorenzo Booker (Mia) Anthony Gonzalez (Ind)    

 



 
   RANKED BY: BRUNO BOYS CO-OWNER MIKE WHOOLEY 

QUARTERBACKS RUNNING BACKS WIDE RECEIVERS TIGHT ENDS KICKERS DEFENSES 

Peyton Manning (Ind) LaDainian Tomlinson (SD) Steve Smith (Car) Antonio Gates (SD) Adam Vinatieri (Ind) Chicago Bears 

Carson Palmer (Cin) Steven Jackson (StL) Marvin Harrison (Ind) Tony Gonzalez (KC) Nate Kaeding (SD) Baltimore Ravens 

Drew Brees (NO) Frank Gore (SF) Torry Holt (StL) Todd Heap (Bal) Robbie Gould (Chi) San Diego Chargers 

Tom Brady (NE) Larry Johnson (KC) Chad Johnson (Cin) Vernon Davis (SF) Shayne Graham (Cin) New England Patriots 

Marc Bulger (StL) Willie Parker (Pit) Terrell Owens (Dal) Jeremy Shockey (NYG) Jeff Wilkins (StL) Miami Dolphins 

Donovan McNabb (Phi) Shaun Alexander (Sea) Reggie Wayne (Ind) Alge Crumpler (Atl) Jason Hanson (Det) Denver Broncos 

Matt Hasselbeck (Sea) Brian Westbrook (Phi) Larry Fitzgerald (Ari) Chris Cooley (Was) Neil Rackers (Ari) Pittsburgh Steelers 

Tony Romo (Dal) Joseph Addai (Ind) Roy Williams (Det) Kellen Winslow (Cle) Jason Elam (Den) Jacksonville Jaguars 

Phillip Rivers (SD) Rudi Johnson (Cin) Donald Driver (GB) LJ Smith (Phi) Matt Stover (Bal) Philadelphia Eagles 

Matt Leinart (Ari) Laurence Maroney (NE) Marques Colston (NO) Jason Witten (Dal) Joe Nedney (SF) San Francisco 49ers 

Vince Young (Ten) Reggie Bush (NO) TJ Housmandzadeh (Cin) Ben Watson (NE) Josh Brown (Sea) Dallas Cowboys 

Jon Kitna (Det) Travis Henry (Den) Javon Walker (Den) Dallas Clark (Ind) Stephen Gostkowski (NE) Carolina Panthers 

Eli Manning (NYG) Willis McGahee (Bal) Lee Evans (Buf) Randy McMichael (StL) Olindo Mare (NO) Green Bay Packers 

Ben Roethlisberger (Pit) Cedric Benson (Chi) Andre Johnson (Hou) Heath Miller (Pit) David Akers (Phi) Minnesota Vikings 

Jay Cutler (Den) Ronnie Brown (Mia) Anquan Boldin (Ari) Tony Scheffler (Den) Mike Nugent (NYJ) Seattle Seahawks 

Brett Favre (GB) Maurice Jones-Drew (Jax) Plaxico Burress (NYG) Eric Johnson (NO) Josh Scobee (Jax) Cincinnati Bengals 

Jake Delhomme (Car) Edgerrin James (Ari) Darrell Jackson (SF) Desmond Clark (Chi) Jeff Reed (Pit) New York Giants 

Alex Smith (SF) Clinton Portis (Was) Hines Ward (Pit) Owen Daniels (Hou) John Kasay (Car) New York Jets 

JP Losman (Buf) Thomas Jones (NYJ) Randy Moss (NE) Bo Scaife (Ten) Rian Lindell (Buf) Buffalo Bills 

Chad Pennington (NYJ) Deuce McAllister (NO) Laveranues Coles (NYJ) Mercedes Lewis (Jax) Jay Feely (Mia) Oakland Raiders 

Rex Grossman (Chi) Marion Barber (Dal) Santana Moss (Was) Greg Olsen (Chi) Rob Bironas (Ten) Arizona Cardinals 

Jason Campbell (Was) Brandon Jacobs (NYG) Reggie Brown (Phi) David Martin (Mia) Ryan Longwell (Min) Atlanta Falcons 

Jeff Garcia (TB) Marshawn Lynch (Buf) Joey Galloway (TB) Chris Baker (NYJ) Lawrence Tynes (NYG) St. Louis Rams 

Steve McNair (Bal) Ahman Green (Hou) Braylon Edwards (Cle) Zach Miller (Oak) Matt Bryant (TB) Indianapolis Colts 

Matt Schaub (Hou) Carnell Williams (TB) Terry Glenn (Dal) Visanthe Shiancoe (Min) Mason Crosby (GB) New Orleans Saints 

Byron Leftwich (Jax) Jamal Lewis (Cle) Vincent Jackson (SD)  Martin Gramatica (Dal) Kansas City Chiefs 

Joey Harrington (Atl) Adrian Peterson (Min) Jericho Cotchery (NYJ)  Sebastian Janikowski (Oak) Detroit Lions 

Trent Green (Mia) Jerious Norwood (Atl) Deion Branch (Sea)  Phil Dawson (Cle) Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

Tarvaris Jackson (Min) Brandon Jackson (GB) Calvin Johnson (Det)  Justin Medlock (KC) Cleveland Browns 

Daunte Culpepper (Oak) Chester Taylor (Min) Mark Clayton (Bal)  Kris Brown (Hou) Washington Redskins 

Damon Huard (KC) Fred Taylor (Jax) Donte Stallworth (NE)  Shaun Suisham (Was) Tennessee Titans 

JaMarcus Russell (Oak) DeAngelo Williams (Car) Bernard Berrian (Chi)  Billy Cundiff (Atl) Houston Texans 

Brady Quinn (Cle) Julius Jones (Dal) Jerry Porter (Oak)    

Charlie Frye (Cle) LaMont Jordan (Oak) Chris Chambers (Mia)    

Brodie Croyle (KC) LenDale White (Ten) Isaac Bruce (StL)    

Chris Simms (TB) Warrick Dunn (Atl) Kevin Curtis (Phi)    

John Beck (Mia) Kevin Jones (Det) Matt Jones (Jax)    

Brian Griese (Chi) Ladell Betts (Was) Greg Jennings (GB)    

David Garrard (Jax) DeShaun Foster (Car) Santonio Holmes (Pit)    

David Carr (Car) Tatum Bell (Det) DJ Hackett (Sea)    

  Michael Turner (SD) Brandon Jones (Ten)    

  Chris Henry (Ten) Eddie Kennison (KC)    

  Vernard Morency (GB) Muhsin Muhammad (Chi)    

  Mike Bell (Den) Devery Henderson (NO)    

  Dominic Rhodes (Oak) Robert Meachem (NO)    

  Reuben Droughns (NYG) Joe Horn (Atl)    

  Leon Washington (NYJ) Derrick Mason (Bal)    

  Maurice Morris (Sea) Mike Furrey (Det)    

  Najeh Davenport (Pit) Wes Welker (NE)    

  Kevin Faulk (NE) Dwayne Jarrett (Car)    

 



   RANKED BY: BRUNO BOYS CO-OWNER SCOTT BLANKENSHIP 

QUARTERBACKS RUNNING BACKS WIDE RECEIVERS TIGHT ENDS KICKERS TEAM DEFENSE 

Peyton Manning (Ind) LaDainian Tomlinson (SD) Chad Johnson (Cin) Antonio Gates (SD) Robbie Gould (Chi) Baltimore Ravens 

Carson Palmer (Cin) Steven Jackson (StL) Steve Smith (Car) Todd Heap (Bal) Shayne Graham (Cin) Chicago Bears 

Tom Brady (NE) Larry Johnson (KC) Torry Holt (StL) Tony Gonzalez (KC) Adam Vinatieri (Ind) San Diego Chargers 

Marc Bulger (StL) Frank Gore (SF) Marvin Harrison (Ind) Kellen Winslow (Cle) Jeff Wilkins (StL) New England Patriots 

Donovan McNabb (Phi) Shaun Alexander (Sea) Larry Fitzgerald (Ari) Jeremy Shockey (NYG) Nate Kaeding (SD) Jacksonville Jaguars 

Drew Brees (NO) Brian Westbrook (Phi) Reggie Wayne (Ind) Chris Cooley (Was) Josh Brown (Sea) Green Bay Packers 

Matt Hasselbeck (Sea) Joseph Addai (Ind) Donald Driver (GB) Alge Crumpler (Atl) Neil Rackers (Ari) Pittsburgh Steelers 

Jon Kitna (Det) Travis Henry (Den) Javon Walker (Den) Randy McMichael (StL) David Akers (Phi) Miami Dolphins 

Matt Leinart (Ari) Laurence Maroney (NE) Roy Williams (Det) Vernon Davis (SF) Matt Stover (Bal) Denver Broncos 

Tony Romo (Dal) Willie Parker (Pit) Terrell Owens (Dal) Ben Watson (NE) Jason Elam (Den) Philadelphia Eagles 

Phillip Rivers (SD) Rudi Johnson (Cin) Lee Evans (Buf) Jason Witten (Dal) Jason Hanson (Det) Dallas Cowboys 

Vince Young (Ten) Willis McGahee (Bal) TJ Housmandzadeh (Cin) Dallas Clark (Ind) Mike Nugent (NYJ) Minnesota Vikings 

Eli Manning (NYG) Ronnie Brown (Mia) Anquan Boldin (Ari) LJ Smith (Phi) Olindo Mare (NO) Carolina Panthers 

Jay Cutler (Den) Reggie Bush (NO) Andre Johnson (Hou) Heath Miller (Pit) John Kasay (Car) San Francisco 49ers 

JP Losman (Buf) Deuce McAllister (NO) Marques Colston (NO) Owen Daniels (Hou) Joe Nedney (SF) Oakland Raiders 

Ben Roethlisberger (Pit) Maurice Jones-Drew (Jax) Randy Moss (NE) Jerramy Stevens (TB) Stephen Gostkowski (NE) Cincinnati Bengals 

Brett Favre (GB) Cedric Benson (Chi) Laveranues Coles (NYJ) Greg Olsen (Chi) Jeff Reed (Pit) New York Giants 

Jake Delhomme (Car) Thomas Jones (NYJ) Plaxico Burress (NYG) Daniel Graham (Den) Josh Scobee (Jax) Buffalo Bills 

Steve McNair (Bal) Edgerrin James (Ari) Darrell Jackson (SF) Chris Baker (NYJ) Jay Feely (Mia) Atlanta Falcons 

Chad Pennington (NYJ) Brandon Jacobs (NYG) Hines Ward (Pit) Desmond Clark (Chi) Phil Dawson (Cle) Indianapolis Colts 

Alex Smith (SF) Marion Barber (Dal) Joey Galloway (TB) Tony Scheffler (Den) Rian Lindell (Buf) New York Jets 

Trent Green (Mia) Clinton Portis (Was) Chris Chambers (Mia) Marcus Pollard (Sea) Martin Gramatica (Dal) Arizona Cardinals 

Matt Schaub (Hou) Carnell Williams (TB) Terry Glenn (Dal) Visanthe Shiancoe (Min) Ryan Longwell (Min) Seattle Seahawks 

Rex Grossman (Chi) Marshawn Lynch (Buf) Santana Moss (Was) Jermaine Wiggins (Jax) Rob Bironas (Ten) Kansas City Chiefs 

Joey Harrington (Atl) Ahman Green (Hou) Reggie Brown (Phi) Mercedes Lewis (Jax) Sebastian Janikowski (Oak) St. Louis Rams 

Byron Leftwich (Jax) Jamal Lewis (Cle) Mark Clayton (Bal)  Lawrence Tynes (NYG) New Orleans Saints 

Jeff Garcia (TB) Jerious Norwood (Atl) Deion Branch (Sea)  Matt Bryant (TB) Washington Redskins 

Jason Campbell (Was) Fred Taylor (Jax) Braylon Edwards (Cle)  Mason Crosby (GB) Detroit Lions 

Daunte Culpepper (Oak) Chester Taylor (Min) Donte Stallworth (NE)  Justin Medlock (KC) Cleveland Browns 

Tarvaris Jackson (Min) LaMont Jordan (Oak) Jericho Cotchery (NYJ)  Kris Brown (Hou) Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

Brodie Croyle (KC) DeAngelo Williams (Car) Vincent Jackson (SD)  Shaun Suisham (Was) Houston Texans 

Brady Quinn (Cle) Julius Jones (Dal) Bernard Berrian (Chi)  Billy Cundiff (Atl) Tennessee Titans 

David Carr (Car) LenDale White (Ten) Greg Jennings (GB)    
Damon Huard (KC) Adrian Peterson (Min) Isaac Bruce (StL)    
David Garrard (Jax) Ladell Betts (Was) Kevin Curtis (Phi)    
Brian Griese (Chi) Mike Bell (Den) Eddie Kennison (KC)    
Chris Simms (TB) DeShaun Foster (Car) Derrick Mason (Bal)    

Kellen Clemens (NYJ) Kevin Jones (Det) Devery Henderson (NO)    

Kurt Warner (Ari) Michael Turner (SD) Matt Jones (Jax)    

A.J. Feeley (Phi) Brandon Jackson (GB) Calvin Johnson (Det)    

 Vernard Morency (GB) Mike Furrey (Det)    

 Warrick Dunn (Atl) Santonio Holmes (Pit)    

 Reuben Droughns (NYG) Muhsin Muhammad (Chi)    

 Anthony Thomas (Buf) Jerry Porter (Oak)    

 Tatum Bell (Det) Drew Bennett (StL)    

 Adrian Peterson (Chi) DJ Hackett (Sea)    

 Leon Washington (NYJ) Anthony Gonzalez (Ind)    

 Chris Henry (Ten) Dwayne Jarrett (Car)    

 Dominic Rhodes (Oak) Wes Welker (NE)    

 Maurice Morris (Sea) Marty Booker (Mia)    



 
   RANKED BY: BRUNO BOYS STAFF WRITER JESSE BURKHART 

QUARTERBACKS RUNNING BACKS WIDE RECEIVERS TIGHT ENDS KICKERS TEAM DEFENSE 

Peyton Manning (IND) LaDainian Tomlinson (SD) Steve Smith (CAR) Antonio Gates (SD) Jeff Wilkins (STL) Baltimore Ravens 

Carson Palmer (CIN) Steven Jackson (STL) Torry Holt (STL) Jeremy Shockey (NYG) Nate Kaeding (SD) Chicago Bears 

Tom Brady (NE) Frank Gore (SF) Terrell Owens (DAL) Todd Heap (BAL) Robbie Gould (CHI) San Diego Chargers 

Marc Bulger (STL) Joseph Addai (IND) Chad Johnson (CIN) Tony Gonzalez (KC) Adam Vinateri (IND) Philadelphia Eagles 

Drew Brees (NO) Larry Johnson (KC) Marvin Harrison (IND) Chris Cooley (WAS) Shayne Graham (CIN) Denver Broncos 

Jon Kitna (DET) Shaun Alexander (SEA) T.J. Houshmandzadeh (CIN) Vernon Davis (SF) Neil Rackers (ARI) Pittsburgh Steelers 

Donovan McNabb (PHI) Willie Parker (PIT) Reggie Wayne (IND) Alge Crumpler (ATL) Josh Scobee (JAX) Minnesota Vikings 

Matt Hasselbeck (SEA) Brian Westbrook (PHI) Larry Fitzgerald (ARI) Kellen Winslow Jr. (CLE) Jason Elam (DEN) Jacksonville Jaguars 

Tony Romo (DAL) Rudi Johnson (CIN) Roy Williams (DET) Dallas Clark (IND) Olindo Mare (NO) New England Patriots 

Eli Manning (NYG) Laurence Maroney (NE) Javon Walker (DEN) Jason Witten (DAL) Joe Nedney (SF) Green Bay Packers 

Philip Rivers (SD) Willis McGahee (BAL) Lee Evans (BUF) Ben Watson (NE) Jason Hanson (DET) Dallas Cowboys 

Matt Leinart (ARI) Maurice Jones-Drew (JAX) Donald Driver (GB) Heath Miller (PIT) Josh Brown (SEA) Seattle Seahawks 

Jay Cutler (DEN) Travis Henry (DEN) Randy Moss (NE) Randy McMichael (STL) Matt Stover (BAL) Miami Dolphins 

Ben Roethlisberger (PIT) Reggie Bush (NO) Marques Colston (NO) L.J. Smith (PHI) John Kasay (CAR) Carolina Panthers 

Vince Young (TEN) Edgerrin James (ARI) Andre Johnson (HOU) Desmond Clark (CHI) Rian Lindell (BUF) San Francisco 49ers 

Brett Favre (GB) Clinton Portis (WAS) Anquan Boldin (ARI) Owen Daniels (HOU) David Akers (PHI) New York Giants 

Alex Smith (SF) Cedric Benson (CHI) Plaxico Burress (NYG) Eric Johnson (NO) Jeff Reed (PIT) Arizona Cardinals 

Jake Delhomme (CAR) Ronnie Brown (MIA) Hines Ward (PIT) Tony Scheffler (DEN) Lawrence Tynes (NYG) Atlanta Falcons 

Steve McNair (BAL) Marshawn Lynch (BUF) Darrell Jackson (SF) Bo Scaife (TEN) Stephen Gostkowski (NE) Cincinnati Bengals 

J.P. Losman (BUF) Thomas Jones (NYJ) Reggie Brown (PHI) David Martin (MIA) Jay Feely (MIA) Buffalo Bills 

Chad Pennington (NYJ) Carnell Williams (TB) Deion Branch (SEA) Chris Baker (NYJ) Mike Nugent (NYJ) Oakland Raiders 

Rex Grossman (CHI) Brandon Jacobs (NYG) Braylon Edwards (CLE) Zach Miller (OAK) Mason Crosby (GB) Cleveland Browns 

Jeff Garcia (TB) Tatum Bell (DET) Santana Moss (WAS) Daniel Graham (DEN) Ryan Longwell (MIN) Kansas City Chiefs 

Byron Leftwich (JAX) Deuce McAllister (NO) Calvin Johnson (DET) Marcedes Lewis (JAX) Phil Dawson (CLE) New York Jets 

Jason Campbell (WAS) Marion Barber III (DAL) Joey Galloway (TB) Leonard Pope (ARI) Rob Bironas (TEN) St. Louis Rams 

Matt Schaub (TEX) DeAngelo Williams (CAR) Laveranues Coles (NYJ)  Martin Gramatica (DAL) Indianapolis Colts 

Tarvaris Jackson (MIN) Ahman Green (HOU) Chris Chambers (MIA)  Justin Medlock (KC) Detroit Lions 

Trent Green (MIA) Jerious Norwood (ATL) Mark Clayton (BAL)  Shaun Suisham (WAS) Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

Daunte Culpepper (OAK) Julius Jones (DAL) Vincent Jackson (SD)  Kris Brown (HOU) Houston Texans 

Joey Harrington (ATL) Jamal Lewis (CLE) Terry Glenn (DAL)  Matt Bryant (TB) New Orleans Saints 

Charlie Frye (CLE) Adrian Peterson (MIN) Jerricho Cotchery (NYJ)  Sebastian Janikowski (Oak) Washington Redskins 

Brodie Croyle (KC) DeShaun Foster (CAR) Donte' Stallworth (NE)  Billy Cundiff (Atl) Tennessee Titans 

Brady Quinn (CLE) LaMont Jordan (OAK) Kevin Curtis (PHI)    

Josh McCown (OAK) Lendale White (TEN) Bernard Berrian (CHI)    

David Carr (CAR) Ladell Betts (WAS) Greg Jennings (GB)    

Damon Huard (KC) Chester Taylor (MIN) Muhsin Muhammad (CHI)    

Josh Beck (Mia) Vernand Morency (GB) Jerry Porter (OAK)    

JaMarcus Russell (OAK) Fred Taylor (JAX) Santonio Holmes (PIT)    

David Garrard (JAX) Warrick Dunn (ATL) D.J. Hackett (SEA)    

A.J. Feeley (PHI) Brandon Jackson (GB) Marty Booker (MIA)    

 Kevin Jones (DET) Eddie Kennison (KC)    

 Chris Brown (TEN) Ronald Curry (OAK)    

 Leon Washington (NYJ) Brandon Jones (TEN)    

 Ron Dayne (HOU) Brandon Marshall (DEN)    

 Reuben Droughns (NYG) Drew Bennett (STL)    

 Dominic Rhodes (OAK) Joe Horn (ATL)    

 Michael Turner (SD) Devin Hester (CHI)    

 Mike Bell (DEN) Devery Henderson (NO)    

 Michael Pittman (TB) Eric Moulds (TEN)    

 Correll Buckhalter (PHI) Bobby Engram (SEA)    

 



 
      RANKED BY: BRUNO BOYS STAFF WRITER NATE EDELMAN 

QUARTERBACKS RUNNING BACKS WIDE RECEIVERS TIGHT ENDS KICKERS TEAM DEFENSE 

Peyton Manning (Ind) LaDainian Tomlinson (SD) Steve Smith (Car) Antonio Gates (SD) Nate Kaeding (SD) Chicago Bears 

Carson Palmer (Cin) Steven Jackson (StL) Marvin Harrison (Ind) Tony Gonzalez (KC) Adam Vinateri (Ind) Baltimore Ravens 

Drew Brees (NO) Larry Johnson (KC) Terrell Owens (Dal) Todd Heap (Bal) Jeff Wilkins (StL) San Diego Chargers 

Tom Brady (NE) Joseph Addai (Ind) Chad Johnson (Cin) Jeremy Shockey (NYG) Shayne Graham (Cin) New England Patriots 

Marc Bulger (StL) Shaun Alexander (Sea) Torry Holt (StL) Alge Crumpler (Atl) Neil Rackers (Ari) Miami Dolphins 

Donovan Mcnabb (Phi) Frank Gore (SF) Larry Fitzgerald (Ari) Chris Cooley (Was) Robbie Gould (Chi) Pittsburgh Steelers 

Jon Kitna (Det) Willie Parker (Pit) Reggie Wayne (Ind) Kellen Winslow Jr. (Cle) Josh Brown (Sea) Denver Broncos 

Tony Romo (Dal) Rudi Johnson (Cin) Javon Walker (Den) Vernon Davis (SF) Jason Elam (Den) Carolina Panthers 

Phillip Rivers (SD) Brian Westbrook (Phi) Roy Williams (Det) Jason Witten (Dal) Matt Stover (Bal) Jacksonville Jaguars 

Matt Hasselbeck (Sea) Travis Henry (Den) Anquan Boldin (Ari) L.J. Smith (Phi) David Akers (Phi) Philadelphia Eagles 

Eli Manning (NYG) Reggie Bush (NO) T.J. Houshmandzadeh (Cin) Ben Watson (NE) Stephen Gostkowski (NE) Minnesota Vikings 

Jay Cutler (Den) Clinton Portis (Was) Donald Driver (GB) Randy McMichael (StL) Josh Scobee (Jax) New York Jets 

VInce Young (Ten) Willis McGahee (Bal) Lee Evans (Buf) Dallas Clark (Ind) Olindo Mare (NO) Dallas Cowboys 

Matt Leinart (Ari) Laurence Maroney (NE) Marques Colston (NO) Owen Daniels (Hou) Jason Hanson (Det) Oakland Raiders 

Brett Farve (GB) Edgerrin James (Ari) Randy Moss (NE) Eric Johnson (NO) Mike Nugent (NYJ) Buffalo Bills 

Jake Delhomme (Car) Ronnie Brown (Mia) Andre Johnson (Hou) Heath Miller (Pit) Jay Feely (Mia) Seattle Seahawks 

Ben Roethlisberger (Pit) Thomas Jones (NYJ) Santana Moss (Was) Desmond Clark (Chi) Lawrence Tynes (NYG) Kansas City Chiefs 

Chad Pennington (NYJ) Cedric Benson (Chi) Plaxico Burress (NYG) Tony Scheffler (Den) John Kasay (CAR) Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

JP Losman (Buf)  Maurice Jones-Drew (Jax) Hines Ward (Pit) Bo Scaife (Ten) Joe Nedney (SF) Green Bay Packers 

Rex Grossman (Chi) Carnell Williams (TB) Laveranues Coles (NYJ) David Martin (Mia) Jeff Reed (Pit) Atlanta Falcons 

Jeff Garcia (TB) Deuce McAllister (NO) Deion Branch (Sea) Chris Baker (NYJ) Rian Lindell (Buf) Washington Redskins 

Alex Smith (SF) Brandon Jacobs (NYG) Darrell Jackson (SF) Marcus Pollard (Sea) Mason Crosby (GB) Arizona Cardinals 

Steve Mcnair (Bal) Marion Barber III (Dal) Braylon Edwards (Cle) Greg Olsen (Chi) Ryan Longwell (Min) New Orleans Saints 

Daunte Culpepper (Oak) Ahman Green (Hou) Joey Galloway (TB) Robert Royal (Buf) Martin Gramatica (Dal) St. Louis Rams 

Jason Campbell (Was) Marshawn Lynch (Buf) Chris Chambers (Mia) Zach Miller (OAK) Rob Bironas (Ten) New York Giants 

Joey Harrington (Atl) Fred Taylor (Jax) Calvin Johnson (Det)   Justin Medlock (KC) Tennessee Titans 

Byron Leftwhich (Jax) Jamal Lewis (Cle) Reggie Brown (Phi)   Phil Dawson (Cle) San Francisco 49ers 

Matt Schaub (Hou) Warrick Dunn (Atl) Terry Glenn (Dal)  Sebastian Janikowski (Oak) Cincinnati Bengals 

Trent Green (Mia) Chester Taylor (Min) Bernard Berrian (Chi)  Kris Brown (Hou) Indianapolis Colts 

Brodie Croyle (KC) Adrian Peterson (Min) Jerricho Cotchery (NYJ)  Matt Bryant (TB) Detroit Lions 

Charlie Frye (Cle) DeAngelo Williams (Car) Greg Jennings (GB)  Shaun Suisham (Was) Houston Texans 

Tavaris Jackson (Min) Julius Jones (Dal) Vincent Jackson (SD)  Billy Cundiff (Atl) Cleveland Browns 

Brady Quinn (Cle) LaMont Jordan (Oak) Dante Stallworth (NE)      

Brian Griese (Chi) DeShaun Foster (Car) Mark Clayton (Bal)     

David Carr (Car) Tatum Bell (Det) D.J. Hackett (Sea)     

Damon Huard (KC) Brandon Jackson (GB) Kevin Curtis (Phi)     

David Garrard (Jax) Jerious Norwood (Atl) Santonio Holmes (Pit)       

Kurt Warner (Ari) Kevin Jones (Det) Ronald Curry (Oak)     

Kerry Collins (Ten) Ladell Betts (Was) Devery Henderson (NO)      

Seneca Wallace (Sea) Chris Brown (Ten) Joe Horn (Atl)     

  Vernand Morency (GB) Muhsin Muhammad (Chi)      

  Lendale White (Ten) Isaac Bruce (StL)       

  Michael Turner (SD) Matt Jones (Jax)     

  Ron Dayne (Hou) Derrick Mason (Bal)      

  Reuben Droughns (NYG) Eddie Kennison (KC)      

  Michael Pittman (TB) Dwayne Jarrett (Car)       

  Anthony Thomas (Buf) Jerry Porter (Oak)       

  Mike Bell (Den) Drew Bennett (StL)      

  Maurice Morris (Sea) Amani Toomer (NYG)       

  Adrian Peterson (Chi) Brandon Marshall (Den)      

 



 
   RANKED BY: BRUNO BOYS STAFF WRITER JAKE KERNS 

QUARTERBACKS RUNNING BACKS WIDE RECEIVERS TIGHT ENDS KICKERS TEAM DEFENSE 

Peyton Manning (Ind) LaDainian Tomlinson (SD) Steve Smith (Car) Antonio Gates (SD) Shayne Graham (Cin) Baltimore Ravens 

Carson Palmer (Cin) Steven Jackson (Stl) Reggie Wayne (Ind) Tony Gonzalez (KC) Nate Kaeding (SD) New England Patriots 

Drew Brees (NO) Frank Gore (SF) Chad Johnson (Cin) Vernon Davis (SF) Robbie Gould (Chi) Chicago Bears 

Tom Brady (NE) Joseph Addai (Ind) Torry Holt (Stl) Jeremy Shockey (NYG) Adam Vinateri (Ind) San Diego Chargers 

Marc Bulger (STL) Larry Johnson (KC) Marvin Harrison (Ind) Todd Heap (Bal) Jason Elam (Den) Carolina Panthers 

Vince Young (Ten) Willie Parker (Pit) Larry Fitzgerald (Ari) Kellen Winslow Jr. (Cle) David Akers (Phi) Jacksonville Jaguars 

Donovan McNabb (Phi) Brian Westbrook (Phi) Terrell Owens (Dal) Ben Watson (NE) Neil Rackers (Ari) Philadelphia Eagles 

Jay Cutler (Den) Shaun Alexander (Sea) TJ Houshmandzadeh (Cin) Alge Crumpler (Atl) Jeff Wilkins (Stl) Miami Dolphins 

Jon Kitna (Det) Rudi Johnson (Cin) Anquan Boldin (Ari) Jason Witten (Dal) Matt Stover (Bal) Green Bay Packers 

Matt Hasselbeck (Sea) Reggie Bush (NO) Roy Williams (Det) Chris Cooley (Was) Stephen Gostkowski (NE) Denver Broncos 

Matt Leinart (Ari) Laurence Maroney (NE) Lee Evans (Buf) LJ Smith (Phi) Jason Hanson (Det) Pittsburgh Steelers 

Phillip Rivers (SD) Ronnie Brown (Mia) Marques Colston (NO) Heath Miller (Pit) Josh Brown (Sea) Minnesota Vikings 

Eli Manning (NYG) Travis Henry (Den) Donald Driver (GB) Randy McMichael (Stl) John Kasay (Car) Arizona Cardinals 

Tony Romo (Dal) Maurice Jones-Drew (Jax) Javon Walker (Den) Dallas Clark (Ind) Jeff Reed (Pit) Saint Louis Rams 

JP Losman (Buf) Marshawn Lynch (Buf) Andre Johnson (Hou) Desmond Clark (Chi) Joe Nedney (SF) New York Giants 

Ben Roethlisberger (Pit) Willis McGahee (Bal) Randy Moss (NE) Tony Scheffler (Den) Josh Scobee (Jax) Dallas Cowboys 

Brett Favre (GB) Cedric Benson (Chi) Plaxico Burress (NYG) Owen Daniels (Hou) Olindo Mare (NO) New York Jets 

Jake Delhomme (Car) Clinton Portis (Was) Hines Ward (Pit) David Martin (Mia) Mason Crosby (GB) San Francisco 49ers 

Steve McNair (Bal) Thomas Jones (NYJ) Darrell Jackson (SF) Eric Johnson (NO) Lawrence Tynes (NYG) Indianapolis Colts 

Byron Leftwich (Jac) Edgerrin James (Ari) Deion Branch (Sea) Marcus Pollard (Sea) Mike Nugent (NYJ) Kansas City Chiefs 

Rex Grossman (Chi) Brandon Jacobs (NY) Calvin Johnson (Det) Chris Baker (NYJ) Ryan Longwell (Min) Seattle Seahawks 

Alex Smith (SF) Marion Barber (Dal) Vincent Jackson (SD) Bo Scaife (Ten) Justin Medlock (KC) Oakland Raiders 

Matt Schaub (Hou) Ahman Green (Hou) Reggie Brown (Phi) Marcedes Lewis (Jax) Rob Birones (Ten) Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

Chad Pennington (NYJ) Deuce McAllister (NO) Laveranues Coles (NYJ) Leonard Pope (Ari) Rian Lindell (Buf) Cincinnati Bengals 

Jeff Garcia (TB) Carnell Williams (TB) Braylon Edwards (Cle) Daniel Graham (Den) Shaun Suisham (Was) New Orleans Saints 

Joey Harrington (ATL) Jamal Lewis (Cle) Santana Moss (Was)  Phil Dawson (Cle) Washington Redskins 

Trent Green (Mia) Brandon Jackson (GB) Mark Clayton (Bal)  Martin Gramatica (Dal) Atlanta Falcons 

Jason Campbell (Was) Chester Taylor (Min) Brandon Jones (Ten)  Matt Bryant (TB) Houston Texans 

Daunte Culpepper (Oak) Adrian Peterson (Min) Joey Galloway (TB)  Sebastion Janikowski (Oak) Tennessee Titans 

Tavaris Jackson (Min) Jerius Norwood (Atl) DJ Hackett (Sea)  Billy Cundiff (Atl) Cleveland Browns 

Brodie Croyle (KC) DeAngelo Williams (Car) Bernard Berrian (Chi)  Kris Brown (Hou) Buffalo Bills 

Damon Huard (KC) Ladell Betts (Was) Santiono Holmes (Pit)  Jay Feeley (Mia) Detroit Lions 

Charlie Frye (Cle) DeShaun Foster (Car) Terry Glenn (Dal)    

Derek Anderson (Cle) Chris Henry (Ten) Matt Jones (Jax)    

David Garrard (Jac) Warrick Dunn (Atl) Greg Jennings (GB)    

Josh McCown (Oak) Fred Taylor (Jax) Jerricho Cotchery (NYJ)    

John Beck (Mia) Tatum Bell (Det) Donte Stallworth (NE)    

Brady Quinn (Cle) Julius Jones (Dal) Mushin Muhammad (Chi)    

JaMarcus Russell (Oak) Kevin Jones (Det) Kevin Curtis (Phi)    

Dan Orlovsky (Det) Michael Turner (SD) Eddie Kennison (KC)    

 Mike Bell (Den) Chris Chambers (Mia)    

 Reuben Droughns (NYG) Joe Horn (Atl)    

 Anthony Thomas (Buf) Jerry Porter (Oak)    

 Lorenzo Booker (Mia) Brandon Marshall (Den)    

 LenDale White (Ten) Reggie Williams (Jax)    

 Leon Washington (NYG) Devin Hester (Chi)    

 Michael Pittman (TB) Derrick Mason (Bal)    

 Lamont Jordan (Oak) Isaac Bruce (STL)    

 Vernand Morency (GB) Devery Henderson (NO)    

 DeDe Dorsey (Ind) Drew Bennett (StL)    



 
   RANKED BY: BRUNO BOYS STAFF WRITER COREY KOEHLER 

QUARTERBACKS RUNNING BACKS WIDE RECEIVERS TIGHT ENDS KICKERS TEAM DEFENSE 

Peyton Manning (Ind) LaDainian Tomlinson (SD) Steve Smith (Car) Antonio Gates (SD) Adam Vinatieri (Ind) Baltimore Ravens 

Tom Brady (NE) Steven Jackson (Stl) Chad Johnson (Cin) Todd Heap (Bal) Shayne Graham (Cin) New England Patriots 

Carson Palmer (Cin) Frank Gore (SF) Reggie Wayne (Ind) Tony Gonzalez (KC) Jeff Wilkins (StL) Chicago Bears 

Drew Brees (NO) Larry Johnson (KC) Torry Holt (Stl) Jeremy Shockey (NYG) Robbie Gould (Chi) San Diego Chargers 

Marc Bulger (Stl) Brian Westbrook (Phi) Marvin Harrison (Ind) Alge Crumpler (Atl) Stephen Gostkowski (NE) Pittsburgh Steelers 

Jon Kitna (Det) Joseph Addai (Ind) Terrell Owens (Dal) Vernon Davis (SF) Nate Kaeding (SD) Jacksonville Jaguars 

Donovan McNab (Phi) Travis Henry (Den) Larry Fitzgerald (Ari) Jason Witten (Dal) Jason Elam (Den) Miami Dolphins 

Vince Young (Ten) Shaun Alexander (Sea) Roy Williams (Det) Chris Cooley (Was) Matt Stover (Bal) Dallas Cowboys 

Matt Leinart (Ari) Rudi Johnson (Cin) TJ Houshmandzadeh (Cin) Ben Watson (NE) Olindo Mare (NO) Denver Broncos 

Tony Romo (Dal) Laurence Maroney (NE) Anquan Boldin (Ari) LJ Smith (Phi) Neil Rackers (Ari) Oakland Raiders 

Matt Hasselbeck (Sea) Willie Parker (Pit) Javon Walker (Den) Kellen Winslow Jr. (Cle) Jason Hanson (Det) Carolina Panthers 

Jay Cutler (Den) Reggie Bush (NO) Lee Evans (Buf) Randy McMichael (Stl) Josh Brown (Sea) Green Bay Packers 

Phillip Rivers (SD) Cedric Benson (Chi) Donald Driver (GB) Dallas Clark (Ind) David Akers (Phi) Philadelphia Eagles 

Ben Roethlisberger (Pit) Maurice Jones-Drew (Jax) Marques Colston (NO) Daniel Graham (Den) Josh Scobee (Jax) Minnesota Vikings 

Chad Pennington (NYJ) Willis McGahee (Bal) Andre Johnson (Hou) Visanthe Shiancoe (Min) Mike Nugent (NYJ) New Orleans Saints 

Eli Manning (NYG) Edgerrin James (Ari) Plaxico Burress (NYG) Bo Scaife (Ten) John Kasay (Car) New York Jets 

Brett Favre (GB) Thomas Jones (NYJ) Hines Ward (Pit) Owen Daniels (Hou) Jeff Reed (Pit) Indianapolis Colts 

Jake Delhomme (Car) Marshawn Lynch (Buf) Randy Moss (NE) Heath Miller (Pit) Joe Nedney (SF) Houston Texans 

Alex Smith (SF) Ronnie Brown (Mia) Darrell Jackson (SF) Desmond Clark (Chi) Jay Feely (Mia) Buffalo Bills 

JP Losman (Buf) Clinton Portis (Was) Deion Branch (Sea) Marcus Pollard (Sea) Ryan Longwell (Min) Atlanta Falcons 

Rex Grossman (Chi) Ahman Green (Hou) Reggie Brown (Phi) Chris Baker (NYJ) Rian Lindell (Buf) Cincinnati Bengals 

Steve McNair (Bal) Deuce McAllister (NO) Laveranues Coles (NYJ) Eric Johnson (NO) Rob Bironas (Ten) Seattle Seahawks 

Jeff Garcia (TB) Marion Barber (Dal) Santana Moss (Was) Jermaine Wiggins (Jax) Lawrence Tynes (NYG) San Francisco 49ers 

Matt Schaub (Hou) Adrian Peterson (Min) Braylon Edwards (Cle) Greg Olsen (Chi) Martin Gramatica (Dal) New York Giants 

Byron Leftwich (Jax) Carnell Williams (TB) Mark Clayton (Bal) Mercedes Lewis (Jax) Matt Bryant (TB) Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

Joey Harrington (Atl) Jerius Norwood (Atl) Donte Stallworth (NE)  Phil Dawson (Cle) Kansas City Chiefs 

Jason Campbell (Was) Jamal Lewis (Cle) Calvin Johnson (Det)  Shaun Suisham (Was) Cleveland Browns 

Charlie Frye (Cle) DeAngelo Williams (Car) Joey Galloway (TB)  Justin Medlock (KC) Arizona Cardinals 

Tavaris Jackson (Min) Brandon Jacobs (NY) Vincent Jackson (SD)  Sebastian Janikowski (Oak) St. Louis Rams 

Brodie Croyle (KC) Tatum Bell (Det) Greg Jennings (GB)  Kris Brown (Hou) Washington Redskins 

Trent Green (MIA) Chester Taylor (Min) Chris Chambers (Mia)  Mason Crosby (GB) Detroit Lions 

Josh McCown (Oak) LenDale White (Ten) Jerricho Cotchery (NYJ)  Billy Cundiff (Atl) Tennessee Titans 

Brady Quinn (Cle) Brandon Jackson (GB) DJ Hackett (Sea)    

John Beck (Mia) Fred Taylor (Jax) Bernard Berrian (Chi)    

Daunte Culpepper (OAK) Ladell Betts (Was) Kevin Curtis (Phi)    

Chris Simms (TB) Julius Jones (Dal) Jerry Porter (Oak)    

David Garrard (Jax) Vernand Morency (GB) Brandon Jones (Ten)    

JaMarcus Russell (Oak) Dominic Rhodes (Oak) Mushin Muhammad (Chi)    

Damon Huard (KC) Michael Turner (SD) Matt Jones (Jax)    

David Carr (Hou) Kevin Jones (Det) Joe Horn (Atl)    

 Anthony Thomas (Buf) Santiono Holmes (Pit)    

 DeShaun Foster (Car) Terry Glenn (Dal)    

 Reuben Droughns (NYG) Eddie Kennison (KC)    

 LaMont Jordan (Oak) Ronald Curry (Oak)    

 Warrick Dunn (Atl) Mike Furrey (Det)    

 Mike Bell (Den) Issac Bruce (Stl)    

 Michael Pittman (TB) Drew Bennett (Stl)    

 Lorenzo Booker (Mia) Devery Henderson (NO)    

 Correll Buckhalter (Phi) Derrick Mason (Bal)    

 Chris Henry (Ten) Dwayne Jarrett (Car)    

 



 
   RANKED BY: BRUNO BOYS STAFF WRITER CORY STEGER 

QUARTERBACKS RUNNING BACKS WIDE RECEIVERS TIGHT ENDS KICKERS TEAM DEFENSE 

Peyton Manning (Ind) LaDainian Tomlinson (SD) Marvin Harrison (Ind) Antonio Gates (SD) Robbie Gould (Chi) Chicago Bears 

Carson Palmer (Cin) Steven Jackson (StL) Terrell Owens (Dal) Tony Gonzalez (KC) Jeff Wilkins (StL) Baltimore Ravens 

Drew Brees (NO) Larry Johnson (KC) Steve Smith (Car) Todd Heap (Bal) Nate Kaeding (SD) San Diego Chargers 

Tom Brady (NE) Shaun Alexander (Sea) Torry Holt (StL) Alge Crumpler (Atl) Adam Vinateri (Ind) Minnesota Vikings 

Donovan McNabb (Phi) Frank Gore (SF) Chad Johnson (Cin) Kellen Winslow (Cle) Jason Elam (Den) Miami Dolphins 

Marc Bulger (StL) Brian Westbrook (Phi) Larry Fitzgerald (Ari) Jeremy Shockey (NYG) Joe Nedney (SF) New England Patriots 

Matt Hasselbeck (Sea) Clinton Portis (Was) Roy Williams (Det) Vernon Davis (SF) Josh Scobee (Jax) Pittsburgh Steelers 

Tony Romo (Dal) Rudi Johnson (Cin) Reggie Wayne (Ind) Chris Cooley (Was) Josh Brown (Sea) Denver Broncos 

Eli Manning (NYG) Willie Parker (Pit) Donald Driver (GB) LJ Smith (Phi) Shayne Graham (Cin) Green Bay Packers 

Ben Roethlisberger (Pit) Laurence Maroney (NE) Lee Evans (Buf) Ben Watson (NE) Neil Rackers (Ari) St. Louis Rams 

Vince Young (Ten) Joseph Addai (Ind) Javon Walker (Den) Jason Witten (Dal) Jason Hanson (Det) Philadelphia Eagles 

Jon Kitna (Det) Willis McGahee (Bal) Plaxico Burress (NYG) Dallas Clark (Ind) David Akers (Phi) Dallas Cowboys 

Philip Rivers (SD) Edgerrin James (Ari) Marques Colston (NO) Heath Miller (Pit) Matt Stover (Bal) Carolina Panthers 

Alex Smith (SF) Reggie Bush (NO) Andre Johnson (Hou) Randy McMichael (StL) Mike Nugent (NYJ) Arizona Cardinals 

Jay Cutler (Den) Cedric Benson (Chi) Santana Moss (Was) Mercedes Lewis (Jax) Stephen Gostkowski (NE) Oakland Raiders 

Matt Leinart (Ari) Travis Henry (Den) Anquan Boldin (Ari) Greg Olsen (Chi) Ryan Longwell (Min) Jacksonville Jaguars 

Brett Favre (GB) Ronnie Brown (Mia) Deion Branch (Sea) Owen Daniels (Hou) Lawrence Tynes (NYG) New York Jets 

Rex Grossman (Chi) Thomas Jones (NYJ) TJ Housmandzadeh (Cin) Eric Johnson (NO) Mason Crosby (GB) San Francisco 49ers 

Jeff Garcia (TB) Brandon Jacobs (NYG) Hines Ward (Pit) Bo Scaife (Ten) Olindo Mare (NO) Buffalo Bills 

Chad Pennington (NYJ) Carnell Williams (TB) Darrell Jackson (SF) Chris Baker (NYJ) John Kasay (Car) Atlanta Falcons 

Steve McNair (Bal) Maurice Jones-Drew (Jax) Braylon Edwards (Cle) Desmond Clark (Chi) Rob Bironas (Ten) Cincinnati Bengals 

Matt Schaub (Hou) Marshawn Lynch (Buf) Laveranues Coles (NYJ) David Martin (Mia) Rian Lindell (Buf) Tennessee Titans 

JP Losman (Buf) Marion Barber (Dal) Reggie Brown (Phi) Zach Miller (Oak) Justin Medlock (KC) Seattle Seahawks 

Jake Delhomme (Car) Fred Taylor (Jax) Calvin Johnson (Det) Daniel Graham (Den) Martin Gramatica (Dal) New York Giants 

Jason Campbell (Was) Deuce McAllister (NO) Randy Moss (NE) Marcus Pollard (Sea) Jeff Reed (Pit) Cleveland Browns 

Byron Leftwich (Jax) LaMont Jordan (Oak) Joey Galloway (TB)   Sebastian Janikowski (Oak) Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

Tarvaris Jackson (Min) Jerious Norwood (Atl) Donte Stallworth (NE)   Kris Brown (Hou) Detroit Lions 

Daunte Culpepper (Oak) Jamal Lewis (Cle) Jerricho Cotchery (NYJ)   Billy Cundiff (Atl) Indianapolis Colts 

Trent Green (Mia) Adrian Peterson (Min) Chris Chambers (Mia)   Phil Dawson (Cle) Washington Redskins 

Charlie Frye (Cle) DeAngelo Williams (Car) Terry Glenn (Dal)   Jay Feely (Mia) New Orleans Saints 

Brodie Croyle (KC) Ahman Green (Hou) Greg Jennings (GB)   Matt Bryant (TB) Kansas City Chiefs 

Joey Harrington (ATL) Julius Jones (Dal) Bernard Berrian (Chi)   Shaun Suisham (Was) Houston Texans 

Brady Quinn (CLE) Tatum Bell (Det) Jerry Porter (Oak)    

Brian Griese (Chi) Chester Taylor (Min) Drew Bennett (StL)    

JaMarcus Russell (Oak) LenDale White (Ten) Mike Furrey (Det)    

Kellen Clemens (NYJ) Brandon Jackson (GB) Mark Clayton (Bal)    

Damon Huard (KC) Kevin Jones (Det) Muhsin Muhammad (Chi)    

Andrew Walter (Oak) Ladell Betts (Was) Eddie Kennison (KC)    

John Beck (Mia) DeShaun Foster (Car) DJ Hackett (Sea)    

Derek Anderson (Cle) Michael Turner (SD) Vincent Jackson (SD)    

 Warrick Dunn (Atl) Santonio Holmes (Pit)    

 Vernard Morency (GB) Matt Jones (Jax)    

 Leon Washington (NYJ) Kevin Curtis (Phi)    

 Maurice Morris (Sea) Joe Horn (Atl)    

 Mike Bell (Den) Amani Toomer (NYG)    

 Reuben Droughns (NYG) Derrick Mason (Bal)    

 Kevin Faulk (NE) Reggie Williams (Jax)    

 Dominic Rhodes (Oak) Ashley Lelie (SF)    

 Najeh Davenport (Pit) Marty Booker (Mia)    

 Chris Henry (Ten) Devery Henderson (NO)    

 



   RANKED BY: BRUNO BOYS STAFF WRITER CHRIS ZIZA 

QUARTERBACKS RUNNING BACKS WIDE RECEIVERS TIGHT ENDS KICKERS TEAM DEFENSE 

Peyton Manning (Ind) LaDainian Tomlinson (SD) Steve Smith (Car) Antonio Gates (SD) Adam Vinatieri (Ind) Baltimore Ravens 

Carson Palmer (Cin) Steven Jackson (StL) Torry Holt (StL) Todd Heap (Bal) Shayne Graham (Cin) Chicago Bears 

Tom Brady (NE) Frank Gore (SF) Chad Johnson (Cin) Jeremy Shockey (NYG) Nate Kaeding (SD) San Diego Chargers 

Marc Bulger (StL) Larry Johnson (KC) Larry Fitzgerald (Ari) Tony Gonzalez (KC) David Akers (Phi) New England Patriots 

Donovan McNabb (Phi) Brian Westbrook (Phi) Reggie Wayne (Ind) Vernon Davis (SF) Jeff Wilkins (StL) Jacksonville Jaguars 

Jon Kitna (Det) Joseph Addai (Ind) Marvin Harrison (Ind) Kellen Winslow (Cle) Jason Elam (Den) Green Bay Packers 

Drew Brees (NO) Shaun Alexander (Sea) Terrell Owens (Dal) Alge Crumpler (Atl) Matt Stover (Bal) Pittsburgh Steelers 

Phillip Rivers (SD) Willie Parker (Pit) TJ Housmandzadeh (Cin) Ben Watson (NE) Robbie Gould (Chi) Miami Dolphins 

Jay Cutler (Den) Rudi Johnson (Cin) Roy Williams (Det) Chris Cooley (Was) Stephen Gostkowski (NE) Denver Broncos 

Matt Hasselbeck (Sea) Laurence Maroney (NE) Anquan Boldin (Ari) Randy McMichael (StL) Josh Brown (Sea) Philadelphia Eagles 

Matt Leinart (Ari) Travis Henry (Den) Javon Walker (Den) Jason Witten (Dal) John Kasay (Car) Dallas Cowboys 

Tony Romo (Dal) Maurice Jones-Drew (Jax) Lee Evans (Buf) Marcus Pollard (Sea) Neil Rackers (Ari) Minnesota Vikings 

Vince Young (Ten) Willis McGahee (Bal) Donald Driver (GB) David Martin (Mia) Joe Nedney (SF) Carolina Panthers 

Chad Pennington (NYJ) Cedric Benson (Chi) Andre Johnson (Hou) LJ Smith (Phi) Mike Nugent (NYJ) San Francisco 49ers 

Eli Manning (NYG) Reggie Bush (NO) Randy Moss (NE) Daniel Graham (Den) Josh Scobee (Jax) Oakland Raiders 

Ben Roethlisberger (Pit) Edgerrin James (Ari) Marques Colston (NO) Tony Scheffler (Den) Jason Hanson (Det) Cincinnati Bengals 

Brett Favre (GB) Brandon Jacobs (NYG) Plaxico Burress (NYG) Eric Johnson (NO) Olindo Mare (NO) New York Giants 

Jeff Garcia (TB) Ronnie Brown (Mia) Darrell Jackson (SF) Owen Daniels (Hou) Jeff Reed (Pit) Buffalo Bills 

Trent Green (Mia) Clinton Portis (Was) Hines Ward (Pit) Dallas Clark (Ind) Rian Lindell (Buf) Atlanta Falcons 

Alex Smith (SF) Marshawn Lynch (Buf) Deion Branch (Sea) Desmond Clark (Chi) Ryan Longwell (Min) Indianapolis Colts 

JP Losman (Buf) Thomas Jones (NYJ) Reggie Brown (Phi) Heath Miller (Pit) Rob Bironas (Ten) New York Jets 

Jake Delhomme (Car) Ahman Green (Hou) Laveranues Coles (NYJ) Bo Scaife (Ten) Mason Crosby (GB) Arizona Cardinals 

Steve McNair (Bal) Deuce McAllister (NO) Santana Moss (Was) Chris Baker (NYJ) Lawrence Tynes (NYG) Seattle Seahawks 

Matt Schaub (Hou) Marion Barber (Dal) Mark Clayton (Bal) Zach Miller (Oak) Jay Feely (Mia) Kansas City Chiefs 

Rex Grossman (Chi) Julius Jones (Dal) Donte Stallworth (NE) Mercedes Lewis (Jax) Matt Bryant (TB) St. Louis Rams 

Byron Leftwich (Jax) Adrian Peterson (Min) Calvin Johnson (Det)  Martin Gramatica (Dal) New Orleans Saints 

Jason Campbell (Was) Carnell Williams (TB) Terry Glenn (Dal)  Justin Medlock (KC) Washington Redskins 

Joey Harrington (Atl) Fred Taylor (Jax) Joey Galloway (TB)  Phil Dawson (Cle) Detroit Lions 

Daunte Culpepper (Oak) DeAngelo Williams (Car) Vincent Jackson (SD)  Sebastian Janikowski (Oak) Cleveland Browns 

Tarvaris Jackson (Min) LaMont Jordan (Oak) Chris Chambers (Mia)  Shaun Suisham (Was) Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

Brodie Croyle (KC) Jamal Lewis (Cle) Braylon Edwards (Cle)  Kris Brown (Hou) Houston Texans 

Damon Huard (KC) Jerious Norwood (Atl) Jericho Cotchery (NYJ)  Billy Cundiff (Atl) Tennessee Titans 

Brady Quinn (Cle) Brandon Jackson (GB) Bernard Berrian (Chi)    
Charlie Frye (Cle) Chester Taylor (Min) Kevin Curtis (Phi)    

JaMarcus Russell (Oak) Tatum Bell (Det) Greg Jennings (GB)    
David Carr (Car) Kevin Jones (Det) Jerry Porter (Oak)    
John Beck (Mia) LenDale White (Ten) DJ Hackett (Sea)    

David Garrard (Jax) Ladell Betts (Was) Brandon Jones (Ten)    
Brian Griese (Chi) DeShaun Foster (Car) Muhsin Muhammad (Chi)    

Josh McCown (Oak) Warrick Dunn (Atl) Matt Jones (Jax)    

 Michael Turner (SD) Santonio Holmes (Pit)    

 Mike Bell (Den) Eddie Kennison (KC)    

 Vernard Morency (GB) Devery Henderson (NO)    

 Leon Washington (NYJ) Isaac Bruce (StL)    

 Michael Pittman (TB) Joe Horn (Atl)    

 Anthony Thomas (Buf) Dwayne Jarrett (Car)    

 Chris Henry (Ten) Drew Bennett (StL)    

 Reuben Droughns (NYG) Ronald Curry (Oak)    

 Lorenzon Booker (Mia) Mike Furrey (Det)    

 Dominic Rhodes (Oak) Derrick Mason (Bal)    
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